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1.1 Introduction
This thesis focuses on teacher conduct during whole-class discussions around 
curricular texts in primary school history and geography lessons. It characterises 
teachers’ different ways of taking on a more facilitating role and inviting students to 
take the floor for longer periods of time. By scrutinizing the teachers’ conduct during 
whole-class discussions, identifying the student contributions that precede this 
conduct and analysing the interactional consequences of the teachers’ actions, we 
show how teachers facilitate and influence the discussion among students with both 
verbal and bodily conduct. These insights provide valuable knowledge on how to 
hold a discussion in the classroom in which students talk and respond to each other, 
reason together and provide each other with alternative perspectives on a matter.

1.2 reading and text comprehension
Reading is a very important skill. Through texts, we meet the world, have vicarious 
experiences and gain all kinds of knowledge. In fact, to be able to function in society, 
proficiency in reading is a necessity (Taylor & Olson, 1995). Stanovich (2008) notes that 
reading and cognitive development are reciprocally related and create a “Matthew 
effect” (the richer get rich) of reading achievement. For example, reading enhances 
vocabulary growth which in turn enhances text comprehension, causing major 
differences between individuals (Stanovich, 2008). Besides enhancing language 
development, reading has other benefits as well. Reading literary texts, for instance, 
can improve one’s Theory of Mind: the capacity “to identify and understand other’s 
subjective states” (Kidd & Castano, 2013, p. 377). Furthermore, reading picture 
books can enhance children’s social-emotional development (Kwant, 2011), their 
mathematics performance (Van den heuvel-Panhuizen, elia, & Robitzsch, 2016) and 
their literary competence (Van der Pol, 2010).

Apart from these cognitive effects, reading competence is also important for 
more immediate reasons. For example, in content area subjects at school texts are 
typically the primary source of information. In order to be able to get acquainted 
with the material and acquire new knowledge, one needs to be able to read and 
understand these texts. however, text comprehension is “a complex cognitive 
activity” (Gernsbacher & Kaschak, 2013, p. 462). Apart from orthographic decoding 
and recognition of words and syntactic structures, text comprehension requires 
readers to make sense of the text as a whole by establishing a representation of the 
text and inferring relations to fill in gaps by relying on their knowledge of the world 
(Gernsbacher & Kaschak, 2013).
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Beck and McKeown and colleagues note that younger and less skilled readers 
do not take such an active role while reading and that many students “deal with text 
only superficially” (Beck & McKeown, 2001, p. 226; Beck, McKeown, Sandora, Kucan, 
& Worthy, 1996). As a result, they are often only able to answer simple questions and 
do not comprehend the text (Beck & McKeown, 2001). Therefore, it is important to 
enhance student engagement by means of meaningful texts and motivating reading 
goals (Van den Branden, 2019; Vanbuel, Boderé, & Van den Branden, 2017). Instead 
of strategy-based instruction which risks a focus on surface features, Beck et al. 
propose the use of a dialogic approach constituting “an active search for meaning” 
(1996, p. 386). Their approach, called Questioning the Author, treats the author of a 
text as fallible and invites students to explore the meaning of the text by encouraging 
them to share their understanding, interpretations and elaborations in a whole-
class discussion setting (Beck et al., 1996). In this way, the approach encourages 
collaboration in meaning construction.

1.3 classroom discussions around texts
As was already claimed by Vygotsky, dialogue is important to learning, for intermental 
processes precede and facilitate intramental processes: dialogue not only enables 
us to jointly create knowledge and understanding, but also provides us with a 
“psychological tool for organizing our individual thoughts, for reasoning, planning 
and reviewing our actions.” (Mercer, 2000, p. 10; Vygotsky, 1986). For this reason, 
discussions in the classroom form an auspicious means for dealing with texts. They 
offer students the opportunity to collaboratively build understanding of the texts 
and enhance their individual cognitive processes at the same time.

Indeed, previous research on classroom discussions around texts points to a 
range of benefits. First and foremost, discussions around texts have shown to enhance 
all kinds of cognitive processes. Most importantly, they improve students’ text 
comprehension (Applebee, Langer, Nystrand, & Gamoran, 2003; Murphy, Wilkinson, 
Soter, hennessey, & Alexander, 2009), which was ascribed to the students’ internalising 
of the “knowledge and skills necessary to engage in challenging literacy tasks on 
their own. ” (Applebee et al., 2003, p. 723). Furthermore, discussions around texts 
also enhance students’ understanding of the world (Sterponi, 2007) and encourage 
students to predict, to elaborate text propositions, to produce possible explanations, 
to solve problems, to use evidence and to provide and consider different perspectives 
(Chinn et al., 2001; Gosen, 2012). 

In line with this, Reznitskaya et al. (2001) demonstrate that discussions can 
lead to better argumentation skills. In their study comparing essays of students who 
participated in Collaborative Reasoning to those of students who did not, the essays 
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of the first group contained more arguments and counterarguments and displayed 
more use of text information. This indicates that through collaborative discussions, 
students acquire reasoning skills which translate to individual persuasive writing. 
hence, participation in joint reasoning around texts promotes students’ individual 
reasoning (Reznitskaya et al., 2001).

Finally, discussions around texts have shown to lead to enhanced student 
engagement (Beck & McKeown, 2001; Chinn et al., 2001). They offer opportunities for 
development of collaboration as the students build on each other’s ideas (Beck et 
al., 1996). This activity asks for a more active attitude, as it does not suffice to just 
understand the text; the students also have to make their own understanding, ideas 
and perspectives understandable to others (hayes, Flower, Schriver, Stratman, & 
Carey, 1987; McKeown, Beck, & Worthy, 1993). In turn, this may of course promote the 
students’ cognitive and argumentative skills.

1.4 characteristics of meaningful discussions
Despite the benefits listed in the previous section, not every discussion is equally 
productive. A meta-analysis by Murphy et al. (2009) has demonstrated that many 
small-group approaches for the discussion of texts result in strong increases in the 
amount of student talk and improvements in text comprehension, while only few of 
them effectively promote critical thinking, reasoning and argumentation. executing a 
detailed analysis of such approaches, Soter et al. (2008) aimed to reveal the discourse 
features characterising ‘productive discussions’: discussions that promote high-level 
thinking and comprehension. They found that productive discussions occur “where 
students hold the floor for extended periods of time, where students are prompted 
to discuss texts through open-ended or authentic questions and where discussion 
incorporates a high degree of uptake” (Soter et al., 2008, p. 389). Furthermore, their 
findings suggest that discussions should be monitored rather than dominated by the 
teacher. The teacher’s task is thus to facilitate a discussion in which students produce 
longer stretches of talk and are provided the opportunity to talk and think together.

For whole-class discussions, less is known about “whether some modes of 
dialogic organization are more beneficial than others” (howe & Abedin, 2013, p. 345). 
As Van der Veen, De Mey, Van Kruistum and Van Oers (2017) rightly state, however, it 
is important to investigate how the dialogic practices of small groups can be applied 
to whole-class contexts. Whereas small-group discussions require organisation of 
group division, accommodation of these groups and parallel guidance by the teacher, 
whole-class discussions offer teachers the opportunity to more easily organise a 
discussion among the students and model thinking for the group as a whole (see for 
example McKeown & Beck, 1999).
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Despite the relative absence of quantitative studies investigating the effects of 
different modes of whole-class discussion, the literature does describe and suggest 
discourse characteristics similar to those established for small groups: the teacher is 
to be a facilitator inviting students to take the floor and share their thoughts and 
experiences (evans, 2001; Myhill, 2006; Van der Veen, Van Kruistum, & Michaels, 2015). 
here again, authentic questions are recommended as a means to this end (Beck & 
McKeown, 2001; Myhill, 2006; Nystrand, 1997; Nystrand & Gamoran, 1991). These 
questions not only elicit longer contributions; they can also create enhanced student 
engagement which in turn has a strong effect on their learning (Nystrand & Gamoran, 
1991). Furthermore, uptake and the careful design of subsequent questions are 
mentioned in order to extend and support the students’ learning and understanding 
(Michaels & O’Connor, 2015; Myhill, 2006; Nystrand & Gamoran, 1991). 

1.5 Teacher roles in classroom interaction
Whole-class discussions constitute a less prevalent setting in education. Teacher-
fronted interaction (also referred to as monologic classroom interaction) is the 
most common and most researched type of classroom interaction (Cazden, 1988). 
In teacher-fronted settings, the teachers are typically characterised as the ‘head’ or 
‘director’ of the interaction (Mchoul, 1978, p. 188). As head of the interaction, teachers 
often launch IRe-sequences (Cazden, 1988; Mehan, 1979b; Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975). 
These sequences consist of a teacher’s initiation (e.g. a question), a student’s response 
and an evaluation of that response by the teacher. As the evaluation component 
demonstrates, teachers frequently pose questions to which the answer is already 
known to them (Cazden, 1988; Lyle, 2008; Margutti & Drew, 2014; Mehan, 1979b; 
Mehan & Cazden, 2013; Nystrand, Wu, Gamoran, Zeiser, & Long, 2003; Shepherd, 2014; 
Van der Veen, Van der Wilt, Van Kruistum, Van Oers, & Michaels, 2017). In this thesis, 
we will call these questions known-information questions (or KIQs), in previous work 
also referred to as exam questions, display questions and known-answer questions 
(Rusk, Sahlström, & Pörn, 2017). Through the use of these questions and the IRe-
sequences that these questions set in motion, teachers take every other turn at talk 
(Mchoul, 1978): they often use the third turn to both evaluate the response just given 
and produce a next question that launches a new IRe (Lee, 2007). hence, the teachers 
function as primary speakers in these interactions as all turns are produced by or 
directed at them. The pattern of turn-taking typically is Teacher-Student-Teacher-
Student etc.

Being the head of the interaction also involves allocating the turns. Uncovering 
the basic rules for turn-taking in the classroom, Mchoul (1978) characterised teacher-
fronted interactions as heavily pre-allocated: the teacher is virtually always the first 
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speaker and deviations from the Teacher-Student-Teacher-Student (T-S-T-S) turn-
taking pattern are treated as needing repair. Mchoul furthermore showed that while 
students can only choose between continuing speaking and selecting the teacher 
as the next speaker, the teacher can allocate turns creatively (1978). hence, teacher-
fronted classroom interaction is hierarchical and furthermore organised as a ‘two-
party speech exchange system’ in which the students together form one (multi 
person) party and the teacher the other (Schegloff, 1987).

While there is a general agreement on the teacher as the turn-allocator, several 
scholars have nuanced Mchoul’s model of turn-taking in the classroom. They have 
demonstrated that teachers do sometimes address the whole class of students and 
give them an opportunity to self-select (Mazeland, 1983; ’general solicit’, Van Lier, 
1988) or elicit choral responses to Designedly Incomplete Utterances (Koshik, 2002; 
Margutti, 2010). Students sometimes even select themselves as the next speaker 
(Mazeland, 1983) and have demonstrated to influence the teacher’s turn-allocation 
by means of gaze and hand raising (Fasel Lauzon & Berger, 2015; Mortensen, 2008; 
Sahlström, 2001). Koole and Berenst (2008) furthermore showed that different 
activities in the classroom involve different participation frameworks. Indeed, whole-
class or small-group discussions entail a very different participation framework than 
teacher-fronted interaction and, hence, call for another role for the teacher. 

In previous sections, we have established that productive discussions consist of 
longer stretches of student talk and that the teacher should mainly act as a facilitator 
offering the students the space to talk and think together. This facilitating role is 
something entirely different than the function of primary speaker and turn allocator 
usually held by teachers. It has been observed that this new role can be quite difficult 
for teachers: in order to provide the students the opportunity to express their points 
of view, the teachers have to partly hand over control to them, while simultaneously 
ensuring the quality of the discussion (hargreaves et al., 2003; Schuitema, Radstake, 
Van de Pol, & Veugelers, 2018). The difficulty of this task is illustrated in Myhill (2006): 
the teachers in this study prioritise ‘teaching over learning’ and ask many factual 
questions rather than realising a discussion framework, as they experience pressure 
to cover their teaching objectives (Myhill, 2006, pp. 28–29). Furthermore, Cazden 
(1988) notes that a change of intent in the teacher is not enough. Both teachers and 
students are so accustomed to their regular way of interacting that another way of 
interacting is not easily installed.

In order to realise productive discussions in which the students are actually 
provided the opportunity to produce longer stretches of talk and to talk and think 
together, it is important to unpack the teachers’ role of facilitator and translate it into 
more specific conduct. Previous studies have already made important observations. 
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First of all, it has been established that teachers’ known-information questions 
launch IRe-sequences that maintain the pattern of the teachers taking every other 
turn and functioning as head of the interaction (Mchoul, 1978; Mehan, 1979b). A 
substantial amount of literature has therefore suggested the use of questions without 
pre-specified answers, often called information-seeking questions, open-ended 
questions or authentic questions (e.g. evans, 2001; Myhill, 2006; Nystrand, 1997; 
Nystrand & Gamoran, 1991). With these questions the teachers convey their interest in 
the students’ thoughts and opinions and place priority on thinking (Nystrand, 1997). 
As these questions invite all kinds of contributions consisting of ideas, thoughts, 
opinions and personal experiences (evans, 2001; Myhill, 2006; Nystrand, 1997; Soter 
et al., 2008), the responses are not objectively right or wrong, thereby also removing 
the need for evaluation in third position. hence, information-seeking questions do 
not only provide students with a larger repertoire of responses (Chinn et al., 2001); 
they also take the teacher out of the position of necessarily taking every other turn. 
The study by Soter et al. (2008) supports this suggested shift to information-seeking 
questions with evidence: their presence co-occurs with productive discussions.

As information-seeking questions do not require third position evaluations, 
these questions may result in a shift from a T-S-T-S turn-taking pattern to a T-S-S-S 
pattern, which is important for establishing a multiparty discussion framework 
in which students talk and think together while the teacher mainly facilitates the 
discussion (Cazden, 1988; Chinn et al., 2001; Myhill, 2006). Besides information-seeking 
questions, the T-S-S-S pattern can also be realised through other means. Citing Dillon 
(1985), Cazden (1988) suggests the use of (longer) silences. In line with this, Chinn et al. 
(2001) suggest asking fewer questions, making fewer comments and letting students 
respond directly to each other. This last suggestion is, of course, very important as it 
brings us closer to a type of interaction in which students interact among themselves 
without the teacher intervening.

Finally, a suggestion often put forward for realising high quality discussions 
constitutes the use of invitations to elaborate (Cazden, 1988; Dillon, 1985). In this way, 
the teachers can invite longer stretches of talk by a single student. Giving elaborated 
explanations generates reasoning and high-level thinking (Soter et al., 2008): it 
challenges students to verbalise and explain their thinking and thereby increases 
their understanding and helps them developing new perspectives (Bargh & Schul, 
1980; Chinn, O’donnell, & Jinks, 2000; Webb, 1992; Webb, Farivar, & Mastergeorge, 
2002). Moreover, receiving explanations may also benefit students’ understanding 
(O’Donnell, 2006; Webb, 1992; Webb & Palincsar, 1996). Teachers have an important 
role in prompting elaborated explanations, as students do not frequently request or 
provide explanations themselves (Ross, 2008; Ross & Cousins, 1995; Webb, 2009).
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hence, while it is often advised that teachers take the floor less during 
discussions, some degree of teacher regulation is still important to ensure the content 
quality of the discussion (Schuitema et al., 2018; Webb, 2009). This is what makes the 
teachers’ facilitating role so complex. As the teachers’ conduct determines the type 
of interaction in the classroom, insight into their role is crucial. however, the exact 
ways in which teachers behave in such discussions are yet to be uncovered (Parker 
& hess, 2001; Schuitema, Radstake, & Veugelers, 2011): the abovementioned findings 
and suggestions leave much room for further scrutiny of what the facilitating role 
entails exactly.

1.6 The topic of this thesis
As whole-class discussions constitute a less prevalent setting in education than 
teacher-fronted interaction with its omnipresent IRe-sequence, the setting has 
received relatively little scholarly attention (Van der Veen, De Mey, et al., 2017). 
Nonetheless, it deserves our focus as it is a promising environment for learning (e.g. 
Myhill, 2006; Van der Veen, De Mey, et al., 2017). Insight into the teachers’ conduct 
during these discussions is necessary to establish the ways in which they shape their 
facilitating role and realise longer stretches of subsequent student talk in which the 
students share their thinking and reason together.

In the previous section, we have described the findings and suggestions 
regarding the teacher’s facilitating role thus far. These are often based on coding 
schemes (e.g. Myhill, 2006; Nystrand et al., 2003; Soter et al., 2008) which tend to rely 
on the researcher’s interpretation of utterances, instead of participants displayed 
interpretations in subsequent turns (Gosen & Koole, 2017). hence, coding schemes do 
not do justice to the intersubjectivity (Schegloff, 1992) involved in interaction, while 
it is in fact important to regard how the students understand their teachers’ conduct 
and act upon it.

In previous literature, open-ended or authentic questions have been suggested 
as a means to convey the teacher’s interest in students’ thoughts and opinions 
(Nystrand, 1997) and invite contributions consisting of ideas, thoughts, opinions 
and personal experiences (evans, 2001; Myhill, 2006; Nystrand, 1997; Soter et al., 
2008). however, the literature does not provide us with specific characterisations of 
how exactly these open-ended questions are formatted and what kind of student 
responses they elicit.

Similarly, teachers are encouraged to leave the floor to the students and 
deviate from the T-S-T-S turn-taking pattern (Cazden, 1988). In order to realise longer 
stretches of student talk (S-S-S), teachers are advised to let their students respond to 
each other’s contributions and elaborate on their own contributions (Cazden, 1988; 
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Chinn et al., 2000; Dillon, 1985; Soter et al., 2008). Again, however, there are no clear 
descriptions of how teachers shape these encouragements and what types of student 
contributions they result in.

Furthermore, the literature on teachers as facilitators of discussions focuses on 
verbal teacher behaviour. Apart from the recommendation to teachers to sometimes 
keep silent and use gaze to invite student contributions (Cazden, 1988; Damhuis, De 
Blauw, & Brandenbarg, 2004; Dillon, 1985) and the observation that teachers sometimes 
display unavailability (haldimann, hauser, & Nell-Tuor, 2017), teachers’ bodily conduct 
during whole-class discussions has not received much attention thus far. however, in 
whole-class discussion settings, bodily conduct may be equally important as verbal 
conduct, as teachers are encouraged to take on a more facilitating role and to be less 
verbally present.

Finally, much research focuses on establishing a discussion situation, while 
not much is known about the endings of discussions. however, it is important to 
identify what brings the discussions to a close, as this may reveal the participants’ 
stance towards the discussion. For example, Gosen et al. (2015) have demonstrated 
that teachers sometimes end a discussion by asking a KIQ and thereby reinstall the 
teacher-fronted type of interaction. This may demonstrate the teachers’ perceived 
need for knowledge transfer. Undoubtedly, there are also other reasons and 
possibilities for discussions to end, such as a natural end when new contributions are 
no longer forthcoming. To our knowledge, however, these possibilities have not yet 
been explored. 

The aim of this PhD-project was to uncover teachers’ facilitating conduct in 
whole-class discussion settings. The focus of the studies within this thesis lies on a 
number of important characteristics of meaningful discussions as put forth by the 
literature: posing open-ended or authentic questions and allowing students to develop 
their own line of thinking by encouraging students to elaborate their contributions, 
share their thinking and respond to each other. The first three studies correspond 
to these recommended characteristics and constitute analyses of teachers’ open-
ended questions after reading a piece of text, their practices for inviting students to 
elaborate their own previous turns and the teachers’ ways of passing on the turns to 
the other students to let them respond to the preceding student contribution. 

As the literature on (whole-class) discussions consistently states that the teacher 
has to take on a facilitating role and encourage students to produce longer stretches 
of talk, the fourth study within this thesis scrutinises exactly such episodes in which 
students produce several subsequent turns without the teacher intervening. It does 
not focus on one specific type of teacher conduct, but synthesises the research within 
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this project and investigates the entire repertoire of facilitating teacher conduct 
around these episodes.

1.7 Data
In order to analyse the teachers’ conduct facilitating whole-class discussions, a 
total of 39 history and geography whole-class discussion lessons were analysed. 
These lessons were given in four different fourth grade classrooms in the north of 
the Netherlands. Two of the classrooms participated in a pilot study consisting of 
three lessons per classroom. The other two classrooms participated in the study 
for half a year, resulting in 15 and 18 history lessons per classroom. Contrary to our 
expectations, the pilot lessons were highly similar to the other lessons in the data set 
and could therefore be included in the analyses. In 36 of the 39 lessons, the students 
and teacher were seated in a circle. All 39 lessons were video-recorded. ensuring the 
continuous and simultaneous visibility of all students and the teacher on the videos, 
three cameras were used and placed in different locations in the classroom, resulting 
in synchronised videos (see Figure 1.1). The total duration of the videos is 30 hours and 
35 minutes, with an average of 47 minutes per lesson. The students (around 28 per 
classroom) were 9 to 10 years old. The transcripts and images in this thesis have been 
anonymised to ensure their privacy and that of their teachers.

figure 1.1 Video still from 2016S1.L3
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As whole-class discussions are not commonly practiced in Dutch primary schools, 
the teachers participating in this project were asked to depart from their ‘normal’ 
practice and implement such discussions during history and/or geography lessons. 
Typically, lessons in these two subjects consist of reading texts in a textbook and 
subsequently completing exercises in an exercise book, while these subjects lend 
themselves particularly well for holding discussions in the classroom (Damhuis & 
Tammes, 2018; Damhuis, Vonk, Tammes, & Postma, 2013; Tammes, Vonk, Van der Zalm, 
& Damhuis, 2015). They ask for more than a transfer of facts; they also call for insight in 
historical and geographical phenomena (Tammes et al., 2015), which in turn asks for 
an approach to learning in which reasoning takes a prominent position.

In the whole-class discussions during history and geography lessons in our 
data, the teachers still made use of the texts in the curricular books. however, instead 
of letting the students complete the exercises in their exercise books, the teachers 
discussed the texts with their students. In order to prevent these interactions from 
becoming question-answer series, the teachers employed discussable questions: 
questions that do not have an immediate answer but rather challenge the students 
to take multiple perspectives and come up with arguments and solutions over the 
course of a lesson (Tammes et al., 2015; cf. ‘big questions’ Reznitskaya et al., 2001). 
examples of such questions are “what was it like for the Dutch people to live under 
German occupation in World War II?” and “how do you think parents felt about their 
children going to school instead of working in factories?”. These questions create 
space for students to contribute to the discussion, to verbalise their reasoning and to 
collaboratively build knowledge while coming to a nuanced answer together.

Based on the findings in previous research, the teachers were instructed to 
avoid teacher-fronted interaction in which teachers typically dominate the interaction 
as the primary respondent (Mchoul, 1978). Instead, the teachers were instructed to 
offer their students the floor for extended periods of time to let them talk and reason 
together (Chinn et al., 2000; Myhill, 2006; Soter et al., 2008). These instructions were 
general and did not prescribe any specific practices. Among others, they encouraged 
teachers to open the floor to the students, let them respond to each other and provide 
them the opportunity to produce elaborations. The teachers were free to implement 
these instructions as they saw fit.

1.8 Method
In this thesis, the method of Conversation Analysis (CA) was used to study the 
teachers’ conduct facilitating whole-class discussions. CA was developed in the 1960s 
and 1970s by harvey Sacks (1992) in collaboration with emanuel Schegloff and Gail 
Jefferson. This method provides an ‘emic’ perspective on interaction: it focuses on the 
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things that participants in conversation make observable to each other in interaction 
(Koole, 2015). hence, CA researchers base their analyses and categorisations on the 
observable conduct as it occurs in the interaction. To be able to carry out detailed 
analyses of the interaction, conversation analysts make use of audio- or video-
recordings and exhaustive written transcripts of these recordings.

As CA studies how participants themselves “make sense of their interaction 
with others” (Gosen & Koole, 2017, p. 792), it tries to uncover the ways in which they 
collaboratively establish their own reality. An important procedure in CA research is 
the next-turn proof procedure (hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998; Sidnell, 2013): the way in which 
the recipient of a preceding turn responds to that turn provides us with evidence for 
its interpretation. For example, if someone asks “is there any tea left?” a response such 
as “I will put the kettle on” evidences an orientation to the interrogative question 
as a request for more tea, whereas a response such as “no, there isn’t” treats it as a 
request for information. In this way, recipients thus not only answer the question, but 
by virtue of this answer also demonstrate their understanding of the question (see 
Schegloff, 1992 on intersubjectivity). For classroom interaction research, this next-
turn proof procedure allows us to do more than describing or categorising teacher 
conduct: it enables us to uncover how this conduct functions in the interaction by 
analysing the ensuing student turns.

A common way of shaping conversation analytic research is to focus on a 
specific phenomenon and search the data for instances of this phenomenon. This 
phenomenon can constitute a certain action (e.g. requesting information) as well as 
a certain form or ’practice’ (e.g. an utterance shaped as an interrogative). As we saw 
in the example above, a practice can perform different actions. Vice versa, an action 
can also be carried out through different practices. Once all the instances of a target 
phenomenon have been gathered from the data, we speak of a collection (Sidnell, 
2013). This collection then is the starting point of a more detailed analysis in which 
different varieties of the same phenomenon are identified and formed into bottom-
up subcategories.

All four studies within this project constitute collection studies. For every study, 
a subset of lessons was composed from the data and subsequently searched for 
instances of the target phenomenon. The resulting collections were further analysed 
and gave rise to subcategories denoting different practices, actions or projections 
of the teacher turns. Whereas the collections in the first three studies (chapter 2-4) 
concern specific types of teacher turns, the fourth study (chapter 5) is based on a 
collection of episodes in which students are taking several subsequent turns. In all 
four studies, however, our main interest lies in the conduct displayed by the teacher 
and the consequences of this conduct for the ensuing student contributions. After all, 
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as we have established in previous sections of this introduction, the teacher has a key 
role in realising another type of classroom interaction in which students are actually 
provided the opportunity to reason together.

All collection items were transcribed following the Jeffersonian conventions 
(Jefferson, 1986). Apart from verbal conduct, multimodal information was also transcribed 
at moments relevant for our analysis (adapted from Mondada, 2016). The Transcription 
conventions section provides explanations of the symbols used in the transcripts.

1.9 outline of this thesis
Apart from this chapter and the concluding chapter (chapter 6), all chapters constitute 
papers that have been published in, accepted for publication in or submitted 
to international peer-reviewed journals. These chapters can therefore be read 
separately. For the papers that have already been published, the chapters concern 
slightly modified versions of these papers: spelling conventions and transcript titles 
have been made consistent throughout the dissertation and small (spelling) errors 
have been removed. 

Chapter 2 reports on the different ways in which teachers open the floor for 
discussion and invite student contributions after reading a piece of text. The study 
shows that these invitations display different degrees of openness as they differ quite 
much with regard to their projection and referent. Accordingly, the invitations also 
have different consequences for the students’ responses. 

In Chapter 3 and 4, the focus is on teacher conduct after a student contribution. 
While Chapter 3 covers the teachers’ ways of inviting a student to provide an elaboration 
of his/her previous turn, Chapter 4 demonstrates how teachers pass on the preceding 
turn to the other students and invite them to respond. The chapters demonstrate that 
the practices used for these actions influence the ensuing responses.

Where Chapters 2, 3 and 4 start out with a collection of a specific teacher action, 
Chapter 5 takes another perspective. It starts out with a collection of episodes of 
several subsequent student contributions. The focus of this chapter is the teacher’s 
conduct around these episodes of discussion among the students. By taking another 
starting point, this study thus binds together all the studies within this dissertation: 
the observed conduct includes and complements the actions described in the three 
previous studies. Furthermore, it offers meaningful insights with regard to bodily 
conduct as a means to facilitate a discussion framework. 

The final chapter presents a summary of the four studies. Furthermore, 
conclusions are drawn on the basis of the findings. Finally, implications and directions 
for future research as well as practical recommendations are discussed.





Teachers’ open invitations in 
whole-class discussions

chapTer 2
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absTracT
This chapter takes a conversation analytic approach to the often employed notions of 
‘open-ended or authentic questions’ in classroom interaction. We analysed the, as we 
called them, open invitations teachers utter after reading a piece of text during whole-
class discussions in 4 Dutch upper primary school classes, of which 2 were followed 
for a longer period of time. Our data show that these invitations vary in openness. We 
found 4 different types: 1) invitations projecting (a series of) objectively true or false 
answers, 2) invitations projecting specific response types, 3) invitations that have a 
restricted referent but do not project specific response types, and 4) topic soliciting 
invitations giving room to various contributions. Virtually all invitations resulted in 
fitted responses. The subsequent interactions following the less open invitations 
typically resulted in series of parallel responses, whereas the more open invitations 
typically yielded discussions or the collaborative answering of clarification questions.

Keywords:  Classroom interaction, Whole-class discussions, Authentic questions, 
Open invitations, Conversation analysis.

This chapter constitutes a slightly modified version of:
Willemsen, A., Gosen, M. N., Van Braak, M., Koole, T., & De Glopper, K. (2018). Teachers’ 
open invitations in whole-class discussions. Linguistics and Education, 45, 40–49. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.linged.2018.03.001
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2.1 Introduction
Discussions and more specifically discussions about text are generally considered 
to be valuable and effective environments for learning (Applebee et al., 2003; Beck 
& McKeown, 2001; Murphy et al., 2009; Reznitskaya et al., 2009) because they can 
enhance text comprehension (Applebee et al., 2003; McKeown, Beck, & Blake, 2009; 
Murphy et al., 2009) and offer the opportunity to deal with texts on a deeper level, 
to reason together and to let students provide each other with context, perspectives 
and evidence (Chinn et al., 2001).

A meta-analysis by Soter et al. indicated that productive discussions occur 
“where students hold the floor for extended periods of time, where students are 
prompted to discuss texts through open-ended or authentic questions and where 
discussion incorporates a high degree of uptake”. Furthermore, their findings support 
the view that productive discussions are “structured and focused yet not dominated 
by the teacher” (2008, p. 389).This often proposed shift from typical teacher-fronted 
classroom interaction, in which the teacher functions as the ‘head’ or ‘director’ (Mchoul, 
1978, p. 188) and takes every next turn, to a discussion situation in which the teacher 
acts as a facilitator who enables students to talk and think together (Myhill, 2006, p. 
21; Van der Veen et al., 2015) also entails a shift from the dominant Teacher-Student-
Teacher-Student turn-taking pattern (Mchoul, 1978) to a pattern that is more like 
Teacher-Student-Student-Student (see Cazden, 1988; Chinn et al., 2001; Myhill, 2006).

But, as suggested by Cazden, the teacher’s role in discussions “is not only 
reduced in quantity, but has to be changed in function as well” (Cazden, 1988, p. 59): 
the teacher should move away from asking a series of questions. This view is supported 
by Soter et al.’s (2008) finding that productive discussions co-occur with open-ended 
or authentic questions. With these questions the teachers can for example convey 
their interest in the students’ opinions and thoughts (Nystrand, 1997) and move away 
from known information questions (henceforth KIQs) (e.g. evans, 2001; Myhill, 2006; 
Nystrand, 1997): questions with a predetermined answer already known to the teacher 
(Mehan, 1979b, pp. 285–286) also called known-answer questions, exam questions or 
display questions (Rusk et al., 2017). In more traditional, teacher-fronted classroom 
interaction, the teacher asks a great number of these questions (Cazden, 1988; Lyle, 
2008; Margutti & Drew, 2014; Mehan, 1979b; Mehan & Cazden, 2013; Nystrand et al., 
2003; Shepherd, 2014; Van der Veen, Van der Wilt, et al., 2017), in order to “evaluate the 
students’ understanding and learning or to make the students display knowledge that 
they have previously learned” (Rusk et al., 2017, p. 55), but also to produce knowledge 
of a correct answer (Koole, 2010, p. 206). These questions are typically part of IRe-
sequences (Initiation, Response/Reply, evaluation Mehan, 1979b; Sinclair & Coulthard, 
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1975) which generate the T-S-T-S turn-taking pattern, for teachers often use third 
turns to evaluate the responses and start the next IRe-cycle (Chinn et al., 2001).

Moving away from KIQs and instead asking open-ended and authentic questions 
(or information seeking questions, Mehan, 1979b; real questions, Searle, 1969) has 
not only been suggested to provide opportunity for a more T-S-S-S-like turn-taking 
pattern. It has also proven to bring about discussions with higher incidences of high-
level thinking, reasoning and elaborated explanations and/or exploratory talk (Soter 
et al., 2008; see also Chinn et al., 2001). After all, contrary to KIQs, open-ended or 
authentic questions “convey the teacher’s interest in students’ opinions and thoughts” 
(Nystrand, 1997, p. 7) and provide the students with the opportunity “to think about 
what is being considered” (evans, 2001, p. 71) and contribute to the discussion with 
their own ideas, opinions and personal experiences (Myhill, 2006; Nystrand, 1997; 
Soter et al., 2008).

Notwithstanding the apparent consensus in the literature, a closer insight into 
these open-ended or authentic questions is needed in order to be able to specify 
their characteristics, other than “appear[ing] to have no single correct answer and 
allow[ing] students leeway to answer in a number of different ways” (Chinn et al., 
2001, p. 394). Deepening this kind of general characterizations, often tacitly assumed 
or used for example to code questions as either KIQs or genuine information seeking 
questions (e.g. Beck & McKeown, 2001; Myhill, 2006; Soter et al., 2008), will enable 
us to distinguish between different types of open-ended or authentic questions and 
gain insight into the interactional effects these different types elicit.

As Schegloff pointed out, the notion of ‘question’ is already problematic, since 
it refers to the grammatical format of an utterance and not to the social action it does 
in the interaction (1984, pp. 30–31); many different actions can be performed with 
questions and to ask a question, we can rely on many different forms (englert, 2010, p. 
2666; Schegloff, 1984, pp. 30–31). Accordingly, englert (2010) has demonstrated that 
the questions in her Dutch corpus (consisting of utterances that were formally marked 
as questions and/or sought information, confirmation or agreement as a next action, 
see page 2667) can function as requests for information, requests for confirmation, 
repair initiations, assessments and suggestions/offers/requests (ibid., p. 2679). The 
requests for information (constituting only 30% of the questions in englert’s corpus), 
mainly done with content-questions and polar interrogatives (englert, 2010, p. 2676), 
are probably the most open-ended or authentic-like questions within the range of 
social actions presented in englert’s corpus, for they really elicit information from the 
addressee.

however, this analysis applies to everyday conversation and not to classroom 
interaction, in which many of englert’s requests for information could still very well 
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function as KIQs (e.g. “What time is it, Denise?”, Mehan, 1979b). To our knowledge, a 
conversation analytic take on the open-ended or authentic questions as a means for 
teachers to incite a discussion and actually request information from the students is 
still lacking (but see for example Gosen et al., 2015 for an analysis of teacher moves in 
a discussion framework; Nystrand et al., 2003 for event-history analysis assessing the 
role of among others authentic questions in classroom discourse; Soter et al., 2008 for 
their meta-analysis of indicators of high-level comprehension in talk; and Lyle, 2008 
for a plea in favor of further investigation of dialogic teaching approaches). 

The objective of the current study was to specify open-ended or authentic 
questions and their functions in whole-class discussions by analysing how the rather 
general recommendation to use this type of questions is implemented by teachers: 
when instructed to ask open-ended or authentic questions, what kinds of questions 
do the teachers pose that can indeed be considered as such? What kinds of variations 
do we find within a collection of these questions? And how do these variants function 
in the interaction? I.e. what (different) types of responses do they elicit and how do 
these interactions develop?

Our study focuses on the open-ended or authentic questions occurring just 
after reading a piece of text, for this is the point in the interaction at which the teacher 
invites the students to take the floor and participate in the discussion. henceforth, we 
will talk about ‘open invitations’, as this appears to be a more adequate description of 
the phenomenon than the problematic notion of ‘question’ (see above), also because, 
as will be shown, the invitations take various grammatical forms other than questions, 
such as imperatives, declaratives and elliptical utterances.

With our analysis, we will demonstrate that teachers use a broad range of 
open invitations after reading a piece of text. In their designs, the invitations project 
different extents of openness and thereby constrain the students in what constitutes 
a fitted response: we found invitations that project (a series of) objectively true or 
false answers, invitations that project specific types of responses (e.g. opinions), 
invitations that have a restricted referent but do not project a specific response type 
and finally, topic soliciting invitations: invitations that do not project any constraints 
on the students’ responses, but leave all possibilities open and invite topic initiations. 
The invitations thus show different extents of openness, ranging from invitations that 
still give a lot of guidance to invitations that give no guidance at all and provide the 
students with the freedom to contribute with anything that comes to their minds.

Our analyses also involve the interactional effects these different types of 
questions have on the unfolding discussion. We will show that the students’ responses 
are typically fitted to (the openness of) the invitation and often form the start of a 
discussion or a series of parallel responses.
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2.2 Data
In order to get a more detailed grip on the rather general notion of open-ended or 
authentic questions in whole-class discussions than provided in previous studies (e.g. 
evans, 2001; Nystrand, 1997; Soter et al., 2008), we made use of Conversation Analysis. 
In contrast to coding schemes and/or consultation of the teachers in retrospect (e.g. 
Nystrand, Wu, Gamoran, Zeiser, & Long, 2003), the method of Conversation Analysis 
enables us to study the details of the actual practices of teachers and students by 
focusing on their observable attributions and displays (Maynard, 2013, p. 28; Ten 
have, 2007, p. 6). In this way, we were able to specify how open invitations in whole-
class discussions are formatted, what types of responses they project and how they 
actually function in the interaction.

The data studied consist of 39 video-recorded history and geography lessons 
in 4 different fourth grades in 3 Dutch (upper-) primary schools in the northern part 
of the Netherlands. The children in the data are around 9-10 years old. In two of the 
classes, three lessons were recorded. The other two classes were followed for a longer 
period of time: during half a year, 15 and 18 lessons were recorded respectively. All 
lessons were recorded with three cameras to make sure that the teacher and the 
students were all within view of at least one of the cameras. The first author of this 
article was present during the lessons to ensure the quality of the video-recordings. 
The total duration of the video-recordings is 30 hours and 35 minutes. The individual 
lesson durations vary from 30 to 78 minutes, with a mean of 47 minutes. The 78 minute 
lesson is an absolute maximum among the 4 longest lessons in the data with a length 
of 60-64 minutes. This is due to the fact that the teacher uses the last 10 minutes of 
the lesson to have a meta discussion about the whole-class discussion approach. 

As whole-class discussions are seldom practiced at Dutch schools, we had to ask 
the four teachers participating in our research to depart from their ‘normal’ practice 
during history and/or geography lessons. Typically in Dutch history and geography 
lessons, students first read the text(s) in their text book and subsequently complete 
comprehension questions in an exercise book. For our study, the teachers held whole-
class discussions with their students around the curricular history and geography 
texts. Most of the lessons revolved around a ‘big question’. These big questions were 
designed in such a way that they did not have one immediate right answer (e.g. “What 
was it like for the Dutch people to live under the German occupation during World 
War II?”) and were discussed throughout the lesson.

Our instructions to all four teachers were to hold ‘real’ discussions with their 
students around the curricular texts. In line with the literature (Cazden, 1988; Myhill, 
2006; Soter et al., 2008), the teachers were asked to avoid acting as a dominant or 
primary respondent in the interaction (as described by Mchoul, 1978, p. 188), and 
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instead, to ask open-ended or authentic questions and let the students take the 
floor for extended periods of time (Cazden, 1988; Soter et al., 2008). Furthermore, the 
teachers received some question suggestions and tips to foster the discussion, but 
they were free to monitor the discussion as they saw fit. By means of our analyses, 
we attempted to find out how teachers go about asking open-ended or authentic 
questions when provided with these rather general instructions and whether 
different, more specific types of these questions could be identified. As set out in 
the introduction, we will speak of ‘open invitations’ in the remainder of this paper 
because of the different forms that this practice has proven to take.

To get a closer insight into how exactly teachers invite their students to take 
part in the discussion and attempt to launch a discussion, we selected the open 
invitations that occur after (re)reading the text or a paragraph of the text, the point at 
which the teacher invites the students to participate in the discussion. The invitations 
we selected for our collection occur either directly after reading, or somewhat later, 
e.g. after the teacher has explained a notion, often followed by a clear transition 
marker (e.g. “hey”). In the latter case, the invitation is evidently the first ‘real’ (non-
parenthetical) action, initiating the whole-class discussion.

We selected the invitations that were ‘open’ in their designs and/or as appearing 
from the sequential continuation. In the former case, the format of the invitation itself 
projects ‘openness’ by, for example, asking the students to give their opinion or to 
share just anything that comes to their minds. Some invitations, however, do not 
have a format that clearly conveys openness: they ask for answers that are objectively 
true or false (and therefore closely resemble KIQs). Nevertheless, the sequential 
continuation of these invitations is open in character and does not point to the initial 
invitation as a KIQ: the teacher does not evaluate the students’ responses, lets more 
than one student respond to the question and/or uses post expansions to elaborate 
on a student’s contribution (see also Nystrand et al., 2003).

Our collection of open invitations consists of 72 items, transcribed in 
accordance with the Jeffersonian conventions (e.g. Jefferson, 1986, see Transcription 
conventions). In the transcripts, the names of the students and teachers have been 
anonymized. The categories of open invitations within the collection, presented in 
the results section, arose from data-driven, bottom-up analyses. In these analyses, 
we particularly focused on the projected response types and the referents (e.g. the 
whole fragment or a specific sentence) in the invitations. Additionally, we analysed 
the students’ responses to the different invitations and subjected the subsequent 
sequential continuations to a general analysis, characterizing them as e.g. discussions 
or series of parallel responses. This enabled us to discern what types of invitations 
yield what kinds of responses and interactional continuations. 
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2.3 results
In the data, we found that the teachers employ various ways to invite their students 
to participate in the discussion. All of these invitations are open in their design and/or 
appear to be open from the sequential continuation. however, the invitations do vary 
in the extent to which they are open. Our data contain less open invitations that project 
(a series of) objectively true or false answers (22%), as well as more open invitations 
that project specific types of responses (19%) or have a restricted referent but do not 
project a specific response type (10%). The most open invitation type comprises topic 
soliciting invitations (43%). The students’ responses to the various invitation types 
reflect these differences in openness: the students give fitted responses to the more 
closed invitations and demonstrate a broader (and different) range of responses to 
topic soliciting invitations.

2.3.1 Open invitations projecting (a series of) objectively true or false answers

In our data, the teachers sometimes utter open invitations that project (a series of) 
possible answers in response. These invitations resemble KIQs in the sense that 
the projected answers are objectively true or false and that the right answer is 
presumably already available to the teacher. After all, in educational settings, teachers 
are generally more knowledgeable than their students and ask questions to which 
they themselves already know the answer (Mehan, 1979b, p. 286). Nonetheless, 
the sequential continuations of these open invitations have an open character and 
retroactively convey the openness of the invitation: the teachers do not evaluate the 
answers given by the students (as is the case in IRe-sequences, Mehan, 1979b, p. 286) 
or provide them with their own ‘final’ answer. They merely use these invitations to let 
multiple students contribute with (a series of) possible answers. 

Accordingly, in most cases the students respond to these invitations by giving 
possible answers, albeit sometimes after pursuits by the teacher. The interaction 
following the invitation typically consists of a series of parallel responses (sometimes 
with arguments) given one after the other by various students or an actual discussion 
in which the students respond to each other and offer multiple perspectives and 
substantiate their views with arguments. Naturally, the teacher often has a hand in 
this as well by steering the students towards one of both continuations.

In extract 1, we see an example of an invitation projecting objectively true or 
false answers, preceded by the class reading about the Soviet-American arms race 
and Yuri Gagarin being the first human ever traveling through space. The students 
respond to the invitation by offering possible answers and subsequently providing 
relevant arguments. The teacher does not evaluate the responses but gives the 
students the floor to explore the possible answers.
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extract 1. Inviting (a series of) objectively true or false answers (2016S1L9.0.23.16)
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in response. These invitations resemble KIQs in the sense that the projected answers are objectively 
true or false and that the right answer is presumably already available to the teacher. After all, in 
educational settings, teachers are generally more knowledgeable than their students and ask 
questions to which they themselves already know the answer (Mehan, 1979b, p. 286). Nonetheless, 
the sequential continuations of these open invitations have an open character and retroactively 
convey the openness of the invitation: the teachers do not evaluate the answers given by the students 
(as is the case in IRE-sequences, Mehan, 1979b, p. 286) or provide them with their own ‘final’ answer. 
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Accordingly, in most cases the students respond to these invitations by giving possible answers, 
albeit sometimes after pursuits by the teacher. The interaction following the invitation typically 
consists of a series of parallel responses (sometimes with arguments) given one after the other by 
various students or an actual discussion in which the students respond to each other and offer multiple 
perspectives and substantiate their views with arguments. Naturally, the teacher often has a hand in 
this as well by steering the students towards one of both continuations. 

In Extract 1, we see an example of an invitation projecting objectively true or false answers, 
preceded by the class reading about the Soviet-American arms race and Yuri Gagarin being the first 
human ever traveling through space. The students respond to the invitation by offering possible 
answers and subsequently providing relevant arguments. The teacher does not evaluate the responses 
but gives the students the floor to explore the possible answers. 

 
Extract 1. Inviting (a series of) objectively true or false answers (2016S1L9.0.23.16) 
1 Sum:  ((voorlezend)) het was spannend in die tijd. wie zou als  
   ((reading aloud)) it was an exciting time.   who would be 
2   eerste met- mens voet op de maan z- [maan zetten. 
   the first hut- human to set foot on the m- [on the moon 
3 Tch:                                      [nou 
                                              [well. 
4   (0.7) ((lays book on the ground)) 
5   dat weten we inmiddels, ((staat op)) 
   we know that now, ((stands up)) 
6   maar die rake- >WAren de amerikanen d'r< blij mee dat de  
   but those rocke- >WEre the americans< happy that the  
7   russen dat eh als eerste als eerste(n) land= 
   russians that uh as first as first(s) country= 
8 Clss:  =[nee 
   =[no 
9 Kar:  =[natuurlijk 
   =[of course 
10 ???:  tuurlijk 
   of course 
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11 Tch:  we:l? of niet, 
   ye:s? or no, 
12 Kar:  lijkt mij ↑wel. 
   I think ↑so. 
13   want ik bedoel •h het is nog nooit voorgekomen.=(er) gaat een 
   because I mean •h it has never happened before.=(there) is a 
14   raket ((wijst omhoog)) de ruimte in en dan •Hhh ((verwonderd  
   rocket ((points up)) going up in space and then •Hhh ((with  
15   gezicht omhoog)) a:[:h [hhe 
   face full of amazement)) a:[:h  [hhe 
16 Tri?:                     [ik- 
                              [I- 
17 Mir:                         [mis↑schien >dachten ze wel alleen  
                                   [↑maybe >they only thought of  
18   aan zichzelf en wouden ze juist dat het een amerikaan was.< 
   themselves and wanted it PRT to be an american.< 
19 Tri:  ja maar dan >kunnen (hun)< ook een beetje afkijken. 
   yes but then >(they) can< also copy a little bit. 
20 Sum:  ja dat denk [ik. 
   yes that’s what I [think. 
21 Kar:              [j[a 
                     [y[es 
22 Pim:                [ja en dan [(      ) 
                       [yes and then [(      ) 
23 Tri:                           [dus dan hebben ze e- ((acterend)) 

   
                                  [so then they have e-  
                                                 ((acting)) 

24   oh we hebben informatie_ laten we nu even een (.) een raket  
   oh we have information_ let us now just knock together a (.) 
25   in elkaar knutselen. 

   a rocket. 

26   (0.2) 
27 Tri:  een beetje lijm [daar een beetje lijm daar 
   a bit of glue [there a bit of glue there 
28 Tch:                  [reageer es 
                 [respond please 

 
In this extract, the text (read aloud by Sumaya) ends with the question of who will be the first to step 
on the moon (l. 1-2). The teacher briefly comments on this question (l. 5) before he begins asking 
whether the Americans were happy about the Russians being the first nation [to travel through space] 
(l. 6-7). Although this yes/no-interrogative has an objectively true answer which is presumably known 
to the teacher being more knowledgeable than his students (Mehan, 1979b, p. 286), the teacher does 
not evaluate the responses, but allows multiple (opposing) answers (l. 8-10). He then encourages the 
students to agree on an answer by asking “yes or no” (l. 11), which the students treat as an invitation 
to provide arguments and counterarguments (l. 13-25). Again, the teacher does not evaluate the 
responses. Instead, he further encourages the students to respond to each other (l. 28). Likewise, in 
the subsequent interaction (not in extract because of the length of it) there is no point at which the 
teacher utters an evaluation or gives the final answer to his own question. 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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In this extract, the text (read aloud by Sumaya) ends with the question of who will be 
the first to step on the moon (l. 1-2). The teacher briefly comments on this question (l. 5) 
before he begins asking whether the Americans were happy about the Russians being 
the first nation [to travel through space] (l. 6-7). Although this yes/no-interrogative 
has an objectively true answer which is presumably known to the teacher being 
more knowledgeable than his students (Mehan, 1979b, p. 286), the teacher does 
not evaluate the responses, but allows multiple (opposing) answers (l. 8-10). he then 
encourages the students to agree on an answer by asking “yes or no” (l. 11), which the 
students treat as an invitation to provide arguments and counterarguments (l. 13-25). 
Again, the teacher does not evaluate the responses. Instead, he further encourages 
the students to respond to each other (l. 28). Likewise, in the subsequent interaction 
(not in extract because of the length of it) there is no point at which the teacher utters 
an evaluation or gives the final answer to his own question.

As extract 1 shows, this first category of open invitations consists of instances 
in which the teachers’ invitations asks for answers that are objectively true or false 
and therefore closely resemble KIQs. however, the sequential continuations of these 
invitations have an open character that retroactively conveys the openness of the 
initial invitation: it does not actually target one predetermined final answer from the 
students. Rather, the teacher gives the students the floor to think about and discuss 
the question. Typically, the students respond accordingly and provide various answers 
or hold a discussion.

2.3.2 Open invitations projecting specific types of responses 

The second category of open invitations that we identified in the data comprises 
invitations projecting a specific type of response: an opinion, an experience or a 
description of a hypothetical situation. With these invitations the teachers nominate 
a topic and ask for a specific type of response, thereby guiding the students to some 
extent, but much less than the invitations discussed in the previous section.

The invitations in this category are typically formatted as “what do you think 
about x”, “how did you experience x” or “what would you do if x” and inherently target 
the students’ own perceptions. hence, the responses to these open invitations are not 
objectively right or wrong and lie within the students’ epistemic domain (heritage, 
2013) rather than the teacher’s. With these invitations the teachers move away from 
KIQs entirely and give their students more freedom in responding, despite the 
restricted response type projected.

In our data, the students’ responses to these invitations are fitted without 
exception (but sometimes pursued by the teachers after some hesitation): invitations 
to tell about an experience elicit tellings about experiences in response, invitations 
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to give an opinion are responded to with opinions, and to invitations to describe 
hypothetical situations the students respond with exactly these descriptions. 
Subsequently, the teacher typically asks for more responses, or asks a follow-up 
question to further discuss the topic. There are also some cases in the data in which 
the teacher explicitly asks for responses to the previous student contribution or in 
which the students spontaneously self-select and start a discussion in response to the 
previous contribution.

In extract 2 below, we see an example of an open invitation projecting 
an opinion as a response. The lesson revolves around the activities of the Dutch 
resistance during World War II. In this fragment the students have just read about 
women who smuggled food stamps in pregnancy braces and transported weapons 
in baby carriages. After having read the text fragment, the teacher asks his students 
to give their opinion on the women smuggling food coupons.

extract 2. Inviting opinions (2015S1L3.0.28.02)

In this extract, the teacher reads aloud the last sentences of the fragment (l.1-3) and 
then asks the students “what do you [singular] think of pregnant women doing this” 
(l. 5, 7). By asking this question, the teacher solicits the students’ opinions (or ‘views’, 
Rapley & Antaki, 1998) on the – supposedly – pregnant women smuggling food 
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As Extract 1 shows, this first category of open invitations consists of instances in which the 
teachers’ invitations asks for answers that are objectively true or false and therefore closely resemble 
KIQs. However, the sequential continuations of these invitations have an open character that 
retroactively conveys the openness of the initial invitation: it does not actually target one 
predetermined final answer from the students. Rather, the teacher gives the students the floor to think 
about and discuss the question. Typically, the students respond accordingly and provide various 
answers or hold a discussion. 
 

2.3.2 Open invitations projecting specific types of responses  

The second category of open invitations that we identified in the data comprises invitations projecting 
a specific type of response: an opinion, an experience or a description of a hypothetical situation. With 
these invitations the teachers nominate a topic and ask for a specific type of response, thereby guiding 
the students to some extent, but much less than the invitations discussed in the previous section. 

The invitations in this category are typically formatted as “what do you think about x”, “how did 
you experience x” or “what would you do if x” and inherently target the students’ own perceptions. 
Hence, the responses to these open invitations are not objectively right or wrong and lie within the 
students’ epistemic domain (Heritage, 2013) rather than the teacher’s. With these invitations the 
teachers move away from KIQs entirely and give their students more freedom in responding, despite 
the restricted response type projected. 

In our data, the students’ responses to these invitations are fitted without exception (but 
sometimes pursued by the teachers after some hesitation): invitations to tell about an experience elicit 
tellings about experiences in response, invitations to give an opinion are responded to with opinions, 
and to invitations to describe hypothetical situations the students respond with exactly these 
descriptions. Subsequently, the teacher typically asks for more responses, or asks a follow-up question 
to further discuss the topic. There are also some cases in the data in which the teacher explicitly asks 
for responses to the previous student contribution or in which the students spontaneously self-select 
and start a discussion in response to the previous contribution. 

In Extract 2 below, we see an example of an open invitation projecting an opinion as a response. 
The lesson revolves around the activities of the Dutch resistance during World War II. In this fragment 
the students have just read about women who smuggled food stamps in pregnancy braces and 
transported weapons in baby carriages. After having read the text fragment, the teacher asks his 
students to give their opinion on the women smuggling food coupons. 

 
Extract 2. Inviting opinions (2015S1L3.0.28.02) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) ze verwachtten bijvoorbeeld ook niet  (.) 
   ((reading aloud)) they did not for example expect either (.) 
2   dat vrouwen in een kinderwagen WApens vervoerden. 
   that women transported WEApons in baby carriages. 
3   dat kwam dus goed uit_ 
   so that was fortunate_ 
4   (0.9) 
5 Tch:  eh[m         wat        ↑vind        je] 
   uh[m   what    do    you   ↑think] 
6 Sja:    [>(mag ik dat laatste stukje lezen?)<] ((vinger op)) 
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     [>(can I read that last piece)?] ((raises hand)) 
7 Tch:  van: dat zwangere ↑vrouwen dat deden  
   of: pregnant ↑women doing this 
8 Far:  ↑goed 
   ↑good 
9   (0.3) ((Oskar raises his hand)) 
10 Tch:  oskar 
11 Osk:  ehm slim, 
   uhm smart, 
12   maar tegelijkertijd ook wel °grappig°. 
   but at the same time also a bit °funny°. 
13 Tch:  slim, grappig, ((steekt duim tellend op)) 
   smart, funny, ((starts counting with thumb)) 
((three lines of classroom management omitted)) 
16 Tch:  hoezo grappig? 
   why funny? 

 
In this extract, the teacher reads aloud the last sentences of the fragment (l.1-3) and then asks the 
students “what do you [singular] think of pregnant women doing this” (l. 5, 7). By asking this question, 
the teacher solicits the students’ opinions (or ‘views’, Rapley & Antaki, 1998) on the – supposedly – 
pregnant women smuggling food stamps (l. 5, 7). A first rather minimal but fitted response to this 
question comes from Farlou in line 8 (“good”). The teacher does not respond to Farlou’s contribution, 
but allocates the turn to Oskar (l. 10) who has raised his hand right after Farlou’s response (l. 9). Oskar 
responds by giving his opinion (l. 11-12) and the teacher partially repeats these words (l. 13). After 
some classroom management, the teacher asks Oskar to elaborate on his contribution (l. 16). 

With this category of invitations the teachers ask for specific types of responses on a certain 
topic, but do not restrict the students’ responses in any other way: the students are invited to tell 
about things that lie within their own epistemic domain (Heritage, 2013) and there are no objectively 
right or wrong answers. Hence, this second type of invitations is much more open than the invitations 
described in section 2.3.1 and it presumably is a closer approximation of what among others Soter et 
al. (2008) referred to with the notion of ‘open-ended or authentic question’. 

Within this category of invitations projecting specific types of responses, there is one instance 
that clearly deviates from the other invitations. It is the same as the others (and therefore part of this 
category) in the sense that it projects a specific type of response and that this response lies within the 
students’ epistemic domain, but in this case, the students are provided with even more freedom with 
regard to their responses. They are no longer asked to share an opinion, an experience or the 
description of a hypothetical situation, but to share something (just anything) they have noticed. Just 
like the other cases in this category, the invitation receives a fitted response. 

The instance is shown in Extract 3. The teacher has just read aloud a story about televisions 
being newly invented and then asks the students what they noticed. 

 
Extract 3.  Inviting something noticeable (2016S2L13.0.06.47) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) maar nu moet je naar boven. huiswerk maken. 
   ((reading aloud)) but now you must go upstairs. do homework.  
2   (2.4) ((Tch closes the story booklet)) 
3 Nom:  laurens is aan het slapen 
   laurens is sleeping 
4 Lau:  hehe ((laughs)) 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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stamps (l. 5, 7). A first rather minimal but fitted response to this question comes from 
Farlou in line 8 (“good”). The teacher does not respond to Farlou’s contribution, but 
allocates the turn to Oskar (l. 10) who has raised his hand right after Farlou’s response 
(l. 9). Oskar responds by giving his opinion (l. 11-12) and the teacher partially repeats 
these words (l. 13). After some classroom management, the teacher asks Oskar to 
elaborate on his contribution (l. 16).

With this category of invitations the teachers ask for specific types of responses 
on a certain topic, but do not restrict the students’ responses in any other way: the 
students are invited to tell about things that lie within their own epistemic domain 
(heritage, 2013) and there are no objectively right or wrong answers. hence, this 
second type of invitations is much more open than the invitations described in 
section 2.3.1 and it presumably is a closer approximation of what among others Soter 
et al. (2008) referred to with the notion of ‘open-ended or authentic question’.

Within this category of invitations projecting specific types of responses, there 
is one instance that clearly deviates from the other invitations. It is the same as the 
others (and therefore part of this category) in the sense that it projects a specific 
type of response and that this response lies within the students’ epistemic domain, 
but in this case, the students are provided with even more freedom with regard to 
their responses. They are no longer asked to share an opinion, an experience or the 
description of a hypothetical situation, but to share something (just anything) they 
have noticed. Just like the other cases in this category, the invitation receives a fitted 
response.

The instance is shown in extract 3. The teacher has just read aloud a story about 
televisions being newly invented and then asks the students what they noticed.

extract 3.  Inviting something noticeable (2016S2L13.0.06.47)
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     [>(can I read that last piece)?] ((raises hand)) 
7 Tch:  van: dat zwangere ↑vrouwen dat deden  
   of: pregnant ↑women doing this 
8 Far:  ↑goed 
   ↑good 
9   (0.3) ((Oskar raises his hand)) 
10 Tch:  oskar 
11 Osk:  ehm slim, 
   uhm smart, 
12   maar tegelijkertijd ook wel °grappig°. 
   but at the same time also a bit °funny°. 
13 Tch:  slim, grappig, ((steekt duim tellend op)) 
   smart, funny, ((starts counting with thumb)) 
((three lines of classroom management omitted)) 
16 Tch:  hoezo grappig? 
   why funny? 

 
In this extract, the teacher reads aloud the last sentences of the fragment (l.1-3) and then asks the 
students “what do you [singular] think of pregnant women doing this” (l. 5, 7). By asking this question, 
the teacher solicits the students’ opinions (or ‘views’, Rapley & Antaki, 1998) on the – supposedly – 
pregnant women smuggling food stamps (l. 5, 7). A first rather minimal but fitted response to this 
question comes from Farlou in line 8 (“good”). The teacher does not respond to Farlou’s contribution, 
but allocates the turn to Oskar (l. 10) who has raised his hand right after Farlou’s response (l. 9). Oskar 
responds by giving his opinion (l. 11-12) and the teacher partially repeats these words (l. 13). After 
some classroom management, the teacher asks Oskar to elaborate on his contribution (l. 16). 

With this category of invitations the teachers ask for specific types of responses on a certain 
topic, but do not restrict the students’ responses in any other way: the students are invited to tell 
about things that lie within their own epistemic domain (Heritage, 2013) and there are no objectively 
right or wrong answers. Hence, this second type of invitations is much more open than the invitations 
described in section 2.3.1 and it presumably is a closer approximation of what among others Soter et 
al. (2008) referred to with the notion of ‘open-ended or authentic question’. 

Within this category of invitations projecting specific types of responses, there is one instance 
that clearly deviates from the other invitations. It is the same as the others (and therefore part of this 
category) in the sense that it projects a specific type of response and that this response lies within the 
students’ epistemic domain, but in this case, the students are provided with even more freedom with 
regard to their responses. They are no longer asked to share an opinion, an experience or the 
description of a hypothetical situation, but to share something (just anything) they have noticed. Just 
like the other cases in this category, the invitation receives a fitted response. 

The instance is shown in Extract 3. The teacher has just read aloud a story about televisions 
being newly invented and then asks the students what they noticed. 

 
Extract 3.  Inviting something noticeable (2016S2L13.0.06.47) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) maar nu moet je naar boven. huiswerk maken. 
   ((reading aloud)) but now you must go upstairs. do homework.  
2   (2.4) ((Tch closes the story booklet)) 
3 Nom:  laurens is aan het slapen 
   laurens is sleeping 
4 Lau:  hehe ((laughs)) 
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5   (1.8) ((Tch looks at Nomar and Laurens)) 
6 Tch:  nou. ((legt boek achter zich neer)) 
   well. ((places booklet on table behind him)) 
7   wat wat valt je ↑op (als) je dit lee[st_ 
   what what do you ↑notice (when) you read [this_ 
8 Nom:                                      [((maakt geluid)) 
                                            [((makes noise)) 
9   (1.0) ((teacher picks up text handouts)) 
10 Mil:  dat 't (in die) jare:n eh (0.2) (de) televisie nog maar net 
   that it (in those) years: uh (0.2) (the) television was only  
11   uitgevonden was, en dat niemand er echt zoiets (mee deed), 

   
just invented, and that nobody really (did) something like 
that (with) it, 

12   (2.5) ((teacher warns Nomar by shaking his head, then nods  
13           to Mila and looks around)) 
14 Tch:  ↑ja >en< wat nog meer_ 
   ↑yes >and< what else_ 
15 Nom:  [°(anders kan ik me niet concentreren)°= 
   [°(otherwise I can’t concentrate)°= 
16 Lau:  [(eh) ((vinger op)) 
   [(uh) ((raises hand)) 
17 Gee:  =[en dat er (een) 
   =[and that there (an) 
18 Lau:  =[(ik denk eigenlijk) dat ehm de: (.) allemaal (nieuwe  
   =[(I actually think) that uhm the: (.) all the (new  
19   digitale spul) eigenlijk best wel duur waren. 
   digital stuff) was actually quite expensive. 

 
After reading aloud the last sentences of the text in his booklet (l. 1), the teacher projects the next step 
in the interaction with what Mazeland calls a ‘next step NOU’: a ‘nou’ (‘well’) that signals the start of a 
next step in a larger course of action (2016, p. 378). Indeed, after this ‘nou’ and putting the story 
booklet aside (l. 6), he progresses to the discussion. He invites the students to share something they 
have noticed (l. 7) and thereby restricts their response possibilities. After a pause in which the teacher 
picks up a pile of handouts he will shortly distribute among the students (l. 9), Mila responds to the 
invitation with a type-conforming “dat” (‘that’) followed by a piece of information from the text that 
she has noticed: televisions were very new and not yet put to use as much (l. 10-11). In the pause that 
follows (l. 12-13), the teacher nods to Mila and seems to attempt to engage the other students into 
the discussion by looking around (‘lighthouse gaze’, Björk-Willén & Cekaite, 2017). Subsequently, he 
acknowledges Mila’s response and asks for additions (l. 14). Both Laurens and Geeke (the latter with 
another type-conforming “dat”/‘that’) start a response (l. 16-17), but only Laurens completes it and 
shares an assumption (l. 18-20). 

Similar to the invitations projecting opinions, experiences and descriptions of hypothetical 
situations, the invitation in Extract 3 asks for a specific type of response that lies within the students’ 
epistemic domain. However, this invitation provides the students with more freedom, for it projects 
responses in which the students share something – just anything – they have noticed and thereby 
enables and even encourages them to initiate a topic. This invitation is therefore more open than the 
others in this category of invitations projecting specific types of responses.  
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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After reading aloud the last sentences of the text in his booklet (l. 1), the teacher 
projects the next step in the interaction with what Mazeland calls a ‘next step NOU’: 
a ‘nou’ (‘well’) that signals the start of a next step in a larger course of action (2016, p. 
378). Indeed, after this ‘nou’ and putting the story booklet aside (l. 6), he progresses 
to the discussion. he invites the students to share something they have noticed (l. 7) 
and thereby restricts their response possibilities. After a pause in which the teacher 
picks up a pile of handouts he will shortly distribute among the students (l. 9), Mila 
responds to the invitation with a type-conforming “dat” (‘that’) followed by a piece 
of information from the text that she has noticed: televisions were very new and not 
yet put to use as much (l. 10-11). In the pause that follows (l. 12-13), the teacher nods 
to Mila and seems to attempt to engage the other students into the discussion by 
looking around (‘lighthouse gaze’, Björk-Willén & Cekaite, 2017). Subsequently, he 
acknowledges Mila’s response and asks for additions (l. 14). Both Laurens and Geeke 
(the latter with another type-conforming “dat”/‘that’) start a response (l. 16-17), but 
only Laurens completes it and shares an assumption (l. 18-20).

Similar to the invitations projecting opinions, experiences and descriptions of 
hypothetical situations, the invitation in extract 3 asks for a specific type of response 
that lies within the students’ epistemic domain. however, this invitation provides 
the students with more freedom, for it projects responses in which the students 
share something – just anything – they have noticed and thereby enables and even 
encourages them to initiate a topic. This invitation is therefore more open than the 
others in this category of invitations projecting specific types of responses. 
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5   (1.8) ((Tch looks at Nomar and Laurens)) 
6 Tch:  nou. ((legt boek achter zich neer)) 
   well. ((places booklet on table behind him)) 
7   wat wat valt je ↑op (als) je dit lee[st_ 
   what what do you ↑notice (when) you read [this_ 
8 Nom:                                      [((maakt geluid)) 
                                            [((makes noise)) 
9   (1.0) ((teacher picks up text handouts)) 
10 Mil:  dat 't (in die) jare:n eh (0.2) (de) televisie nog maar net 
   that it (in those) years: uh (0.2) (the) television was only  
11   uitgevonden was, en dat niemand er echt zoiets (mee deed), 

   
just invented, and that nobody really (did) something like 
that (with) it, 

12   (2.5) ((teacher warns Nomar by shaking his head, then nods  
13           to Mila and looks around)) 
14 Tch:  ↑ja >en< wat nog meer_ 
   ↑yes >and< what else_ 
15 Nom:  [°(anders kan ik me niet concentreren)°= 
   [°(otherwise I can’t concentrate)°= 
16 Lau:  [(eh) ((vinger op)) 
   [(uh) ((raises hand)) 
17 Gee:  =[en dat er (een) 
   =[and that there (an) 
18 Lau:  =[(ik denk eigenlijk) dat ehm de: (.) allemaal (nieuwe  
   =[(I actually think) that uhm the: (.) all the (new  
19   digitale spul) eigenlijk best wel duur waren. 
   digital stuff) was actually quite expensive. 

 
After reading aloud the last sentences of the text in his booklet (l. 1), the teacher projects the next step 
in the interaction with what Mazeland calls a ‘next step NOU’: a ‘nou’ (‘well’) that signals the start of a 
next step in a larger course of action (2016, p. 378). Indeed, after this ‘nou’ and putting the story 
booklet aside (l. 6), he progresses to the discussion. He invites the students to share something they 
have noticed (l. 7) and thereby restricts their response possibilities. After a pause in which the teacher 
picks up a pile of handouts he will shortly distribute among the students (l. 9), Mila responds to the 
invitation with a type-conforming “dat” (‘that’) followed by a piece of information from the text that 
she has noticed: televisions were very new and not yet put to use as much (l. 10-11). In the pause that 
follows (l. 12-13), the teacher nods to Mila and seems to attempt to engage the other students into 
the discussion by looking around (‘lighthouse gaze’, Björk-Willén & Cekaite, 2017). Subsequently, he 
acknowledges Mila’s response and asks for additions (l. 14). Both Laurens and Geeke (the latter with 
another type-conforming “dat”/‘that’) start a response (l. 16-17), but only Laurens completes it and 
shares an assumption (l. 18-20). 

Similar to the invitations projecting opinions, experiences and descriptions of hypothetical 
situations, the invitation in Extract 3 asks for a specific type of response that lies within the students’ 
epistemic domain. However, this invitation provides the students with more freedom, for it projects 
responses in which the students share something – just anything – they have noticed and thereby 
enables and even encourages them to initiate a topic. This invitation is therefore more open than the 
others in this category of invitations projecting specific types of responses.  
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2.3.3  Open invitations with a restricted referent but without projection of a 
response type

The third category of invitations found in the data is quite different from the two 
categories we have seen until now. Where the invitations described in the two previous 
sections projected (series of) objectively true or false answers and specific response 
types respectively, the invitations in this third category zoom in on something specific 
in the text, but do not convey restrictions on the (type of) response. With these 
invitations, the teachers typically refer to the text with a specific characterization or 
pick out something such as an image or a sentence and, by using the verbs ‘tell’, ‘say’ 
and ‘respond’, ask the students to discuss it. The invitations do not project specific 
types of responses, as the invitations discussed in section 2.3.2 do.

In line with this, the students’ responses to these invitations show a wider 
variety than the responses to the invitations in the first two categories. After all, the 
invitations in this category are more open with respect to response types and thereby 
allow for a larger set of fitted responses. The students mostly respond with (fitted) 
comments related to the text or image, ranging from recitations to assertions and 
opinions (again, sometimes pursued by the teacher after student hesitation) and, 
once, a clarification question. Subsequently, the students typically have a discussion 
in response to the previous contribution or give their own responses to the initial 
invitation. In the case of the clarification question, the students collaboratively 
formulate an answer to it.

In extract 4, we show an example of this category of open invitations that have 
a restricted referent but do not project a response type. In this extract, the class has 
just read a piece of text about the Dutch winter of starvation during World War II. 
After reading, the teacher quotes one specific sentence and asks the students to say 
something about it.

extract 4. Inviting with a restricted referent but without projection of response type 
(2015S1L1.0.24.39)
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2.3.3 Open invitations with a restricted referent but without projection of a response type 

The third category of invitations found in the data is quite different from the two categories we have 
seen until now. Where the invitations described in the two previous sections projected (series of) 
objectively true or false answers and specific response types respectively, the invitations in this third 
category zoom in on something specific in the text, but do not convey restrictions on the (type of) 
response. With these invitations, the teachers typically refer to the text with a specific characterization 
or pick out something such as an image or a sentence and, by using the verbs ‘tell’, ‘say’ and ‘respond’, 
ask the students to discuss it. The invitations do not project specific types of responses, as the 
invitations discussed in section 2.3.2 do. 

In line with this, the students’ responses to these invitations show a wider variety than the 
responses to the invitations in the first two categories. After all, the invitations in this category are 
more open with respect to response types and thereby allow for a larger set of fitted responses. The 
students mostly respond with (fitted) comments related to the text or image, ranging from recitations 
to assertions and opinions (again, sometimes pursued by the teacher after student hesitation) and, 
once, a clarification question. Subsequently, the students typically have a discussion in response to the 
previous contribution or give their own responses to the initial invitation. In the case of the clarification 
question, the students collaboratively formulate an answer to it. 

In Extract 4, we show an example of this category of open invitations that have a restricted 
referent but do not project a response type. In this extract, the class has just read a piece of text about 
the Dutch winter of starvation during World War II. After reading, the teacher quotes one specific 
sentence and asks the students to say something about it. 

 
Extract 4. Inviting with a restricted referent but without projection of response type (2015S1L1.0.24.39) 
1 Eva:  ((voorlezend)) om te zorgen dat (.) alles eerlijk werd  
   ((reading aloud)) to make sure that (.) everything was  
2   verdeeld kregen de mensen bonnen. 
   divided fairly the people received stamps. 
3 Tch:  ja. 
   yes. 
4   (1.6) ((students raise hands for reading the next fragment)) 
5 Tch:  dankjewel, 
   thank you, 
6   (0.3) 
7 Tch:  eh Eten en brandstof zijn [heel belangrijk om te kunnen 
   uh Food and fuel are [very important to be able to  
8 Clss:                            [((vingers omlaag, behalve Fay)) 
                        [((all lower hands, except Fay)) 
9 Tch:  BLIJven leven 
   STAY alive 
10   (1.0) 
11 Tch:  kun je daar iets over zeggen.=wiehh 
   can you say something about that.=whohh 
12   (0.9) 
13 Fay:  ((doet vinger omlaag)) °'t is gewoon-° ((en weer omhoog)) 
   ((lowers hand)) °it’s just-° ((raises hand again)) 
14   (.) 
15 Tch:  Fay, 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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After closing the reading and thanking eva for reading aloud (l. 3, 5), the teacher picks 
out the sentence before the last and quotes it (l. 7, 9). Then, after a pause, he invites 
the students to say something about it (l. 11). With his invitation, he does not project 
any specific response type, but merely asks the students to say something (just 
anything) about the selected sentence. Fay responds to the invitation and comments 
on the sentence by acknowledging that ‘it’ is indeed important and gives an account 
for this (l. 13, 16-17). Farlou responds to Fay’s contribution with a (partial) affiliation (l. 
18) and subsequently, eva raises her hand (l. 19). The teacher allocates the turn to her 
by looking at her and tilting his head backwards (l. 20-21), after which eva starts her 
contribution to the discussion (l. 22 ff).

With this extract, we have demonstrated that the teachers also use ‘open 
invitations’ that refer to a specific part or aspect of the text, but do not project a 
specific type of response; they merely ask the students to share their thoughts on the 
selected referent. hence, these invitations are more open than the invitations in the 
previous categories, as they give room for a wide variety of possible responses. Often, 
these responses are followed by a discussion.

2.3.4 Topic soliciting invitation

The last and largest category comprises the most open invitations. With these 
invitations, the teachers do not refer to a specific part or aspect of the text, as we saw 
in section 2.3.3, but to the text as a whole. Moreover, they do not project a specific 
type of response either, but give room for all kinds of responses. hence, the teachers 
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2.3.3 Open invitations with a restricted referent but without projection of a response type 

The third category of invitations found in the data is quite different from the two categories we have 
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In Extract 4, we show an example of this category of open invitations that have a restricted 
referent but do not project a response type. In this extract, the class has just read a piece of text about 
the Dutch winter of starvation during World War II. After reading, the teacher quotes one specific 
sentence and asks the students to say something about it. 

 
Extract 4. Inviting with a restricted referent but without projection of response type (2015S1L1.0.24.39) 
1 Eva:  ((voorlezend)) om te zorgen dat (.) alles eerlijk werd  
   ((reading aloud)) to make sure that (.) everything was  
2   verdeeld kregen de mensen bonnen. 
   divided fairly the people received stamps. 
3 Tch:  ja. 
   yes. 
4   (1.6) ((students raise hands for reading the next fragment)) 
5 Tch:  dankjewel, 
   thank you, 
6   (0.3) 
7 Tch:  eh Eten en brandstof zijn [heel belangrijk om te kunnen 
   uh Food and fuel are [very important to be able to  
8 Clss:                            [((vingers omlaag, behalve Fay)) 
                        [((all lower hands, except Fay)) 
9 Tch:  BLIJven leven 
   STAY alive 
10   (1.0) 
11 Tch:  kun je daar iets over zeggen.=wiehh 
   can you say something about that.=whohh 
12   (0.9) 
13 Fay:  ((doet vinger omlaag)) °'t is gewoon-° ((en weer omhoog)) 
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16 Fay:  ja 't het is wel het is wel be↑langrijk want (0.3) volgens 
   yes it it is it is PRT im↑portant because (0.3) I think 
17   mij kan je kan je geen jaar zonder drinken of ↑eten. 
   you can you cannot do a year without things to drink or ↑eat. 
18 Far:  [nou drinken sowieso (niet) 
   [well definitely (not) drink 
19 Eva:  [((raises hand)) 
20   (2.1) ((some noise, Tch looks around, then at Eva and tilts  
21           his head backwards)) 
22 Eva:  in het boek staat e:h zeven procent (         water  ) 
   in the book it says u:h seven percent (        water  ) 

 
After closing the reading and thanking Eva for reading aloud (l. 3, 5), the teacher picks out the sentence 
before the last and quotes it (l. 7, 9). Then, after a pause, he invites the students to say something 
about it (l. 11). With his invitation, he does not project any specific response type, but merely asks the 
students to say something (just anything) about the selected sentence. Fay responds to the invitation 
and comments on the sentence by acknowledging that ‘it’ is indeed important and gives an account 
for this (l. 13, 16-17). Farlou responds to Fay’s contribution with a (partial) affiliation (l. 18) and 
subsequently, Eva raises her hand (l. 19). The teacher allocates the turn to her by looking at her and 
tilting his head backwards (l. 20-21), after which Eva starts her contribution to the discussion (l. 22 ff). 

With this extract, we have demonstrated that the teachers also use ‘open invitations’ that refer 
to a specific part or aspect of the text, but do not project a specific type of response; they merely ask 
the students to share their thoughts on the selected referent. Hence, these invitations are more open 
than the invitations in the previous categories, as they give room for a wide variety of possible 
responses. Often, these responses are followed by a discussion. 
 

2.3.4 Topic soliciting invitation 

The last and largest category comprises the most open invitations. With these invitations, the teachers 
do not refer to a specific part or aspect of the text, as we saw in section 2.3.3, but to the text as a 
whole. Moreover, they do not project a specific type of response either, but give room for all kinds of 
responses. Hence, the teachers give their students ‘carte blanche’ (Mazeland, 2008): the opportunity 
to contribute to the discussion with anything that comes to their minds and thereby initiate a topic. As 
these invitations are quite similar to topic solicitations in everyday conversation (Schegloff, 2007; also 
‘topic initial elicitors’, Button & Casey, 1984), we will refer to these invitations as topic soliciting 
invitations. 

Even though all of the invitations within this category are clearly recognizable as open-ended 
invitations, they differ quite widely in form. In just over half of the cases, the invitations are formatted 
as “(is there anyone) who wants to respond…” questions, but our data also include other formats: 
elliptical invitations (e.g. “first responses”), imperatives (e.g. “(please) respond”), declaratives with a 
modal verb (e.g. “you may respond to this”) and even minimally verbal and purely embodied conduct 
(e.g. (“well” and) looking around the classroom). The elliptical invitations as well as the purely 
embodied and minimally verbal invitations only occur later on in the series of lessons, when the 
students are already accustomed to the new lesson approach and these formats suffice to convey the 
open invitation. The declaratives with a modal verb, on the other hand, typically occur when there 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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give their students ‘carte blanche’ (Mazeland, 2008): the opportunity to contribute to 
the discussion with anything that comes to their minds and thereby initiate a topic. 
As these invitations are quite similar to topic solicitations in everyday conversation 
(Schegloff, 2007; also ‘topic initial elicitors’, Button & Casey, 1984), we will refer to 
these invitations as topic soliciting invitations.

even though all of the invitations within this category are clearly recognizable 
as open-ended invitations, they differ quite widely in form. In just over half of the 
cases, the invitations are formatted as “(is there anyone) who wants to respond…” 
questions, but our data also include other formats: elliptical invitations (e.g. “first 
responses”), imperatives (e.g. “(please) respond”), declaratives with a modal verb (e.g. 
“you may respond to this”) and even minimally verbal and purely embodied conduct 
(e.g. (“well” and) looking around the classroom). The elliptical invitations as well as the 
purely embodied and minimally verbal invitations only occur later on in the series of 
lessons, when the students are already accustomed to the new lesson approach and 
these formats suffice to convey the open invitation. The declaratives with a modal 
verb, on the other hand, typically occur when there seems to be some indistinctness 
as to what is going to happen next in the lesson or what the rules were for taking a 
turn.

Just like in the previous category (section 2.3.3), the responses to the topic 
soliciting invitations show a wider variety than the responses to the invitations in the 
first two categories and typically comprise contributions that are text-related, ranging 
from recitations to assertions, opinions and clarification questions. however, the topic 
soliciting invitations sometimes (more often than the other invitation types) prove 
to be difficult to respond to and receive hesitations, non-forthcoming responses, 
or meta-comments in the first instance. Nonetheless, after a pursuit by the teacher, 
virtually all topic soliciting invitations receive a fitted response. The interaction 
following these responses typically comprises discussions and/or the collaborative 
answering of clarification questions. In some cases, the teacher explicitly invites, and 
mostly receives, other (parallel) responses or asks a follow-up question to further 
discuss the topic.

extract 5 below is an example of the most exemplary format within this 
category of topic soliciting invitations: the “(is there anyone) who wants to respond” 
question. In this extract, the class reads about the Dutch resistance against the Nazis 
and their illegal newspapers. When the teacher has read aloud the last sentence of the 
fragment, he invites the students to discuss it with the prototypical topic soliciting 
invitation uttered in line 5-6. 
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extract 5. Topic soliciting invitation (2016S1L10.0.07.10)

After having read aloud the last sentences of the first two paragraphs of the lesson 
(l. 1-3), the teacher utters the invitation “well, who wants to respond to the first piece 
of what I just read aloud” (l. 5-6) with which he opens the discussion and invites 
the students to participate. With ‘the first piece’, the teacher refers to the (first) 
two paragraphs just read as a whole, not to a specific part of it (as is the case in the 
invitations described in section 2.3.3). The referent is, hence, unrestricted and so are 
the response possibilities, for the teacher’s invitation does not project any specific 
response types. In line 7, Tristan bids for the floor by raising his hand (Mehan, 1979a, 
p. 91). The teacher then allocates the turn to him by looking at him (l. 8) and Tristan 
comments on the content of the text by noting that the names of the papers really 
convey the resistance’s conviction. The teacher affiliates with Tristan’s contribution 
in line 11 and subsequently (not in extract), a further discussion of the text follows. 
Tristan’s response is characteristic of the responses in this category of topic soliciting 
invitations: a fitted, text-related response.

As illustrated with extract 5, the invitations within this category are entirely 
open. They do not refer to something specific in the text, but to the text as a whole, 
and they do not project a specific type of response. They leave the students entirely 
free to initiate a topic by responding to the invitation with whatever comes to their 
minds. Our data show that the students typically respond to these invitations with 
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seems to be some indistinctness as to what is going to happen next in the lesson or what the rules 
were for taking a turn. 

Just like in the previous category (section 2.3.3), the responses to the topic soliciting invitations 
show a wider variety than the responses to the invitations in the first two categories and typically 
comprise contributions that are text-related, ranging from recitations to assertions, opinions and 
clarification questions. However, the topic soliciting invitations sometimes (more often than the other 
invitation types) prove to be difficult to respond to and receive hesitations, non-forthcoming 
responses, or meta-comments in the first instance. Nonetheless, after a pursuit by the teacher, 
virtually all topic soliciting invitations receive a fitted response. The interaction following these 
responses typically comprises discussions and/or the collaborative answering of clarification 
questions. In some cases, the teacher explicitly invites, and mostly receives, other (parallel) responses 
or asks a follow-up question to further discuss the topic. 

Extract 5 below is an example of the most exemplary format within this category of topic 
soliciting invitations: the “(is there anyone) who wants to respond” question. In this extract, the class 
reads about the Dutch resistance against the Nazis and their illegal newspapers. When the teacher has 
read aloud the last sentence of the fragment, he invites the students to discuss it with the prototypical 
topic soliciting invitation uttered in line 5-6.  

 
Extract 5. Topic soliciting invitation (2016S1L10.0.07.10) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) dat mag niet van de ↓duitsers. dat is  
   ((reading aloud)) the germans do not ↓allow it. it is 
2   illegaal. (.) de kranten hebben namen als vrij nederland (.) 
   illegal. (.) the newspapers have names such as free  
3   trouw (.) de waarheid en het parool. 
   Netherlands (.) allegiance (.) the truth and the watchword. 
4   (2.2) ((looks in textbook)) 
5 Tch:  °nou° (.) wie wil d'r reageren op het eerste stukje_ 
   °well° (.) who wants to respond to the first piece_ 
6   (van [wat ik) net voorgelezen heb_ 
   (of [what I) just read aloud_ 
7 Tri:      [((raises hand)) 
8   (0.5) ((Teacher looks at Tristan)) 
9 Tri:  (nou) eh::m (0.2) die eh namen van die kranten dat komt ↑wel 
   (well) uh::m (0.2) those uh names of those papers that ↑does 
10   overeen dat ze wel vrijheid willen  
   match that they do want freedom 
11 Tch:  je hoort daar veel vrijheid in in ieder geval ja 
   you hear a lot of freedom in that in any case yes 

 
After having read aloud the last sentences of the first two paragraphs of the lesson (l. 1-3), the teacher 
utters the invitation “well, who wants to respond to the first piece of what I just read aloud” (l. 5-6) 
with which he opens the discussion and invites the students to participate. With ‘the first piece’, the 
teacher refers to the (first) two paragraphs just read as a whole, not to a specific part of it (as is the 
case in the invitations described in section 2.3.3). The referent is, hence, unrestricted and so are the 
response possibilities, for the teacher’s invitation does not project any specific response types. In line 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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text-related comments, from recitations to personal perspectives and clarification 
questions.

It is interesting to note that the format of the “who wants to respond” questions 
is rather closed as its design is that of an invitation to bid (Mehan, 1979a) and 
principally projects a candidacy pool of self-nominating students bidding for a turn 
by raising their hands (Koole, 2015; Mehan, 1979a; Schegloff, 1987; Shepherd, 2013, 
2014) as a relevant next. Just like in extract 5, most of the invitations with this format 
(also occasionally appearing in the previously discussed invitation categories) follow 
the sequence structure of 1) the invitation, 2) the students bidding for a turn, 3) turn 
allocation by the teacher and 4) the actual response by the nominated student (see 
also Shepherd, 2014, p. 87). hence, the students are not expected to self-select, but 
to self-nominate and await turn allocation by their teacher. In some cases, however, a 
student does self-select as next speaker and thereby the bidding and turn allocation 
are being skipped.

As mentioned before, next to the “(is there anyone) who wants to respond” 
questions and the other verbal topic soliciting formats (elliptical invitations, imperatives 
and declaratives with a modal verb), we also found a few instances in our data that 
are not immediately recognizable as open invitations but unquestionably function as 
such: topic soliciting invitations formatted as minimally verbal and sometimes even 
purely embodied conduct. The minimally verbal topic soliciting invitations all consist 
of (“okay” and) “well” and looking around by the teacher with what Björk-Willén & 
Cekaite (2017) have called the ‘lighthouse gaze’. The purely embodied invitations are 
conveyed only by the teacher staying silent and doing a (sometimes subtle) lighthouse 
gaze. Naturally, these invitations are as open as they get, since nothing is actually 
being said that can restrict the response possibilities.

The minimally verbal and embodied invitations occur later on in the lesson 
series, which is probably why the students are perfectly capable of identifying these 
purely embodied and minimally verbal actions as invitations. Typically, they self-
nominate or self-select with a fitted response similar to their responses to verbal topic 
soliciting invitations: a text-related comment.

In extract 6, we show an example of a minimally verbal topic soliciting invitation. 
The class has just read a fragment about the Nazis bombing the Netherlands at the 
beginning of World War II when the teacher invites the students into the discussion 
with a minimally verbal invitation.
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extract 6. Minimally verbal open invitation (2016S2L6.0.23.19)

After Misha has finished reading aloud the text, Dorian immediately responds to the 
question posed in the last sentence of the text (l. 4). Simultaneously (l. 5), the teacher 
brings the reading to a close with “okay”, which marks the transition between the 
activities of reading and discussing the text fragment (see Beach, 1995; Schegloff & 
Sacks, 1973; Sliedrecht & Van Charldorp, 2011), and looks around the classroom. Then, 
after remaining silent for 0.6 seconds and looking at the text just read (l. 6), he utters 
a ‘next step NOU’ (‘well’) (Mazeland, 2016, p. 378) in line 7, with which he really opens 
up the next activity in the interaction: the discussion of the text. This “nou” is not 
followed by an actual invitation (and it does not sound prosodically incomplete), but 
is apparently enough to convey a topic soliciting invitation nonetheless. Just like the 
other (more verbal) topic soliciting invitations, it leaves the students free to respond 
to the invitation with anything that comes to mind, for there are no restrictions 
expressed in the invitation.

When Laurens very softly utters (something that sounds like) a response that 
seems to endorse the question in the text (l. 8), the teacher looks at him with his 
eyebrows raised and then looks at the other students, with which he seems to invite 
them to join the discussion as well (l. 9-11). Then, in line 12, Geeke indeed does so 
and starts a multi-unit turn in which she responds to the question posed in the text. 
her response, thus, comprises a text-related comment, prototypical for the responses 
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7, Tristan bids for the floor by raising his hand (Mehan, 1979a, p. 91). The teacher then allocates the 
turn to him by looking at him (l. 8) and Tristan comments on the content of the text by noting that the 
names of the papers really convey the resistance’s conviction. The teacher affiliates with Tristan’s 
contribution in line 11 and subsequently (not in extract), a further discussion of the text follows. 
Tristan’s response is characteristic of the responses in this category of topic soliciting invitations: a 
fitted, text-related response. 

As illustrated with Extract 5, the invitations within this category are entirely open. They do not 
refer to something specific in the text, but to the text as a whole, and they do not project a specific 
type of response. They leave the students entirely free to initiate a topic by responding to the invitation 
with whatever comes to their minds. Our data show that the students typically respond to these 
invitations with text-related comments, from recitations to personal perspectives and clarification 
questions. 

It is interesting to note that the format of the “who wants to respond” questions is rather closed 
as its design is that of an invitation to bid (Mehan, 1979a) and principally projects a candidacy pool of 
self-nominating students bidding for a turn by raising their hands (Koole, 2015; Mehan, 1979a; 
Schegloff, 1987; Shepherd, 2013, 2014) as a relevant next. Just like in Extract 5, most of the invitations 
with this format (also occasionally appearing in the previously discussed invitation categories) follow 
the sequence structure of 1) the invitation, 2) the students bidding for a turn, 3) turn allocation by the 
teacher and 4) the actual response by the nominated student (see also Shepherd, 2014, p. 87). Hence, 
the students are not expected to self-select, but to self-nominate and await turn allocation by their 
teacher. In some cases, however, a student does self-select as next speaker and thereby the bidding 
and turn allocation are being skipped. 

As mentioned before, next to the “(is there anyone) who wants to respond” questions and the 
other verbal topic soliciting formats (elliptical invitations, imperatives and declaratives with a modal 
verb), we also found a few instances in our data that are not immediately recognizable as open 
invitations but unquestionably function as such: topic soliciting invitations formatted as minimally 
verbal and sometimes even purely embodied conduct. The minimally verbal topic soliciting invitations 
all consist of (“okay” and) “well” and looking around by the teacher with what Björk-Willén & Cekaite 
(2017) have called the ‘lighthouse gaze’. The purely embodied invitations are conveyed only by the 
teacher staying silent and doing a (sometimes subtle) lighthouse gaze. Naturally, these invitations are 
as open as they get, since nothing is actually being said that can restrict the response possibilities. 

The minimally verbal and embodied invitations occur later on in the lesson series, which is 
probably why the students are perfectly capable of identifying these purely embodied and minimally 
verbal actions as invitations. Typically, they self-nominate or self-select with a fitted response similar 
to their responses to verbal topic soliciting invitations: a text-related comment. 

In Extract 6, we show an example of a minimally verbal topic soliciting invitation. The class has 
just read a fragment about the Nazis bombing the Netherlands at the beginning of World War II when 
the teacher invites the students into the discussion with a minimally verbal invitation. 

 
Extract 6. Minimally verbal open invitation (2016S2L6.0.23.19) 
1 Mis:  ((voorlezend)) daan kijkt peter ang- (0.9) angstig aan, 
  

 ((reading aloud)) daan looks at peter app- (0.9) 
apprehensively, 

2   hoe zou dit verder gaan. 
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 how will this develop. 

3 
 

 (0.8) 
4 Dor:  [slecht 
   [badly 
5 Tch:  [↑okee ((kijkt kring rond)) 
   [↑okay ((lighthouse gaze)) 
6 

 
 (0.6) ((teacher looks at the text)) 

7 Tch:  nou 
   well 
8 Lau:  °(ja      verder [gaat)° 
   °(yes     deve[lops)° 
9 Tch:                [((looks at Laurens with his eyebrows  
10 

 
                  raised)) 

11 
 

 (0.3) ((lighthouse gaze by teacher again))  
12 Gee:  we weten eigenlijk al wel een beetje nu hoe: het is afgelopen 
   we actually already know a little bit about how: it ended 

 
After Misha has finished reading aloud the text, Dorian immediately responds to the question posed 
in the last sentence of the text (l. 4). Simultaneously (l. 5), the teacher brings the reading to a close 
with “okay”, which marks the transition between the activities of reading and discussing the text 
fragment (see Beach, 1995; Schegloff & Sacks, 1973; Sliedrecht & Van Charldorp, 2011), and looks 
around the classroom. Then, after remaining silent for 0.6 seconds and looking at the text just read (l. 
6), he utters a ‘next step NOU’ (‘well’) (Mazeland, 2016, p. 378) in line 7, with which he really opens 
up the next activity in the interaction: the discussion of the text. This “nou” is not followed by an actual 
invitation (and it does not sound prosodically incomplete), but is apparently enough to convey a topic 
soliciting invitation nonetheless. Just like the other (more verbal) topic soliciting invitations, it leaves 
the students free to respond to the invitation with anything that comes to mind, for there are no 
restrictions expressed in the invitation. 

When Laurens very softly utters (something that sounds like) a response that seems to endorse 
the question in the text (l. 8), the teacher looks at him with his eyebrows raised and then looks at the 
other students, with which he seems to invite them to join the discussion as well (l. 9-11). Then, in line 
12, Geeke indeed does so and starts a multi-unit turn in which she responds to the question posed in 
the text. Her response, thus, comprises a text-related comment, prototypical for the responses to topic 
soliciting invitations, followed by a discussion in response to Geeke’s contribution. 

This extract demonstrates that a minimally verbal invitation of “well” and “nou”, accompanied 
by silence and a lighthouse gaze, apparently is enough to be taken up by the students and function as 
an actual invitation. In fact, as mentioned earlier, the teachers can even convey an invitation purely 
with embodied conduct: just by keeping silent and looking around the classroom. We will see an 
example of this in Extract 7, in which the students do not respond to the teacher’s initial embodied 
invitation (from the 14th of 15 lessons in this specific class). It is only in 3rd position that it becomes 
clear that the teacher’s silence and lighthouse gaze were indeed meant as an invitation. 

 
Extract 7. Embodied open invitation with 3rd turn proof (2016S2L14.0.07.59) 
1 Mil:  ((voorlezend)) al deze mensen brachten hun eigen cultuur 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
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   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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to topic soliciting invitations, followed by a discussion in response to Geeke’s 
contribution.

This extract demonstrates that a minimally verbal invitation of “well” and “nou”, 
accompanied by silence and a lighthouse gaze, apparently is enough to be taken up 
by the students and function as an actual invitation. In fact, as mentioned earlier, 
the teachers can even convey an invitation purely with embodied conduct: just by 
keeping silent and looking around the classroom. We will see an example of this in 
extract 7, in which the students do not respond to the teacher’s initial embodied 
invitation (from the 14th of 15 lessons in this specific class). It is only in third position 
that it becomes clear that the teacher’s silence and lighthouse gaze were indeed 
meant as an invitation.

extract 7. embodied open invitation with third turn proof (2016S2L14.0.07.59)

After Mila has finished reading aloud, there is a 7.9 second pause (although some 
students quietly repeat the word “multicultural” for themselves) in which the teacher 
looks around (l. 5-6). Subsequently, the teacher asks if there is nobody who wants to 
respond (l. 7). By means of this question with the negative polarity item “nobody”, 
the teacher clearly conveys retrospectively that the pause and his lighthouse gaze in 
lines 5-6 were meant as an invitation and should have been taken up by the students 
as such: a response was due but not provided (heritage, 1984, pp. 248–249; Schegloff, 
1972). After the teacher’s third turn, the students start to respond to the initial 
embodied invitation after all (l. 8-9, ff.).
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 how will this develop. 

3 
 

 (0.8) 
4 Dor:  [slecht 
   [badly 
5 Tch:  [↑okee ((kijkt kring rond)) 
   [↑okay ((lighthouse gaze)) 
6 

 
 (0.6) ((teacher looks at the text)) 

7 Tch:  nou 
   well 
8 Lau:  °(ja      verder [gaat)° 
   °(yes     deve[lops)° 
9 Tch:                [((looks at Laurens with his eyebrows  
10 

 
                  raised)) 

11 
 

 (0.3) ((lighthouse gaze by teacher again))  
12 Gee:  we weten eigenlijk al wel een beetje nu hoe: het is afgelopen 
   we actually already know a little bit about how: it ended 

 
After Misha has finished reading aloud the text, Dorian immediately responds to the question posed 
in the last sentence of the text (l. 4). Simultaneously (l. 5), the teacher brings the reading to a close 
with “okay”, which marks the transition between the activities of reading and discussing the text 
fragment (see Beach, 1995; Schegloff & Sacks, 1973; Sliedrecht & Van Charldorp, 2011), and looks 
around the classroom. Then, after remaining silent for 0.6 seconds and looking at the text just read (l. 
6), he utters a ‘next step NOU’ (‘well’) (Mazeland, 2016, p. 378) in line 7, with which he really opens 
up the next activity in the interaction: the discussion of the text. This “nou” is not followed by an actual 
invitation (and it does not sound prosodically incomplete), but is apparently enough to convey a topic 
soliciting invitation nonetheless. Just like the other (more verbal) topic soliciting invitations, it leaves 
the students free to respond to the invitation with anything that comes to mind, for there are no 
restrictions expressed in the invitation. 

When Laurens very softly utters (something that sounds like) a response that seems to endorse 
the question in the text (l. 8), the teacher looks at him with his eyebrows raised and then looks at the 
other students, with which he seems to invite them to join the discussion as well (l. 9-11). Then, in line 
12, Geeke indeed does so and starts a multi-unit turn in which she responds to the question posed in 
the text. Her response, thus, comprises a text-related comment, prototypical for the responses to topic 
soliciting invitations, followed by a discussion in response to Geeke’s contribution. 

This extract demonstrates that a minimally verbal invitation of “well” and “nou”, accompanied 
by silence and a lighthouse gaze, apparently is enough to be taken up by the students and function as 
an actual invitation. In fact, as mentioned earlier, the teachers can even convey an invitation purely 
with embodied conduct: just by keeping silent and looking around the classroom. We will see an 
example of this in Extract 7, in which the students do not respond to the teacher’s initial embodied 
invitation (from the 14th of 15 lessons in this specific class). It is only in 3rd position that it becomes 
clear that the teacher’s silence and lighthouse gaze were indeed meant as an invitation. 

 
Extract 7. Embodied open invitation with 3rd turn proof (2016S2L14.0.07.59) 
1 Mil:  ((voorlezend)) al deze mensen brachten hun eigen cultuur 
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   ((reading aloud)) all these people brought their own culture 
2   mee_ (ja.) in nederland leven we allemaal samen (met veel  
   with them_ (yes.) in the netherlands we all live together  
3   mensen uit andere landen en met) andere culturen. 

   
(with many people from other countries and with) other 
cultures 

4   daarom noemen we ne- nederland een mul- ti- culturee:l land. 

   
that is why we call the ne- the netherlands a mul- ti- 
cultura:l country. 

5   (7.9) ((a few students quietly pronounce ‘multicultural’, 
6           lighthouse gaze by teacher)) 
7 Tch:  niemand die wil °rea↑geren°? 
   nobody who wants to °re↑spond°? 
8 Ama:  ehm[m 
   uhm[m 
9 Man:     [nou:: 
      [we::ll 

 
After Mila has finished reading aloud, there is a 7.9 second pause (although some students quietly 
repeat the word “multicultural” for themselves) in which the teacher looks around (l. 5-6). 
Subsequently, the teacher asks if there is nobody who wants to respond (l. 7). By means of this question 
with the negative polarity item “nobody”, the teacher clearly conveys retrospectively that the pause 
and his lighthouse gaze in lines 5-6 were meant as an invitation and should have been taken up by the 
students as such: a response was due but not provided (Heritage, 1984, pp. 248–249; Schegloff, 1972). 
After the teacher’s 3rd turn, the students start to respond to the initial embodied invitation after all (l. 
8-9, ff.). 

This example provides an extra validation of our analysis of minimally verbal and purely 
embodied conduct, for it demonstrates that these teacher practices are indeed intended and 
functioning as actual invitations: the absence of a response to such an invitation is oriented to and 
reported on by the teacher as he pursues the response with a post-expansion question (Sidnell, 2012, 
p. 80). 
 

2.4 Conclusion and discussion 

The objective of this study was to get a more detailed grip on the rather general notion of ‘open-ended 
or authentic questions’ (Soter et al., 2008) in whole-class discussions and specify the characteristics of 
these questions other than not having a single, predetermined correct answer and allowing students 
more and/or different options to respond (see e.g. Chinn et al., 2001, p. 394). The method of 
Conversation Analysis enabled us to study the details of the practices of the participants in the 
classroom interaction (Ten Have, 2007, p. 6) and to specify how ‘open invitations’, as we have called 
them, are formatted, what types of responses they project and, hence, how they actually function in 
the interaction. The data studied consisted of 39 video-recorded history and geography lessons in 4 
fourth grade classes in which the teachers implemented instructions based on the literature: to avoid 
acting as a dominant or primary respondent in the interaction, and instead, to ask open-ended or 
authentic questions and let the students take the floor for extended periods of time (Cazden, 1988; 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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This example provides an extra validation of our analysis of minimally verbal 
and purely embodied conduct, for it demonstrates that these teacher practices are 
indeed intended and functioning as actual invitations: the absence of a response to 
such an invitation is oriented to and reported on by the teacher as he pursues the 
response with a post-expansion question (Sidnell, 2012, p. 80).

2.4 conclusion and discussion
The objective of this study was to get a more detailed grip on the rather general 
notion of ‘open-ended or authentic questions’ (Soter et al., 2008) in whole-class 
discussions and specify the characteristics of these questions other than not having 
a single, predetermined correct answer and allowing students more and/or different 
options to respond (see e.g. Chinn et al., 2001, p. 394). The method of Conversation 
Analysis enabled us to study the details of the practices of the participants in the 
classroom interaction (Ten have, 2007, p. 6) and to specify how ‘open invitations’, 
as we have called them, are formatted, what types of responses they project and, 
hence, how they actually function in the interaction. The data studied consisted of 
39 video-recorded history and geography lessons in 4 fourth grade classes in which 
the teachers implemented instructions based on the literature: to avoid acting as a 
dominant or primary respondent in the interaction, and instead, to ask open-ended 
or authentic questions and let the students take the floor for extended periods of 
time (Cazden, 1988; Myhill, 2006; Soter et al., 2008). We analysed the kinds of open 
invitations the teachers pose after reading a piece of text, and the responses and 
subsequent interaction that these invitations yield in order to uncover how different 
invitation types function in the interaction.

First of all, our analysis revealed the important finding that open-ended or 
authentic questions are indeed far from uniform and cover a great variety of practices. 
The instruction of asking open-ended or authentic questions leads even a small 
number of teachers to  design their open invitations in a wide range of formats and 
with various extents of openness. The least open invitations are the ones that still give 
a lot of guidance and project (a series of) objectively true or false answers in response 
(22%). The invitations that project a specific type of response such as an opinion or 
experience (19%) are more open: they nominate a topic and project a constraint on 
the response type, but these responses lie within the students’ epistemic domain. 
even more open are the invitations that have a restricted referent but do not project 
any restrictions on the response type (10%). These invitations are almost entirely 
open, as they do not project any restrictions on the response types and just ask 
the students to share their thoughts, albeit on a selected referent. Finally, the topic 
soliciting invitations (43%) are the most open. They do not project any restrictions at 
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all, but leave all options open and provide the students with the freedom to initiate a 
topic (Button & Casey, 1984) by contributing with anything that comes to their minds.

The formats of all these invitations range from interrogatives to imperatives and 
even purely embodied practices, all of which deserve further scrutiny in future research. 
One especially remarkable format is the “(is there anyone) who wants to respond…” 
invitation constituting more than half of the verbal topic soliciting invitations and 
occasionally appearing in the other invitation categories as well. These invitations do 
not project immediate responses by self-selecting students, but have the format of 
an invitation to bid (Mehan, 1979a) and thereby typically yield a sequence structure 
of 1) invitation, 2) bidding for a turn by the students, 3) turn allocation by the teacher 
and 4) the actual response. A further analysis of the “who wants to respond” question 
practice and the often ensuing 4-step structure lies beyond the scope of this study, 
but would be very interesting, as it could start to explain why teachers so commonly 
use such a closed question format for the most open type of invitations. One possible 
reason could be that the 4-step sequence structure generates more smoothness 
in the discussion as self-nomination prevents having a student without an answer 
being forced to provide one (Mchoul, 1978, p. 201) while at the same time avoiding 
situations in which multiple students simultaneously start a turn at talk (ibid. p. 198).

Our study has also demonstrated that virtually all invitations in our collection 
succeed in eliciting fitted responses that contribute to the discussion instigated by the 
open invitation. Because of the great variety of open invitations, the responses show 
rather large differences as well. The least open invitations projecting objectively true 
or false answers receive (series of) these answers in response; the invitations to share 
opinions or experiences elicit exactly these tellings; and the invitations to participate 
in the discussion and respond to (a specific element of) the text with just anything 
that comes to mind generate various types of responses, all text-related. hence, the 
students typically respond to the invitations with contributions that are fitted to the 
expectations projected in the invitations.

however, more often than the other invitations, the topic soliciting invitations 
sometimes prove difficult to respond to and result in hesitations, non-forthcoming 
responses, or meta-comments in the first instance. The problem may lie in the fact 
that these topic soliciting invitations give so much freedom and so little direction 
that students may not know what to say and clam up. Nonetheless, after pursuits by 
the teacher, virtually all topic soliciting invitations receive a fitted response. These 
pursuits are also interesting for further analysis: how are the pursuits formatted 
compared to the initial invitations and which formats are most successful in yielding 
a fitted response in second instance?
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With regard to the interactions following the invitations and their usually 
fitted responses, our data have shown that the students typically give parallel 
answers, respond to the teacher’s follow up questions, collaboratively formulate an 
answer to one student’s clarification question and/or have actual discussions with 
each other without the teacher taking every next turn. The two last and most open 
types of invitations, the invitations with a restricted referent and the topic soliciting 
invitations, most often result in discussion continuations. In these cases, the T-S-
T-S turn-taking pattern characteristic for most classroom interaction is broken. The 
teacher abstains from functioning as the primary respondent (or ‘head’ or ‘director’ 
of the interaction, Mchoul, 1978, p. 188) and gives the students the floor to directly 
respond to each other and have a discussion among themselves. This yields a T-S-S-S 
turn-taking pattern and resembles the discussion framework as described by Gosen, 
Berenst and De Glopper (2009; 2015): a participation framework (Goffman, 1981b; C. 
Goodwin & Goodwin, 2004) in which the students participate without being selected 
by the teacher, direct their contributions also to each other rather than solely to the 
teacher, and are thinking together (see also Littleton et al., 2005; Forman, Ramirez-
DelToro, Brown, & Passmore, 2017).

Some of the continuations comprising series of parallel responses, most 
often elicited by the first two types of invitations (invitations projecting (series of) 
objectively true or false answers and invitations projecting a specific response type), 
also take the turn-taking pattern of T-S-S-S, but in these cases one could say that the 
sequential pattern for these series is more like T-S-T-S, as the students respond to the 
initial invitation by the teacher in parallel rather than to each other’s contributions. 
The likely cause for this is the fact that the invitations within these categories project 
certain response types, which almost automatically causes the students to have their 
own parallel responses ready and contribute to the discussion with these responses, 
whereas the more open invitation types provide scope for a greater variation in 
responses and thereby more opportunity for actual discussions. This is substantiated 
by the fact that the two more open categories of invitations indeed generate more 
discussion continuations.

As we mainly focused on the types of invitations and the students’ responses 
to these invitations and only characterized the subsequent interactions in a general 
way, further research into the participation frameworks incited by the different types 
of invitations and responses would be of great value. Not only to further determine 
when exactly which invitations yield which participation framework, but also to 
analyse with what types of contributions the students respond to each other within 
these different frameworks.
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Another object worthy of further research is a different type  of openness that 
can be identified in our data: openness with regard to the possible respondents. 
Other than the already discussed “who wants to respond” questions, which invite 
all the students to bid for a turn, but eventually lead to the selection of one single 
student, our data also contain examples of direct selection of a single student as 
well as invitations that invite all the students to reply by projecting a direct response 
without the 4-step sequence structure for turn allocation. hence, the invitations in 
our data range from instances in which all students can potentially contribute by 
self-selecting, via instances in which all students can self-nominate but only one gets 
selected by the teacher, to instances of individual selection. 

To a great extent, these types of openness correspond to the three basic turn-
allocation procedures identified by Mehan under “normal classroom conditions” 
(1979a, p. 84): individual nominations, invitations to bid and invitations to reply. 
however, the last type is mainly associated with students responding to the invitation 
in unison, a phenomenon typical for more traditional classroom interaction, but 
rarely seen in our data of whole-class discussions. It would, therefore, be interesting 
to further analyse the interactional effect of the turn-allocation types as identified by 
Mehan (1979a) in our own data of whole-class discussions and, additionally, explore 
whether and to what extent this type of openness coincides with the different extents 
of openness regarding the referent and the projected response types as described in 
this paper.

With this study, we have demonstrated that the recommendation to teachers 
holding whole-class discussions to ask open-ended or authentic questions (e.g. 
Soter et al., 2008) still gives scope for a variety of teacher practices that could be 
labelled as such. By making and analysing a collection of these practices occurring 
after reading a piece of text, we were able to specify the concept of open-ended 
or authentic questions. even with a rather small dataset comprising 4 classes, the 
teachers demonstrated a wide variety of formats and different extents of openness, 
which confirms the idea that the notion of open-ended or authentic question is rather 
general and presumably too vague as a recommendation. We discerned four different 
categories of ‘open invitations’, as we called them, that convey different extents of 
openness. Furthermore, we identified the typical responses to these invitations, 
virtually all of them fitted to the invitation and concerned with the text’s topic or the 
students’ personal connection to this topic. Finally, we also provided a general analysis 
of the interactions following the invitations and revealed that the less open invitations 
typically resulted in series of parallel responses, whereas the more open invitations 
typically yielded discussions or the collaborative answering of a clarification question.
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While keeping in mind the qualitative and small-scale character of our study, we 
can conclude that the notion of open-ended or authentic questions does not refer to 
one uniform phenomenon, but rather to a set of open invitations of different designs, 
projecting various extents of openness and receiving different types of contributions 
in response. These findings suggest that the recommendation to teachers holding 
whole-class discussions should be more specific than just to ask open-ended or 
authentic questions. Teachers should be made aware of the different types of open 
invitations in order to enable them to tailor their invitations to the specific situation 
and to their educational and interactional goals. For holding ‘real’ discussions with 
their students, “the more open the invitation, the likelier an actual discussion” seems 
to be a valid motto. 
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abstract
This chapter addresses the ways in which teachers in whole-class discussions invite 
their students to elaborate their previous turn. Our conversation analytic study 
uncovers that the teachers’ invitations are prompted by elicited as well as spontaneous 
student turns of both subjective and factual nature. While giving the students the 
space to expand on their previous turn, most invitations nevertheless steer towards 
a specific type of response, namely an account or explanation. Only incidentally, 
the invitations simply solicit a continuation. The fact that the invitations follow not 
only teacher-initiated, but also student-initiated contributions reflects the teachers’ 
attempts to foster an actual discussion in which they partly hand over control and in 
which the student contributions are taken up for further consideration.

Keywords: Conversation analysis, Classroom interaction, Whole-class discussions, 
Invitation for elaboration, Teacher questioning.
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3.1 Introduction
In this paper, we demonstrate the different ways in which teachers in whole-class 
discussion settings ask their students to continue speaking and elaborate their 
previous turn. Discussions are not common practice in classroom interaction (Cazden, 
1988; hess & Avery, 2008; Nystrand et al., 2003) and although the benefits of discussions 
for learning are manifold (among others Applebee et al., 2003; Beck & McKeown, 2001; 
Murphy et al., 2009; Nystrand & Gamoran, 1991; Reznitskaya et al., 2009), the exact 
ways in which teachers manage and foster such discussions are yet to be uncovered 
(Parker & hess, 2001; Schuitema et al., 2011). One of the benefits of discussions in 
the classroom is that students become better at individual reasoning (Murphy et al., 
2009; Reznitskaya et al., 2009), because discussions involve the exchange of ideas. The 
students provide each other with new ideas and different perspectives while they 
practise verbalising and explaining their own ideas (Avery, Levy, & Simmons, 2013; 
Chinn et al., 2000; Webb, 2009). In order to realise these benefits, it is important that 
students get the chance and are encouraged to produce longer turns (Damhuis et al., 
2004; Soter et al., 2008).

having students take the floor more and produce longer turns entails a more 
facilitating role by the teacher (Myhill, 2006; Soter et al., 2008; Van der Veen et al., 
2015). In everyday teacher-fronted interaction, IRe-sequences form the default 
pattern (Cazden, 1988) and teachers take every other turn at talk (Mchoul, 1978): they 
typically initiate a sequence and use the third turn to both respond to the student 
and move the interaction forward, for example by launching another IRe-sequence 
(Lee, 2007). In discussions, however, the teacher is expected to no longer act as the 
primary respondent (cf. Mchoul, 1978), but to partly hand over control to the students 
(Schuitema et al., 2018). The focus is no longer on the transfer of just one perspective, 
but on the sharing and considering of different perspectives (Schuitema et al., 2018; 
Scott, Mortimer, & Aguiar, 2006). hence, it is the teacher’s task to let the students 
converse with each other and produce longer stretches of talk in comparison to the 
short turns they often produce in response to known-information questions by the 
teacher (Mehan, 1979a).

As has been pointed out by several scholars, it is a difficult task for teachers 
to hand over control on the one hand, and ensure the quality of the discussion and 
the students’ contributions on the other hand (hargreaves et al., 2003; Schuitema 
et al., 2018). Discussions vary in their effectiveness to increase comprehension and 
reasoning (Murphy et al., 2009). According to Soter et al. (2008), productive discussions 
are, among others, characterised by students taking the floor for extended periods 
of time, a high degree of uptake and students’ elaborated explanations (see Webb, 
1991). Giving elaborated explanations challenges students to verbalise and explain 
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their thinking and thereby increases their understanding and helps them developing 
new perspectives (Bargh & Schul, 1980; Chinn et al., 2000; Webb, 1992; Webb et al., 
2002). Of course, students receiving explanations may also benefit and develop 
new or improved understanding (O’Donnell, 2006; Webb, 1992; Webb & Palincsar, 
1996). hence, it is important that students are encouraged to provide explanations 
and elaborations in order to restructure and share their thinking (Ross, 2008; Webb, 
1992). As cooperating students do not frequently request or provide explanations 
themselves (Ross & Cousins, 1995) and as the explanations of their reasoning are 
often incomplete and incorrect or constitute justifications or repetitions rather than 
actual explanations (Ross, 2008), teachers have an important role in prompting high 
quality explanations and “preventing debilitating processes” (Webb, 2009, p. 6). This 
is in line with Schuitema et al. (2018), who demonstrated that some degree of teacher 
regulation of the discussion is important to ensure content quality.

Notwithstanding the above-mentioned literature, “fine-grained analyses 
uncovering the details of [teacher questioning] are rare” (Chin, 2007, p. 839). 
hence, there is still much to be discovered on a more detailed level regarding the 
exact teachers’ conduct during discussions and the effects of their conduct on 
the interaction. Fine-grained analyses will give us a more detailed insight into the 
question of how exactly teachers can facilitate and foster discussions in such a way 
that the students are actually encouraged to take the floor for extended periods 
of time and share their reasoning with each other. Using a conversation analytical 
approach, we aim to answer this question by focusing on the ways in which teachers 
invite their students to produce elaborations that comprise extending their previous 
contribution and sharing their line of thought. A sequential perspective (Schegloff, 
2007) on these invitations for elaboration enables us to discern the types of student 
contributions that prompt them and the interactional effects they have. As teachers’ 
turns have an immediate influence on the students’ response options, it is interesting 
to lay bare these norms contained in the teachers’ invitations regarding both content 
and form of the projected responses (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973).

In this study, we scrutinised teacher invitations for elaboration that follow 
student responses to an initiation by the teacher as well as invitations for elaboration 
following student initiatives. The latter type of student contributions is relatively 
unexplored, as “[p]revious research has primarily shown how classroom interactions 
are initiated and managed by teachers” (Solem, 2016, p. 737). The setting of whole-
class discussions allows for more student initiations. In our data, these initiations are 
indeed produced and moreover followed by teachers’ invitations for elaboration. 
Whether the invitation follows a student initiative or a student response to a teacher 
initiative, we analysed the invitation formats and the types of responses the invitations 
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solicit. Furthermore, we identified the types of student contributions that prompt the 
invitations and the student responses these invitations result in. We will show that, 
while giving the students the space to elaborate a previous turn, most invitations 
steer towards a specific type of response. Only incidentally, the invitations simply 
solicit a continuation.

3.2 Method
In order to uncover the details of teachers’ invitations for elaboration, we made use 
of Conversation Analysis (Sidnell & Stivers, 2013). With this method of research, we 
were able to make a fine-grained analysis of the invitations, resulting in a bottom-up 
distinction between different types of these invitations and the identification of the 
types of student contributions that precede and follow the invitations.

Our data set comprises 39 video-recorded history and geography lessons. 
These lessons were collected for our overarching project on whole-class discussions 
(see also Willemsen, Gosen, Van Braak, Koole, & De Glopper, 2018; Willemsen, Gosen, 
Koole, & De Glopper, 2019b) and were given in 4 different fourth grade classrooms 
in the north of the Netherlands. For this study, a sample of 12 lessons was used in 
order to equalise the number of lessons per classroom. As for 2 of the classrooms the 
data set contained only 3 lessons each, we randomly selected 3 lessons from each of 
the other 2 classrooms as well. By means of a global analysis of the other lessons, we 
ensured that our results are representative of the whole data set. The length of the 
lessons is 45 minutes on average and varies from 30 to 64 minutes. The students are 
around 10 years old. The first author of this paper was present at the lessons to make 
the video-recordings by means of three cameras. In synchronized compositions of 
these videos, the teacher and the students are all (almost) continuously visible.

Typically, history and geography lessons in Dutch primary school consist of 
reading texts from a textbook and then filling out questions in an exercise book. 
Therefore, in order to be able to study whole-class discussions, we asked the four 
participating teachers to hold such discussions with their students. The teachers 
and students still read the curricular texts, but instead of using the exercise books, 
they discussed the texts by means of discussable questions: questions without an 
immediate predetermined right answer (e.g. ‘What do you think it was like for X to 
Y during Z?’). Basing our instructions on general recommendations in the literature 
(Cazden, 1988; Myhill, 2006; Soter et al., 2008), we asked the teachers to refrain from 
being dominant and acting as a primary respondent (as described for teacher-fronted 
interaction by Mchoul, 1978). Instead, we instructed them to give the students the 
space to take the floor for extended periods of time (Cazden, 1988; Soter et al., 2008) 
and to let them expand their own contributions in order to encourage them to 
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verbalise their reasoning (Damhuis et al., 2004; Soter et al., 2008; see also Mercer, 1995 
on educated discourse). The lessons are unscripted: we gave the teachers these rather 
general instructions and they were free to implement them as they saw fit.

With our research, we aim to uncover how exactly the teachers employ the 
discussion recommendations as put forth by the literature and to establish the 
interactional effects of these practices. For the current study, we scrutinised the 
12-lesson sample and made a collection of instances in which the teachers return the 
right to speak to the student who produced the preceding turn and invite this student 
to extend that turn. We identified these invitations for elaboration as invitations that 
encourage students to expand and unpack their previous turn. This is the case for 
instances in which teachers ask for more (in-depth) discussion of the same topic. 
Teachers’ follow-up questions and other turns that shifted the topic were excluded 
from the collection, as these steer the discussion into a new direction. In most cases, 
the invitations for elaboration follow the contribution of one specific student, but 
in some cases the invitations follow simultaneous contributions by several students. 
Through the invitation, the teacher then addresses all of those students (e.g. “one at a 
time please, but tell me why or why not”) or allocates the turn to one specific student.

In the data sample of 12 lessons, 70 instances could be identified as invitations for 
elaboration (henceforth: Ifes). Our bottom-up analysis enabled us to distinguish between 
different types of Ifes and scrutinise their characteristics. Furthermore, we analysed the 
preceding student contributions as well as the interactional effects of the Ifes by studying 
the students’ responses to them. All collection items were transcribed following Jefferson 
(1986) and names have been anonymised. In the extracts presented in this paper, we 
transcribed multimodal information at moments relevant for our analysis of the Ifes (see 
Transcription conventions for an adaptation of Mondada, 2016). As our focus in this paper 
is on the teacher, we cut off most extracts once the student response to the Ife is clear. 
That means that, for reasons of space, the student response or the subsequent teacher’s 
response are not fully included in every extract. For these cases, however, we did of course 
include the ensuing interaction in the description of the extract.

3.3 results
In our dataset, we have found that the teachers produce various types of invitations 
for elaboration. All invitations encourage the student addressed to elaborate, but 
they vary in the kinds of elaboration they solicit from the student. The vast majority 
of the Ifes solicits an account, whereas other Ifes solicit an explanation. Incidentally, 
the Ife solicits a continuation: the student is encouraged to continue speaking more 
or less incrementally. All three types of Ifes will be discussed in this section. For each 
type, we have also identified the types of student contributions that the Ifes follow 
and have characterised the student responses to them.
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3.3.1 Soliciting accounts

The largest category of invitations for elaboration are instances in which the invitation 
solicits accounting. These Ifes, constituting more than two thirds of our collection, 
typically follow contributions in which students shed their light on the subject at 
hand: assessments and  expressions of assumptions with regard to historical events 
and assumptions regarding their own hypothetical behaviour or feelings in historical 
situations. All these student contributions are accountable. however, most of these 
contributions are formatted as short, stand-alone assertions. The teachers orient to 
the ‘bareness’ of these assertions by producing an invitation for elaboration and, 
more specifically, for an account. In extract 1 below, the teacher does this by means 
of “why” in response to the rather ‘bare’ assessment produced by Mirjam. The lesson 
revolves around the beginning of World War II in the Netherlands.

extract 1. Soliciting an account – ‘why’ (33.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 

Directly after the teacher has finished reading aloud the text (l. 1-2), Mirjam 
spontaneously responds to it and shares her opinion on the Dutch queen’s behaviour: 
“really stupid” (l. 3). After a gap (l. 4) in which Mirjam does not elaborate on her rather 
‘bare’ assessment, the teacher first receipts the contribution (l. 5) and then invites 
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contributions in which students shed their light on the subject at hand: assessments and  expressions 
of assumptions with regard to historical events and assumptions regarding their own hypothetical 
behaviour or feelings in historical situations. All these student contributions are accountable. However, 
most of these contributions are formatted as short, stand-alone assertions. The teachers orient to the 
‘bareness’ of these assertions by producing an invitation for elaboration and, more specifically, for an 
account. In Extract 1 below, the teacher does this by means of “why” in response to the rather ‘bare’ 
assessment produced by Mirjam. The lesson revolves around the beginning of World War II in the 
Netherlands. 

 
Extract 1. Soliciting an account – ‘why’ (33.2016S1L8.0.18.52)  
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en *de koning↑in +(.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and *the ↑queen +(.) she goes to 
 Tch:                        *looks up, right 
                                     +slow gaze to front+ 
2   engeland.+ 
   england.+ 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   *(0.6) 
 Tch:  *still gazes in front 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
  → ↑well.=yes. 
6  → +(0.5) 
 Tch: → +directs gaze to Mirjam 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
  → wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [(flee)       ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land 
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch:  okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students 
14 Tch:  +rea$geer. 
   +res$pond. 
 Tch:  +open-palm gesture 
       $retracts gesture 

 
Directly after the teacher has finished reading aloud the text (l. 1-2), Mirjam spontaneously responds 
to it and shares her opinion on the Dutch queen’s behaviour: “really stupid” (l. 3). After a gap (l. 4) in 
which Mirjam does not elaborate on her rather ‘bare’ assessment, the teacher first receipts the 
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Mirjam to elaborate by projecting the production of an account through “why” (l. 7). 
In response to the Ife, Mirjam supports her assessment by stating that it is bad to 
leave a whole country in the lurch. The teacher receipts the contribution, but then he 
opens the floor to the other students to let them produce a response (Willemsen et 
al., 2019b).

Apart from overt invitations formatted as ‘why (not/do you think)’ and similar 
‘why’-questions, the Ifes that solicit accounting also occur in other formats, such as 
yes/no interrogatives and declaratives. extract 2 shows an example of an account 
invitation formatted as a declarative sentence. The fragment occurs approximately 7 
minutes before extract 1 in the same lesson on the beginning of World War II in the 
Netherlands. The Ife follows responses to the teacher’s initiating Yes/No interrogative 
targeting the students’ assumptions about everyday life in the Netherlands during 
the German occupation.

extract 2. Soliciting an account – ‘you think that you do go to school’ (27.2016S1L8.0.12.03)
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German occupation. 

 
Extract 2. Soliciting an account – ‘you think that you do go to school’ (27.2016S1L8.0.12.03) 
1 Tch:  zou je *gewoon e:::hm naar school kunnen of +zo. 
   would you *just u:::hm be able to go to school or +so.  
 Tch:            *gazes around the room                  +to Sum 
2 Sum:  [nee. 
   [no. 
3 Kar:  [ik denk$ ik i-= 
   [I think$ I I-= 
 Tch:          $directs gaze to Kars 
4 Sum:  =ik denk dat ze n[iet 
   =I think that they [do not 
5 Kar:                   [ik denk dat je wel *naar ↑school gaat. 
                      [I think that you do *go to ↑school. 
 Tch:                                          *tilts head left 
6 ???:  [ja 
   [yes 
7 Tch:  [jij denkt dat je wel naar school gaat.= 
  → [you think that you do go to school.= 
8 Kar:  =wa[nt    [ik bedoel eh ja:. 
   =bec[ause  [I think uh ye:s. 
9 Sum:     [ik den[k   
       [I thin[k 
10   (0.4) 
11 Kar:  h:elemaal zeg maar de eerste: (0.3) paar m:aanden of 
   e:specially like the fi:rst (0.3) few m:onths or 
12   weken_ •h dan dan dan dan: wee- dan is het zeg maar van  
   weeks_ •h then then then then: you kno- then it is like 
13   ↑aah_ dan (0.5) ben je bang voor de oorlog en dan ga je 
   ↑aah_ then (0.5) you are afraid of the war and then you 
14   veel binnen zitten lijkt mij. 
   go and sit inside a lot I think. 
15 Tch:  ↑ja_ 
   ↑yes_ 
16 Kar:  en dan ga je met de gordijnen dicht zitten, wachten 
   and then you go and sit with the curtains closed, waiting 
17   totdat de oorlog zou afgelopen zijn,=maar •H later denk 
   until the war would have come to an end,=but •H later 
18   je toch wel (.) ↑nou. [ik 
   you PRT do think (.) ↑well. [I 
19 Sum:                        [°ik zou°= 
                               [°I would°= 
20 Kar:  =denk dat ik maar beter naar school kan gaan. 
   =think I’d better go to school. 
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When the teacher asks whether the children would go to school during the war, 
Sumaya and Kars more or less simultaneously answer this question by expressing 
their own assumptions on the issue (‘no’ and ‘yes’ respectively, l. 2-5). here again, the 
students do not elaborate on these assertions. The teacher then tilts his head and 
produces a request for confirmation in a declarative format directed to Kars (l. 7). As 
Raymond and Stivers have argued, such requests for confirmation are an off-record 
way of soliciting an account for opinions and the like (2016). After all, the requested 
information is already known to the requester, which makes the request likely to 
be understood as soliciting an account rather than just a confirmation (Raymond & 
Stivers, 2016). Kars response immediately shows an orientation towards the teacher’s 
turn as projecting accounting. Latching his turn to the teacher’s turn and starting with 
“because” (l. 8), Kars produces an elaborate account that reaches beyond this extract. 
however, before supporting his own assumption with arguments (l. 17-18, 20 ff.), he 
first nuances it by stating that it might not be true for the first few months of war and 
supports that view with arguments as well (l. 8, 11-14, 16-19).

Most of the invitations in this category appear to be prompted by the ‘bareness’ 
of the students’ assertions. however, this category also contains a number of instances 
in which the students’ contributions are not ‘bare’. For example because the student 
has just given an account. A case in point is extract 3, occurring between extract 1 and 
2 in the same lesson. At the beginning of this fragment, the teacher draws back the 
attention to the impact of the German occupation on the Dutch people’s lives. When 
Mark responds to the teacher’s questions by solely expressing his assumption (l. 11), 
the teacher produces an Ife similar to the one in extract 1. Following Mark’s account, 
however, the teacher produces a second (l. 17) and subsequently even a third Ife (l. 21) 
to solicit accounting.

extract 3. Soliciting another account – ‘why’ (29/30.2016S1L8.0.15.30)
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‘yes’ respectively, l. 2-5). Here again, the students do not elaborate on these assertions. The teacher 
then tilts his head and produces a request for confirmation in a declarative format directed to Kars (l. 
7). As Raymond and Stivers have argued, such requests for confirmation are an off-record way of 
soliciting an account for opinions and the like (2016). After all, the requested information is already 
known to the requester, which makes the request likely to be understood as soliciting an account 
rather than just a confirmation (Raymond & Stivers, 2016). Kars response immediately shows an 
orientation towards the teacher’s turn as projecting accounting. Latching his turn to the teacher’s turn 
and starting with “because” (l. 8), Kars produces an elaborate account that reaches beyond this extract. 
However, before supporting his own assumption with arguments (l. 17-18, 20 ff.), he first nuances it 
by stating that it might not be true for the first few months of war and supports that view with 
arguments as well (l. 8, 11-14, 16-19). 

Most of the invitations in this category appear to be prompted by the ‘bareness’ of the students’ 
assertions. However, this category also contains a number of instances in which the students’ 
contributions are not ‘bare’. For example because the student has just given an account. A case in point 
is Extract 3, occurring between Extract 1 and 2 in the same lesson. At the beginning of this fragment, 
the teacher draws back the attention to the impact of the German occupation on the Dutch people’s 
lives. When Mark responds to the teacher’s questions by solely expressing his assumption (l. 11), the 
teacher produces an IfE similar to the one in Extract 1. Following Mark’s account, however, the teacher 
produces a second (l. 17) and subsequently even a third IfE (l. 21) to solicit accounting. 

 
Extract 3. Soliciting another account – ‘why’ (29/30.2016S1L8.0.15.30) 
1 Tch:  even even even weer terug naar eh (0.6) je bent een kind 
   just just just back again to uh (0.6) you are a child 
2   of een volwassen iemand in die tijd, 
   or a grown-up in that time, 
3   e:h (0.5) [hoe ziet  ]↑hoe ziet je leven d'r uit.=kun je 
   u:h (0.5) [how does  ]↑how does your life look.=can you 
4 Pim:            [((coughs))] 
5 Tch:  ga je gewoon naar je werk, 
   do you just go to your work, 
6   ga je gewoon naar school, 
   do you just go to school, 
7   doe je gewone dingen,=sport je nog, 
   do you do normal things,=do you still play sports, 
8 Kar:  ik de[nk 
   I thi[nk 
9 Tch:       [of zit je alleen maar binnen. 
        [or do you only sit inside. 
10   *(0.3) 
 Tch:  *gazes around 
11 Mar:  +niet $zo:maar denk ik. 
   +not $just like tha:t I think. 
 Tch:  +shrugs shoulders 
        $directs gaze to Mark 
12   (0.2) *(0.2)*   
 Tch:        *gestures to Mark* 
13 Tch:  waarom niet, 
   why not, 
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When the teacher has solicited a first account from Mark in lines 11-13, Mark designs 
his response as an account (“because”, l. 15) and mentions danger as a reason for his 
assumption. Following this account, the teacher again asks ‘why’ and adds a question 
of what can happen (that makes it so dangerous) in line 18. The teacher thus invites 
Mark to elaborate and produce another account, thereby digging deeper into the 
previous account. When Mark indeed gives a second account (‘there are Germans in 
the country’, l. 19), the teacher produces yet another account solicitation by asking 
why those Germans are dangerous (l. 21). This invitation urges Mark to dig even 
deeper and to provide an account for the account of the account. When Mark does 
not immediately succeed to produce one, Kars begins to give an account of his own 
(l. 23-24). Contrary to the Ife in line 13, the Ifes in lines 18 and 21 do not appear to 
be prompted by the ‘bareness’ of the preceding student turn that inherently invites 
elaboration in the shape of an account for the assessment or assumption. Instead, they 
display the teacher’s attempt to let students dig deeper and unpack and verbalise 
their reasoning (cf. ‘Socratic questioning’ Chin, 2007).

By means of extracts 1-3, we have shown that the production of an account is 
one of the directions in which teachers steer their students while inviting them to 
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14   (0.3)   
15 Mar:  nou: e:h ↓want tis natuurlijk wel enorm gevaarlijk om zo 
   we:ll uh ↓because it’s of course PRT terribly dangerous  
16   maar eventjes +↑jip↑pie ↑weer+ naar school te gaan, 
   to just like that +↑yoo↑hoo ↑go+ to school again,  
 Mar:                    +cheering gesture+ 
17 Mar:  en= 
   and= 
18 Tch:  =wa- wa- waarom.=wat kan er gebeuren °dan°?= 
  → =wh- wh- why.=what can happen °then°?= 
19 Mar:  =nou: er zijn natuurlijk duitsers ook in het land, 
   =we:ll there are of course also germans in the country, 
20   (0.4) 
21 Tch:  maar waarom zijn die: gevaarlijk dan?  
  → but why are the:y dangerous then? 
22   (0.5)   
23 Mar:  [de eh 
   [the uh 
24 Kar:  [°(nou) d'r is een oorlog.° 
   [°(well) there’s a war°. 

 
When the teacher has solicited a first account from Mark in lines 11-13, Mark designs his response as 
an account (“because”, l. 15) and mentions danger as a reason for his assumption. Following this 
account, the teacher again asks ‘why’ and adds a question of what can happen (that makes it so 
dangerous) in line 18. The teacher thus invites Mark to elaborate and produce another account, 
thereby digging deeper into the previous account. When Mark indeed gives a second account (‘there 
are Germans in the country’, l. 19), the teacher produces yet another account solicitation by asking 
why those Germans are dangerous (l. 21). This invitation urges Mark to dig even deeper and to provide 
an account for the account of the account. When Mark does not immediately succeed to produce one, 
Kars begins to give an account of his own (l. 23-24). Contrary to the IfE in line 13, the IfEs in lines 18 
and 21 do not appear to be prompted by the ‘bareness’ of the preceding student turn that inherently 
invites elaboration in the shape of an account for the assessment or assumption. Instead, they display 
the teacher’s attempt to let students dig deeper and unpack and verbalise their reasoning (cf. ‘Socratic 
questioning’ Chin, 2007). 

By means of Extracts 1-3, we have shown that the production of an account is one of the 
directions in which teachers steer their students while inviting them to elaborate their previous turns. 
These invitations are produced through ‘why’-questions as well as more off-record variants such as 
‘known-answer requests for confirmation’ (Raymond & Stivers, 2016). The invitations that solicit 
accounting typically follow students’ assessments and expressions of assumptions, either spontaneous 
or elicited. While most invitations in this category appear to be prompted by the ‘bareness’ of these 
assertions, some do not follow a ‘bare’ assessment and seem to be produced in order to realise 
deepening of the students’ contributions. Virtually all invitations within this category result in the 
production of an account, or at least a contribution that is designed as an account. 
 

3.3.2 Soliciting explanations 
Another category of teachers’ IfEs in our data comprises solicitations of explanations. Just like the 
account solicitations, these invitations follow students’ expression of assumptions regarding historical 
events, but also their descriptions of certain notions and events as well as tellings of their own 
experiences. As these contribution types are more factual in nature, and hence, less accountable, it is 
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When the teacher asks whether the children would go to school during the war, Sumaya and Kars more 
or less simultaneously answer this question by expressing their own assumptions on the issue (‘no’ and 
‘yes’ respectively, l. 2-5). Here again, the students do not elaborate on these assertions. The teacher 
then tilts his head and produces a request for confirmation in a declarative format directed to Kars (l. 
7). As Raymond and Stivers have argued, such requests for confirmation are an off-record way of 
soliciting an account for opinions and the like (2016). After all, the requested information is already 
known to the requester, which makes the request likely to be understood as soliciting an account 
rather than just a confirmation (Raymond & Stivers, 2016). Kars response immediately shows an 
orientation towards the teacher’s turn as projecting accounting. Latching his turn to the teacher’s turn 
and starting with “because” (l. 8), Kars produces an elaborate account that reaches beyond this extract. 
However, before supporting his own assumption with arguments (l. 17-18, 20 ff.), he first nuances it 
by stating that it might not be true for the first few months of war and supports that view with 
arguments as well (l. 8, 11-14, 16-19). 

Most of the invitations in this category appear to be prompted by the ‘bareness’ of the students’ 
assertions. However, this category also contains a number of instances in which the students’ 
contributions are not ‘bare’. For example because the student has just given an account. A case in point 
is Extract 3, occurring between Extract 1 and 2 in the same lesson. At the beginning of this fragment, 
the teacher draws back the attention to the impact of the German occupation on the Dutch people’s 
lives. When Mark responds to the teacher’s questions by solely expressing his assumption (l. 11), the 
teacher produces an IfE similar to the one in Extract 1. Following Mark’s account, however, the teacher 
produces a second (l. 17) and subsequently even a third IfE (l. 21) to solicit accounting. 

 
Extract 3. Soliciting another account – ‘why’ (29/30.2016S1L8.0.15.30) 
1 Tch:  even even even weer terug naar eh (0.6) je bent een kind 
   just just just back again to uh (0.6) you are a child 
2   of een volwassen iemand in die tijd, 
   or a grown-up in that time, 
3   e:h (0.5) [hoe ziet  ]↑hoe ziet je leven d'r uit.=kun je 
   u:h (0.5) [how does  ]↑how does your life look.=can you 
4 Pim:            [((coughs))] 
5 Tch:  ga je gewoon naar je werk, 
   do you just go to your work, 
6   ga je gewoon naar school, 
   do you just go to school, 
7   doe je gewone dingen,=sport je nog, 
   do you do normal things,=do you still play sports, 
8 Kar:  ik de[nk 
   I thi[nk 
9 Tch:       [of zit je alleen maar binnen. 
        [or do you only sit inside. 
10   *(0.3) 
 Tch:  *gazes around 
11 Mar:  +niet $zo:maar denk ik. 
   +not $just like tha:t I think. 
 Tch:  +shrugs shoulders 
        $directs gaze to Mark 
12   (0.2) *(0.2)*   
 Tch:        *gestures to Mark* 
13 Tch:  waarom niet, 
   why not, 
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elaborate their previous turns. These invitations are produced through ‘why’-questions 
as well as more off-record variants such as ‘known-answer requests for confirmation’ 
(Raymond & Stivers, 2016). The invitations that solicit accounting typically follow 
students’ assessments and expressions of assumptions, either spontaneous or elicited. 
While most invitations in this category appear to be prompted by the ‘bareness’ of 
these assertions, some do not follow a ‘bare’ assessment and seem to be produced 
in order to realise deepening of the students’ contributions. Virtually all invitations 
within this category result in the production of an account, or at least a contribution 
that is designed as an account.

3.3.2 Soliciting explanations

Another category of teachers’ Ifes in our data comprises solicitations of explanations. 
Just like the account solicitations, these invitations follow students’ expression of 
assumptions regarding historical events, but also their descriptions of certain notions 
and events as well as tellings of their own experiences. As these contribution types 
are more factual in nature, and hence, less accountable, it is not surprising that the 
subsequent invitations solicit less subjective elaborations as well. The teachers’ 
invitations provide the students with the opportunity to explain what they meant 
with their previous contribution and/or deepen that turn. The invitations are often 
shaped as interrogatives literally projecting an explanation, as ‘what kind’-questions, 
and as wh-questions such as ‘how did that go’ or ‘why did they do that?’.

extract 4 demonstrates an example of an Ife that quite literally solicits the 
production of an explanation. At this point in the lesson, the class is discussing 
different options for offering resistance to the German occupation. Right before the 
excerpt, the teacher has announced to allocate some turns to the more silent students 
and has asked Lieneke to come up with another act of resistance. Upon her response, 
the teacher invites her to elaborate and explain what she means.

extract 4. Soliciting an explanation – ‘could you explain what you mean?’ (48.2016S1L10.0.11.34)
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not surprising that the subsequent invitations solicit less subjective elaborations as well. The teachers’ 
invitations provide the students with the opportunity to explain what they meant with their previous 
contribution and/or deepen that turn. The invitations are often shaped as interrogatives literally 
projecting an explanation, as ‘what kind’-questions, and as wh-questions such as ‘how did that go’ or 
‘why did they do that?’. 

Extract 4 demonstrates an example of an IfE that quite literally solicits the production of an 
explanation. At this point in the lesson, the class is discussing different options for offering resistance 
to the German occupation. Right before the excerpt, the teacher has announced to allocate some turns 
to the more silent students and has asked Lieneke to come up with another act of resistance. Upon 
her response, the teacher invites her to elaborate and explain what she means. 

 
Extract 4. Soliciting an explanation – ‘could you explain what you mean?’ (48.2016S1L10.0.11.34) 
1 Tch:  wat zou je nog meer kunnen doen om 
   what else could you do to 
2   (0.4) 
3 Lie:  [mm 
4 Tch:  [het is niet erg als je dingen niet weet hoor.=maar 
   [it doesn’t matter if you don’t know things PRT.=but 
5   probeer- pro↑beer klein beetje mee te 
   try- ↑try a little bit to 
6   (2.2) 
7 Tch:  wat zou je nog meer kunnen doen om het eh de duitsers 
   what else could you do to eh make it difficult for the 
8   moeilijk te maken. 
   germans. 
9   (0.5) 
10 Tch:  of om: de nederlanders te helpen. 
   or to: help the dutch. 
11   (1.2) 
12 Lie:  misschie:n ehm (1.1) allemaal dinge:n (1.0) instoppen 
   maybe: uhm (1.1) put all kinds of thi:ngs (1.0) in their 
13   in hun tanken bij[voorbeeld, 
   tanks for ex[ample, 
14 Jam?:                   [°(ja dat-)° 
               [°(yes that-)° 
15 Jam:  °ce*[ment.°]= 
   °ce*[ment.°]= 
 Tch:     *shifts gaze to Jamiro 
16 Pim:      [jha  ]= 
       [yeah ]= 
17 Tch: → =we- w >wil je< uit[leggen wat je bedoelt? 
   =cu- c >could you< ex[plain what you mean? 
18 Jam:                     [cement in de kogel: eh: waar die 
                        [cement in the bullet: eh: where 
19   kogel[s    uit]+komen.= 
   those bullet[s      co]me +out.= 
 Tch: →                           +gazes back at Lieneke 
20 Sve:       [(die eh)] 
               [(they uh)] 
21   =(kogel [tegen) 
   =(against [bullet) 
22 May:          [ja 
             [yes 
23 Kar:          [(en daa[r) proppen in te stoppen. 
             [(and) to [stuff (it) with clods. 
24 Tch:                  [wat be- wacht lieneke wat bedoel je 
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When Lieneke suggests to put ‘all kinds of things’ in the German tanks (l. 12-13), Jamiro 
softly mentions cement (l. 15). The teacher then solicits an explanation (l. 17), while 
gazing at Jamiro. however, when Jamiro starts speaking again, the teacher quite 
quickly gazes back at Lieneke (l. 19) and repairs his Ife as being addressed to Lieneke 
(l. 24). In both Ifes, the teacher explicitly asks what she means. It is not clear whether 
the teacher solicits the explanation in order to improve his own comprehension or 
perhaps that of the other students (see ‘Mehrfachadressierung’ Wunderlich, 1975). In 
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  →                     [what do- wait lieneke what do you 
25   precies? 
  → mean exactly? 
26   (0.3) 
27 Lie:  kijk dat ze bijvoorbeeld ehm hele (0.7) ehm ik weet 
   look that they for example uhm very (0.7) uhm I don’t 
28   niet hoe je dat noemt maar gewoon 
   know how you call that but just 
29   (0.6) 
30 May:  [cement (erop) 
   [cement (on it) 
31 Lie:  [ehm bijvoorbeeld (.) iets instopt dat niet goed is voor 
   [uhm for example (.) put in something that is not good 
32   •h de tanken en dat ze dan: •h dat daar instoppen. 
   for •h the tanks and that they then: •h put that there. 

 
When Lieneke suggests to put ‘all kinds of things’ in the German tanks (l. 12-13), Jamiro softly mentions 
cement (l. 15). The teacher then solicits an explanation (l. 17), while gazing at Jamiro. However, when 
Jamiro starts speaking again, the teacher quite quickly gazes back at Lieneke (l. 19) and repairs his IfE 
as being addressed to Lieneke (l. 24). In both IfEs, the teacher explicitly asks what she means. It is not 
clear whether the teacher solicits the explanation in order to improve his own comprehension or 
perhaps that of the other students (see ‘Mehrfachadressierung’ Wunderlich, 1975). In any case, the 
solicitation provides Lieneke with the opportunity to clarify her previous turn and further verbalise her 
ideas, which in itself could also be a reason for the teacher to elicit the explanation. Following the 
repaired invitation, Lieneke produces an explanation prefaced by “look” (l. 27-28, 31-32). In this 
explanation, she transforms ‘all kinds of things’ into the more precise ‘something that is not good for 
the tanks’, thereby clarifying that she is talking about sabotage. 

In the next extract, the teacher uses another means to solicit an explanation, namely a ‘what 
kind’-question. The lesson is about World War II and right before this extract, the class discusses when 
a person is deemed Jewish. When Laurens then spontaneously remarks that Jewish people had to go 
to specific shops, the teacher produces an invitation for elaboration3.  

 
Extract 5. Soliciting an explanation – ‘and what kind of special shops then?’ (65.2016S2L9.0.24.37) 
1 Tch:  dan ben je niet joods:. 
   then you are not jewish:. 
2 Lau:  het was wel zo, (0.5) dat ehm: (0.4) dat ze:- e:h 
   it was PRT such, (0.5) that uhm: (0.4) that they:- uh 
3   (0.4) speciale winkels voor joden had*den. 
   (0.4) had special shops for *jews.  
 Tch:                              *looks at his watch 
4   (0.2) 
5 Man:  +[maa:[r 
   +[bu:[t 
6 Gee  +[ja  [(        speciale) 
   +[yes[(        speciale) 
 Tch: → +gazes back at Laurens 
7 Tch:        [en ↑wat voor speciale winkels dan? 
  →      [and what ↑kind of special shops then? 
8   (0.3) 
9 Lau:  nou: (0.2) gewoon echt speciale winkels speciaal voor 

                                                           
3 We are aware that in English, ‘Jewish person’ is often preferred over ‘Jew’. With our translations of the 
transcript, however, we wanted to stay as close to the utterances in the source language as possible. 
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not surprising that the subsequent invitations solicit less subjective elaborations as well. The teachers’ 
invitations provide the students with the opportunity to explain what they meant with their previous 
contribution and/or deepen that turn. The invitations are often shaped as interrogatives literally 
projecting an explanation, as ‘what kind’-questions, and as wh-questions such as ‘how did that go’ or 
‘why did they do that?’. 

Extract 4 demonstrates an example of an IfE that quite literally solicits the production of an 
explanation. At this point in the lesson, the class is discussing different options for offering resistance 
to the German occupation. Right before the excerpt, the teacher has announced to allocate some turns 
to the more silent students and has asked Lieneke to come up with another act of resistance. Upon 
her response, the teacher invites her to elaborate and explain what she means. 

 
Extract 4. Soliciting an explanation – ‘could you explain what you mean?’ (48.2016S1L10.0.11.34) 
1 Tch:  wat zou je nog meer kunnen doen om 
   what else could you do to 
2   (0.4) 
3 Lie:  [mm 
4 Tch:  [het is niet erg als je dingen niet weet hoor.=maar 
   [it doesn’t matter if you don’t know things PRT.=but 
5   probeer- pro↑beer klein beetje mee te 
   try- ↑try a little bit to 
6   (2.2) 
7 Tch:  wat zou je nog meer kunnen doen om het eh de duitsers 
   what else could you do to eh make it difficult for the 
8   moeilijk te maken. 
   germans. 
9   (0.5) 
10 Tch:  of om: de nederlanders te helpen. 
   or to: help the dutch. 
11   (1.2) 
12 Lie:  misschie:n ehm (1.1) allemaal dinge:n (1.0) instoppen 
   maybe: uhm (1.1) put all kinds of thi:ngs (1.0) in their 
13   in hun tanken bij[voorbeeld, 
   tanks for ex[ample, 
14 Jam?:                   [°(ja dat-)° 
               [°(yes that-)° 
15 Jam:  °ce*[ment.°]= 
   °ce*[ment.°]= 
 Tch:     *shifts gaze to Jamiro 
16 Pim:      [jha  ]= 
       [yeah ]= 
17 Tch: → =we- w >wil je< uit[leggen wat je bedoelt? 
   =cu- c >could you< ex[plain what you mean? 
18 Jam:                     [cement in de kogel: eh: waar die 
                        [cement in the bullet: eh: where 
19   kogel[s    uit]+komen.= 
   those bullet[s      co]me +out.= 
 Tch: →                           +gazes back at Lieneke 
20 Sve:       [(die eh)] 
               [(they uh)] 
21   =(kogel [tegen) 
   =(against [bullet) 
22 May:          [ja 
             [yes 
23 Kar:          [(en daa[r) proppen in te stoppen. 
             [(and) to [stuff (it) with clods. 
24 Tch:                  [wat be- wacht lieneke wat bedoel je 
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to the German occupation. Right before the excerpt, the teacher has announced to allocate some turns 
to the more silent students and has asked Lieneke to come up with another act of resistance. Upon 
her response, the teacher invites her to elaborate and explain what she means. 

 
Extract 4. Soliciting an explanation – ‘could you explain what you mean?’ (48.2016S1L10.0.11.34) 
1 Tch:  wat zou je nog meer kunnen doen om 
   what else could you do to 
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4 Tch:  [het is niet erg als je dingen niet weet hoor.=maar 
   [it doesn’t matter if you don’t know things PRT.=but 
5   probeer- pro↑beer klein beetje mee te 
   try- ↑try a little bit to 
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7 Tch:  wat zou je nog meer kunnen doen om het eh de duitsers 
   what else could you do to eh make it difficult for the 
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10 Tch:  of om: de nederlanders te helpen. 
   or to: help the dutch. 
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12 Lie:  misschie:n ehm (1.1) allemaal dinge:n (1.0) instoppen 
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               [(they uh)] 
21   =(kogel [tegen) 
   =(against [bullet) 
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any case, the solicitation provides Lieneke with the opportunity to clarify her previous 
turn and further verbalise her ideas, which in itself could also be a reason for the 
teacher to elicit the explanation. Following the repaired invitation, Lieneke produces 
an explanation prefaced by “look” (l. 27-28, 31-32). In this explanation, she transforms 
‘all kinds of things’ into the more precise ‘something that is not good for the tanks’, 
thereby clarifying that she is talking about sabotage.

In the next extract, the teacher uses another means to solicit an explanation, 
namely a ‘what kind’-question. The lesson is about World War II and right before this 
extract, the class discusses when a person is deemed Jewish. When Laurens then 
spontaneously remarks that Jewish people had to go to specific shops, the teacher 
produces an invitation for elaboration1. 

extract 5. Soliciting an explanation – ‘and what kind of special shops then?’ (65.2016S2L9.0.24.37)

After Laurens’s spontaneous remark regarding a historical event (l. 2-3), two students 
almost immediately start to produce a response (l. 5-6). The teacher, however, gazes 
at Laurens and – in overlap with the aforementioned students – invites him to 
elaborate. he does this by asking what kind of shops he is talking about (l. 7). Whereas 
the invitation in extract 4 solicits an explanation of what was meant in the initial turn, 
this invitation projects an explanation that expands on and specifies the previous 
turn. Prefacing his turn with ‘well’, Laurens responds and transforms ‘special shops for 
Jewish people’ to the more specific ‘shops especially for Jewish people’.

With excerpt 4 and 5, we have demonstrated that Ifes can also be produced to 
solicit explanations. The teachers in our data do so by means of interrogatives that 

1  We are aware that in english, ‘Jewish person’ is often preferred over ‘Jew’. With our translations of the transcript, 
however, we wanted to stay as close to the utterances in the source language as possible.
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  →                     [what do- wait lieneke what do you 
25   precies? 
  → mean exactly? 
26   (0.3) 
27 Lie:  kijk dat ze bijvoorbeeld ehm hele (0.7) ehm ik weet 
   look that they for example uhm very (0.7) uhm I don’t 
28   niet hoe je dat noemt maar gewoon 
   know how you call that but just 
29   (0.6) 
30 May:  [cement (erop) 
   [cement (on it) 
31 Lie:  [ehm bijvoorbeeld (.) iets instopt dat niet goed is voor 
   [uhm for example (.) put in something that is not good 
32   •h de tanken en dat ze dan: •h dat daar instoppen. 
   for •h the tanks and that they then: •h put that there. 

 
When Lieneke suggests to put ‘all kinds of things’ in the German tanks (l. 12-13), Jamiro softly mentions 
cement (l. 15). The teacher then solicits an explanation (l. 17), while gazing at Jamiro. However, when 
Jamiro starts speaking again, the teacher quite quickly gazes back at Lieneke (l. 19) and repairs his IfE 
as being addressed to Lieneke (l. 24). In both IfEs, the teacher explicitly asks what she means. It is not 
clear whether the teacher solicits the explanation in order to improve his own comprehension or 
perhaps that of the other students (see ‘Mehrfachadressierung’ Wunderlich, 1975). In any case, the 
solicitation provides Lieneke with the opportunity to clarify her previous turn and further verbalise her 
ideas, which in itself could also be a reason for the teacher to elicit the explanation. Following the 
repaired invitation, Lieneke produces an explanation prefaced by “look” (l. 27-28, 31-32). In this 
explanation, she transforms ‘all kinds of things’ into the more precise ‘something that is not good for 
the tanks’, thereby clarifying that she is talking about sabotage. 

In the next extract, the teacher uses another means to solicit an explanation, namely a ‘what 
kind’-question. The lesson is about World War II and right before this extract, the class discusses when 
a person is deemed Jewish. When Laurens then spontaneously remarks that Jewish people had to go 
to specific shops, the teacher produces an invitation for elaboration3.  

 
Extract 5. Soliciting an explanation – ‘and what kind of special shops then?’ (65.2016S2L9.0.24.37) 
1 Tch:  dan ben je niet joods:. 
   then you are not jewish:. 
2 Lau:  het was wel zo, (0.5) dat ehm: (0.4) dat ze:- e:h 
   it was PRT such, (0.5) that uhm: (0.4) that they:- uh 
3   (0.4) speciale winkels voor joden had*den. 
   (0.4) had special shops for *jews.  
 Tch:                              *looks at his watch 
4   (0.2) 
5 Man:  +[maa:[r 
   +[bu:[t 
6 Gee  +[ja  [(        speciale) 
   +[yes[(        speciale) 
 Tch: → +gazes back at Laurens 
7 Tch:        [en ↑wat voor speciale winkels dan? 
  →      [and what ↑kind of special shops then? 
8   (0.3) 
9 Lau:  nou: (0.2) gewoon echt speciale winkels speciaal voor 

                                                           
3 We are aware that in English, ‘Jewish person’ is often preferred over ‘Jew’. With our translations of the 
transcript, however, we wanted to stay as close to the utterances in the source language as possible. 
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   we:ll (0.2) just actual special shops especially for 
10   joden. 
   jews. 

 
After Laurens’s spontaneous remark regarding a historical event (l. 2-3), two students almost 
immediately start to produce a response (l. 5-6). The teacher, however, gazes at Laurens and – in 
overlap with the aforementioned students – invites him to elaborate. He does this by asking what kind 
of shops he is talking about (l. 7). Whereas the invitation in Extract 4 solicits an explanation of what 
was meant in the initial turn, this invitation projects an explanation that expands on and specifies the 
previous turn. Prefacing his turn with ‘well’, Laurens responds and transforms ‘special shops for Jewish 
people’ to the more specific ‘shops especially for Jewish people’. 

With Excerpt 4 and 5, we have demonstrated that IfEs can also be produced to solicit 
explanations. The teachers in our data do so by means of interrogatives that literally mention the 
expectation of an explanation, by ‘what kind’-questions, and by wh-questions such as ‘how did that 
go’ or ‘why did they do that?’. The invitations in this category follow students’ spontaneous as well as 
elicited contributions that are factual in nature and lend themselves well for the solicitation of 
explanations. Some of the invitations seem to target an explanation of the previous turn (e.g. Extract 
4), while others seem to target an explanation on the basis of the previous turn (e.g. Extract 5). Virtually 
all of the student contributions in response to these invitations indeed consist of an explanation or 
specification of the preceding turn, or are in some cases at least designed as such. 
 

3.3.3 Soliciting continuations 
Finally, our data also comprise two instances in which the teacher solicits a continuation. With such 
invitations, the teachers do not ask for accounts or explanations, but rather encourage their students 
to continue speaking and expand on particular knowledge or thoughts. One of the two invitations 
follows a student’s mentioning of a certain notion and the other follows a student’s expressed 
assumption regarding a historical event. Both contributions were initiated by the students themselves.  

Extract 6 below demonstrates one of the two invitations that solicit continuation.  In this extract, 
the teacher has just asked whether the students know (or think they know) more about the resistance, 
thereby encouraging them to extend the current discussion of their prior knowledge. In response to 
this question, Pim mentions a big protest. 

 
Extract 6. Soliciting a continuation – ‘do you know more about it?’ (43.2016S1L10.0.04.23) 
1 Pim:  (mm weer was) (.) nou: ze gi↑ngen •h in de tweede wereld 
   (mm again was) (.) we:ll they once: also ↑went •h in the 
2   og- (.) oorlog °toch° ook een kee:r met heel veel 
   second world wa- (.) war out on the streets with a lot of 
3   mensen een (0.3) ja:: demonstreren of verzet doen? 
   people to a (0.3) ye::s protest or do resistance °right°? 
4   al[leen 
   bu[t 
5 Jul:    [s:taking. 
     [s:trike. 
6 May:  [mja 
   [myeah 
7 ???:  [(staking) 
   [(strike) 
8 Pim:  [ja: ja: dat is toch beide- dat is toch een ↓beetje 
   [ye:s ye:s that is both- that is ↓kind of the °same° 
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literally mention the expectation of an explanation, by ‘what kind’-questions, and by 
wh-questions such as ‘how did that go’ or ‘why did they do that?’. The invitations in 
this category follow students’ spontaneous as well as elicited contributions that are 
factual in nature and lend themselves well for the solicitation of explanations. Some 
of the invitations seem to target an explanation of the previous turn (e.g. extract 
4), while others seem to target an explanation on the basis of the previous turn (e.g. 
extract 5). Virtually all of the student contributions in response to these invitations 
indeed consist of an explanation or specification of the preceding turn, or are in some 
cases at least designed as such.

3.3.3 Soliciting continuations

Finally, our data also comprise two instances in which the teacher solicits a continuation. 
With such invitations, the teachers do not ask for accounts or explanations, but rather 
encourage their students to continue speaking and expand on particular knowledge 
or thoughts. One of the two invitations follows a student’s mentioning of a certain 
notion and the other follows a student’s expressed assumption regarding a historical 
event. Both contributions were initiated by the students themselves. 

extract 6 below demonstrates one of the two invitations that solicit continuation.  
In this extract, the teacher has just asked whether the students know (or think they 
know) more about the resistance, thereby encouraging them to extend the current 
discussion of their prior knowledge. In response to this question, Pim mentions a big 
protest.

extract 6. Soliciting a continuation – ‘do you know more about it?’ (43.2016S1L10.0.04.23)
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9   het°zelf[de°? 
   thing [right? 
10 Jul:          [de winterstaking °of°zo? 
         [the winter strike °or° someting? 
11 Din:  nee [de februa*ri↓sta[king. 
   no [the februa*ry ↓stri[ke. 
 Tch: →               *directs gaze to Dinand 
12 May:      [nee. 
      [no. 
13 Clss:                       [ja 
                          [yes 
14 Jul:                       [ja ja oh sorry. 
                          [yes yes oh sorry. 
15   (0.4)+(0.9)+(0.5)$(0.5)   
 Tch: →      +slowly nods once+ 
  →                  $lowers chin, open-palm gesture to Din 
16 Tch:  *weet je d'r meer +van? 
  → *do you know more +about it? 
 Tch: → *retracts hand    +lifts chin 
17   (0.3) 
18 Din:  eh: ik- het is: in februari maar ik weet niet meer (of:) 
   uh: I- it is: in february but I do not now anymore (if:) 
19   was het nou op zevenentwintig februari? 
   was it PRT on twenty-seven february? 

 
Pim’s contribution is followed by a number of turns in which the students debate the right term (l. 5-
9) and the right title (l. 10-14) for the event. When Dinand self-selects and produces his correction in 
line 11, the teacher gazes at him (l. 11), and nods and gestures to him in the gap that follows (l. 15). He 
then produces his invitation: “do you know more about it?” (l. 16). Contrary to the invitations in the 
previous categories, this invitation does not project accounts or explanations. Rather, it invites Dinand 
to continue speaking and expand on his previous turn by sharing more of his knowledge on the 
February Strike, which he does in lines 18 and 19. 

The extract shows that the teachers incidentally produce IfEs that project sharing of more 
knowledge or thoughts on the same topic. The invitation in Extract 6 was formatted as ‘do you know 
more about it’, the other as ‘go on with what you said’. Both these formats clearly invite continuation 
of the previous turn, but do not project more specific types of responses, such as accounts or 
explanations. In both cases, the IfE follows self-selection by the students and, hence, mainly seems to 
provide that student with the opportunity to unpack the (sub)topic that s/he has brought up. The 
invitations indeed turn out to function in that way, as both student responses constitute the unpacking 
of the preceding turn. As these invitations mainly encourage the students to continue speaking and 
expanding their previous turn, one could say that these invitations constitute extensive continuers.  
 

3.4 Conclusion and discussion 

The objective of this study was to describe teachers’ invitations for elaboration during whole-class 
discussions around text in 4th grade history and geography lessons. With these invitations, the 
teachers encourage their students to elaborate and build upon their previously produced turns. In our 
data, we found different types of IfEs. Most of the invitations solicit the production of an account. 
Other invitations solicit explanations and finally, a few invitations solicit continuation. 

The IfEs that solicit accounting often follow more subjective – and hence accountable – student 
contributions. Both on-record and off-record variants of these invitations occur in the data. Often, 
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Pim’s contribution is followed by a number of turns in which the students debate the 
right term (l. 5-9) and the right title (l. 10-14) for the event. When Dinand self-selects 
and produces his correction in line 11, the teacher gazes at him (l. 11), and nods and 
gestures to him in the gap that follows (l. 15). he then produces his invitation: “do you 
know more about it?” (l. 16). Contrary to the invitations in the previous categories, 
this invitation does not project accounts or explanations. Rather, it invites Dinand to 
continue speaking and expand on his previous turn by sharing more of his knowledge 
on the February Strike, which he does in lines 18 and 19.

The extract shows that the teachers incidentally produce Ifes that project 
sharing of more knowledge or thoughts on the same topic. The invitation in extract 
6 was formatted as ‘do you know more about it’, the other as ‘go on with what you 
said’. Both these formats clearly invite continuation of the previous turn, but do 
not project more specific types of responses, such as accounts or explanations. In 
both cases, the Ife follows self-selection by the students and, hence, mainly seems 
to provide that student with the opportunity to unpack the (sub)topic that s/he has 
brought up. The invitations indeed turn out to function in that way, as both student 
responses constitute the unpacking of the preceding turn. As these invitations mainly 
encourage the students to continue speaking and expanding their previous turn, one 
could say that these invitations constitute extensive continuers. 

3.4 conclusion and discussion
The objective of this study was to describe teachers’ invitations for elaboration during 
whole-class discussions around text in fourth grade history and geography lessons. 
With these invitations, the teachers encourage their students to elaborate and build 
upon their previously produced turns. In our data, we found different types of Ifes. 
Most of the invitations solicit the production of an account. Other invitations solicit 
explanations and finally, a few invitations solicit continuation.
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The Ifes that solicit accounting often follow more subjective – and hence 
accountable – student contributions. Both on-record and off-record variants of 
these invitations occur in the data. Often, these invitations seem prompted by the 
‘bareness’ of the preceding assertion, whereas in other cases, the teacher encourages 
the student to dig deeper still. The Ifes that solicit explaining follow less subjective 
contributions by the students. Some of the invitations project an explanation of the 
previous turn, whereas other invitations rather project an explanation on the basis 
of that turn, e.g. by soliciting specification. The Ifes that solicit continuation follow 
spontaneous student contributions. This is also the case for some of the Ifes of the 
other two types, although most of these invitations follow teacher-initiated student 
responses. The Ifes that solicit continuation do so by conveying that the student is 
encouraged to expand the turn and share more knowledge or thoughts than in the 
preceding turn.

From these results, we can conclude that there are different contexts that 
prompt the invitations for elaboration.  In some cases, the invitation seems to be 
prompted by and inherent to the bareness of the student’s assertion. In other cases, 
the students’ contributions prompt the teachers to encourage the students to dig 
deeper and/or verbalise their thinking. In both types of instances, the teachers steer 
toward a specific type of response: an account or an explanation. The invitations 
that solicit continuation and follow spontaneous student contributions are different, 
as they do not steer into a certain direction with regard to the solicited response. 
Rather, they show that sometimes the teachers also give their students the space to 
just continue speaking after a spontaneously produced contribution and to expand 
on it by sharing their knowledge and thoughts. As this concerns only two instances 
in a collection of 70 items, the question is how much space the teachers actually give 
their students in elaborating their contribution. The Ifes that solicit continuation 
show that the teachers are open to their students’ own input, but most Ifes following 
spontaneous student contributions in our collection nonetheless steer the students 
in the direction of an account or an explanation. These invitations give students less 
freedom to elaborate their contribution in whichever way they want, but incite them 
to verbalise their underlying thoughts and come to the core more quickly. hence, the 
different types of Ife seem to reflect the teachers’ balancing act between handing 
over control to the students and ensuring the quality of the contributions (hargreaves 
et al., 2003; Schuitema et al., 2018).

Our global analysis of the student responses to the Ifes demonstrates that 
all three types of Ifes virtually always result in responses that correspond to the 
solicitation. however, some of these responses seem to be of better quality than other 
responses, and sometimes the response is formatted as an account or explanation, 
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but rather constitutes a repetition of the standpoint. This observation is in line with 
Ross (1995, 2008), who showed that students’ explanations can be of low quality and 
consist of justifications rather than actual explanations. Nonetheless, most student 
responses in our Ife collection do consist of actual accounts and explanations. As in this 
paper, our focus was on the teachers’ ways to invite students to produce elaborations 
of previous turns, we did not take a closer look at exactly what the students do with 
their (non-) conforming responses and how they construct them. Of course, such an 
analysis would also be interesting (e.g. Quasthoff, heller, & Morek, 2017) and would 
serve as a next step in the scrutiny of teachers’ turns in whole-class discussions and 
the effects these turns have on the ensuing interaction as well as the students’ overt 
reasoning.

Returning to the teachers’ Ifes, the off-record account solicitations are 
particularly interesting. Raymond and Stivers (2016) have noted that compared 
to ‘why?’, requests for confirmation of known information convey a more shallow 
epistemic gradient (heritage, 2010, 2012, 2013) and present understanding as “very 
nearly shared” (Raymond & Stivers, 2016, pp. 348–349). Furthermore, the provision of 
an account in response to an off-record solicitation is voluntary, as a confirmation also 
suffices as an answer to the request (Raymond & Stivers, 2016). This set of characteristics 
may be the exact reason why the teachers in our data make use of these off-record 
account solicitations: in the whole-class discussions, the teachers strive for holding 
conversation-like interactions rather than besieging their students with questions. 
The shallow epistemic gradient reflects these attempts to exercise less control over 
the interaction and move away from teacher-fronted interaction which is inherently 
asymmetrical (Mchoul, 1978; Mehan, 1979a). 

One may wonder for whom the teachers actually produce their Ifes. especially in 
the case of explanations, it is not clear whether the teachers’ invitations are authentic: 
they can also be produced on behalf of the other students (‘Mehrfachadressierung’ 
Wunderlich, 1975) or as a kind of ‘test’ for the student concerned to produce an 
explanation. In some cases (e.g. when the invitation contains an embedded correction 
of a term used by the student), the teachers’ turns clearly demonstrate that they 
know more about the topic and hence do not seem to solicit the explanation for 
themselves. Yet for most of the instances, one cannot tell whether this is the case. As 
we have shown by means of extract 4, however, this equivocality is unimportant in 
terms of action: regardless the beneficiary of the solicited explanation, the invitation 
encourages the student concerned to verbalise his/her thoughts.

This paper has shown that the teachers use various invitations for elaboration 
to solicit different types of responses from the students. For all three types of Ifes, 
the students show to be capable of answering with the appropriate response or in 
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some cases at least of formatting their response as such. By means of the Ifes, the 
teachers convey to the students that their contributions are interesting and worthy 
of elaboration. The off-record account solicitations provide further evidence of the 
teachers’ attempts to establish a more or less symmetrical participation framework. 
Moreover, the fact that the Ifes also follow a substantial amount of spontaneously 
produced student contributions shows that the teachers really create space for 
students’ own input and longer stretches of student talk. Nonetheless, most of the 
teachers’ invitations do steer the students into a specific direction as regards the type 
of response solicited. hence, without aiming at a specific answer (known-information 
question, Mehan, 1979), the teacher does still establish certain directions for the 
response to be produced. This mainly holds for the Ifes that solicit accounts and 
explanations; the Ifes that solicit continuation come closest to providing the students 
with ownership over their contributions and the discussion as a whole.
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abstract
This chapter reports on a conversation analytic study into the pass-on turns that 
teachers produce to return the floor to the class following one student’s contribution, 
in the context of whole-class discussions around texts in fourth grade history and 
geography lessons. These pass-on turns are remarkable, as the teachers take the turn in 
order to convey that they will not be responding, but are instead giving their students 
the opportunity to do so. Our bottom-up analyses allowed us to identify different 
practices and their projections, and revealed their effects on the ensuing responses. 
Whereas minimal pass-on practices do not alter the sequential implications of the 
preceding student turn and typically lead to responses to the student turn, more 
elaborate practices do slightly alter the sequential implications and mostly lead to 
responses to the pass-on turn itself, or to an earlier turn produced by the teacher. The 
analyses show that, although the pass-on turns seem to sustain the Teacher-Student-
Teacher-Student participation pattern, this does not hinder the activity of having 
a whole-class discussion in which students discuss the topic at hand and critically 
consider and challenge the contributions of their classmates.

Keywords: Conversation analysis, Classroom interaction, Whole-class discussions, 
Pass-on turns, Collaborative reasoning.

This chapter constitutes a slightly modified version of:
Willemsen, A., Gosen, M. N., Koole, T., & De Glopper, K. (2019). Teachers’ pass-on 
practices in whole-class discussions: how teachers return the floor to their students. 
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4.1 Introduction
Whole-class discussions in which students have a conversation with each other and 
in which teachers have a less prominent role constitute a fairly uncommon and under 
researched type of classroom activity. To hold these discussions, teachers attempt to 
realise a participation framework in which students talk and respond directly to each 
other and in which teachers do not typically take every other turn at talk. In our video 
data of whole-class discussions around texts in fourth grade history and geography 
lessons, we found that teachers regularly realise such a framework by (more or less) 
explicitly returning the floor to the class following one student’s contribution, inviting 
other students to respond. This paper presents an analysis of such ‘pass-on turns’. It 
will demonstrate that the teachers in our data use various practices that have different 
sequential implications for the ensuing student responses.

4.2 background
Mchoul (1978) uncovered the basic rules for turn-taking in classroom interaction as a 
modification of the rules formulated for everyday conversation by Sacks, Schegloff, 
and Jefferson (1974). he characterised teacher-fronted classroom interaction as a 
heavily pre-allocated system in which teachers act as ‘head’ or ‘director’. They take 
every other turn at talk and are the only ones who ‘can direct speakership in any 
creative way’ (Mchoul, 1978, p. 188). Students can also direct speakership, but they 
can only choose between continuing to speak and selecting the teacher as the next 
speaker (Mchoul, 1978). Unlike everyday conversation, classroom interaction is thus 
very hierarchical as well as being organised as a ‘two-party speech exchange system’, 
with the teacher being one party and the whole class of students, although being 
multi person, the other (Schegloff, 1987).

Several scholars have added nuances to Mchoul’s description. For example, it 
has been shown that teachers sometimes select the whole class of students in order 
to give them a ‘programmed’ opportunity to self-select (Mazeland, 1983; cf. ‘general 
solicit’, Van Lier, 1988) or to elicit a choral response to a Designedly Incomplete 
Utterance (Koshik, 2002; Margutti, 2010). Furthermore, students do sometimes self-
select (Mazeland, 1983) and they can influence the teacher’s turn-allocation, e.g. by 
showing availability through gaze (Fasel Lauzon & Berger, 2015; Mortensen, 2008) 
and by raising their hands (Sahlström, 2001). Despite these nuances to Mchoul’s 
description, the position of the teacher as the one who actually allocates the turns 
remains intact.

Koole and Berenst (Koole & Berenst, 2008) note that Mchoul’s model mainly 
applies to teacher-fronted interaction and show that different activities in the 
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classroom entail different participation frameworks. Whole-class and small-group 
discussions constitute activities that are very different from teacher-fronted activities, 
involving participation frameworks with a less prominent role for the teacher. Research 
on discussions, and more specifically discussions around text, has demonstrated that 
they are valuable environments for learning (Beck & McKeown, 2001; Reznitskaya et al., 
2009): they can enhance text comprehension (Applebee et al., 2003; McKeown et al., 
2009; Murphy et al., 2009) and offer opportunities to reason together, encouraging the 
students to provide each other with context and different perspectives (Chinn et al., 
2001) and potentially leading to improved individual reasoning skills (Mercer, 2000).

In order for these outcomes to be realised, the literature suggests a discussion 
framework in which the teacher gives the floor to the students for extended periods 
of time (Soter et al., 2008), facilitates the students to talk and think together (Myhill, 
2006; Van der Veen et al., 2015) and does not dominate the discussion (e.g. through 
IRe-sequences) but does bring focus and structure (Soter et al., 2008). The students, in 
turn, may freely self-select or select another student as the next speaker. As a result, 
the dominant turn-taking pattern would ideally no longer have the Teacher-Student-
Teacher-Student order omnipresent in teacher-fronted classroom interaction, but 
rather an order that reflects the multiparty character of these discussions: T-S-S-S 
(Cazden, 1988; Chinn et al., 2001; Myhill, 2006).

This particular participation framework is quite rare in the classroom and has 
as a result received little attention in interactional research so far. The literature on 
student contributions to whole-class interactions, for example, reports on teacher-
fronted interactions rather than actual conversations among the students and the 
teacher (e.g. Ingram, Andrews, & Pitt, 2018; Solem, 2016). Our research focuses on 
actual whole-class discussions in which students have a conversation with each other 
and in which teachers play a less prominent role. Our study provides insight into the 
interaction in this fairly uncommon participation framework, and more specifically 
into one of the means though which teachers realise this framework. They make use  
of ‘pass-on turns’: turns they take subsequently to a student’s contribution, in order 
to convey to the other students that they are encouraged to take the next turn and 
respond to the previous student. This way of evading the T-S-T-S turn-taking pattern 
is remarkable, as the teachers do at first occupy the response ‘slot’ in order to make it 
available to the students: they take the next turn, but only to give it away. hence, with 
respect to sequence, one could say that the teachers do seem to be aiming at a T-S-
S-S pattern, while at the same time holding onto the T-S-T-S pattern organisationally.

In this paper, we will identify different practices that teachers use for passing on 
the turn during whole-class discussions and analyse their projection as well as their 
effects on the students’ subsequent contributions.
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4.3 Data and method
We applied Conversation Analysis (CA) as our method of research (Sidnell & Stivers, 
2013). In contrast to coding schemes and/or consultation of the teachers in retrospect 
(e.g. Nystrand et al., 2003), CA enables researchers to study the details of the actual 
practices by focusing on the observable attributions and displays (Maynard, 2013; Ten 
have, 2007). Accordingly, we were able to specify the practices teachers use to pass on 
their students’ contributions during whole-class discussions as well as the projection 
of these practices. 

Our data set consists of 39 video-recorded history and geography lessons in 
4 different fourth grade classrooms in the north of the Netherlands. The data were 
collected as part of a larger project on whole-class discussions (see also Willemsen 
et al., 2018). For the current study, we used a sample of 12 lessons. This was done 
in order to establish an equal distribution of lessons per classroom. For 2 of the 
classrooms, there were only 3 lessons each in the data set. Therefore, 3 lessons were 
randomly selected from each of the other 2 classrooms as well. To ensure this sample’s 
representativeness of the data set as a whole, we executed a global analysis in which 
we compared the pass-on turns found in the sample to the videos and transcripts of 
the omitted lessons. At the time of recording, the students were around 9-10 years 
old. The duration of the lessons varied from 30 to 64 minutes, with an average of 45 
minutes. All lessons were recorded using three cameras, resulting in synchronised 
videos in which the teacher and (almost) all students are visible at the same time. In 
order to ensure the quality of the video-recordings, the first author of this paper was 
present during the lessons.

As whole-class discussions are seldom put in practice at Dutch schools, 
we had to ask the four teachers participating in our research to depart from their 
‘normal’ practice during history and/or geography lessons. In these lessons in Dutch 
upper-primary school, students typically first read the text(s) in their textbook and 
subsequently complete comprehension questions in an exercise book. In order to 
uncover exactly what teachers do to encourage a discussion framework, we asked 
the teachers in our study to hold whole-class discussions with their students around 
the curricular history and geography texts. The lessons revolved around discussable 
questions, designed in such a way that they did not have one immediate right answer 
(e.g. ‘What was it like for the Dutch people to live under the German occupation 
during World War II?’).

In line with the literature (Cazden, 1988; Myhill, 2006; Soter et al., 2008), the 
teachers were asked to avoid acting as a dominant or primary respondent in the 
interaction (as described by Mchoul, 1978), and instead, to let the students take the 
floor for extended periods of time and respond to each other (Cazden, 1988; Soter et 
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al., 2008). Furthermore, the teachers received some question suggestions and tips for 
fostering the discussion, but they were free to monitor the discussion as they saw fit. 
For example, we recommended letting students respond to each other’s contributions 
and letting them have a conversation among themselves, but we did not give any 
concrete instructions on how to do that (e.g. by means of a specific practice). Despite 
our instructions, the data are therefore natural. The objective of our research is to 
uncover the exact ways in which the teachers put discussion recommendations as 
suggested by the literature into practice and to determine the interactional effects of 
these practices.

In this paper, we focused on the pass-on turns through which teachers return 
the floor to their students following another student’s contribution. In the 12-lesson 
sample, we identified 57 pass-on turns. All instances were transcribed according to the 
Jeffersonian conventions (e.g. Jefferson, 1986, see Transcription conventions) and the 
names of teachers and students have been anonymised. We defined a pass-on turn 
as a turn by means of which teachers convey that they do not consider the discussion 
to be over and are opening up the floor to the whole group of students following 
one student’s contribution, thereby inviting them to continue and/or deepen the 
conversation on the current topic. Turns that comprise a follow-up question were 
not considered a pass-on turn, as they do not (only) deepen the discussion regarding 
the passed on student contribution but also shift the topic. Turns that did not shift 
the topic, but focused on a specific aspect of the student turn, were included in the 
collection, because these turns still convey to the class the invitation to respond to 
and expand on the preceding student turn. 

We excluded instances in which the teacher’s turn was difficult to hear and/or 
see, and hence difficult to identify without doubt as a pass-on turn. We also excluded 
instances in which the teacher continued speaking directly after the pass-on practice, 
thereby withdrawing the students’ opportunity to respond. Other instances we 
excluded from the collection were cases in which the teacher immediately directed 
the pass-on turn to one specific student, as these students were disengaged or already 
had their hand raised to indicate that they wanted to contribute to the discussion. In 
these cases, the teachers’ turns seemed to be primarily aimed at keeping order and 
allocating turns or re-establishing the participation framework, rather than inviting 
all students to the floor.

In order to obtain a better insight into the pass-on turns, we scrutinised and 
identified the different practices that teachers use to produce these turns. Furthermore, 
we analysed the projection of these practices as well as studying their interactional 
effects: do the students indeed respond to the preceding student contribution, or 
do they do something else? In the extracts presented in this paper, the transcripts 
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include multimodal information around the pass-on turns to clearly show what the 
teacher and students are doing at these moments.

4.4 results
Our collection shows that the teachers use a surprisingly wide variety of practices 
to return the floor to their students: various verbal as well as bodily practices. The 
practices differ from each other with regard to the extent to which they preserve 
the sequential implications of the preceding student turn. For example, a student’s 
question projects the provision of an answer (Schegloff, 2007), but an assertion does 
not necessarily project anything (Pomerantz, 1984). The teachers’ pass-on turns either 
preserve or (slightly) alter these sequential implications depending on the practice 
used. Some pass-on practices are fairly minimal and leave the sequential implications 
of the preceding student turn intact. These practices seem to be primarily turn-
allocational in nature and lead students to give a response fitted to the preceding 
student contribution in both form and function. Other practices show a slightly 
different projection and thereby alter the sequential implications of the preceding 
student turn. These practices typically result in a response to the teacher’s pass-on 
turn itself, or a parallel response to an earlier question posed by the teacher, instead 
of a response to the preceding student contribution. A graphical reflection of the 
dichotomy between these two types of practices is given in Figure 4.1, in which type 
1 refers to the minimal practices and type 2 to the practices that slightly alter the 
sequential implications.

figure 4.1 Two types of practices for pass-on turns

4.4.1 Practices that preserve the sequential implications

The first category of pass-on turns consists of three different practices that preserve 
the sequential implications of the preceding student turn.  These are purely nonverbal 
pass-on turns, (partial) repetitions and imperatives such as ‘respond’. The latter two 
are often accompanied by nonverbal practices. In accordance with these fairly minimal 
formats that do not alter the sequential implications, the practices almost unanimously 
lead students to respond to the preceding student contribution, regarding both 

1.  Student  Student
 Teacher

2  Student Teacher  Student
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format and content. The practices thus seem primarily turn-allocational: they open 
the floor to respond to a fellow student’s contribution.

extract 1 contains an example of a nonverbal pass-on practice. The fragment 
starts as the teacher has just finished reading aloud a piece of text about the Dutch 
resistance and their illegal newspapers during World War II. The teacher has invited 
the students to take the floor (see Willemsen et al., 2018) and Tristan does so by 
commenting on the text (line 1). When Julius spontaneously proposes that a pro-Nazi 
name could disguise the newspaper’s illegal content, the teacher keeps silent, nods 
and looks at some of the other students in the circle (l. 12).

extract 1. Nonverbal (44.2016S1L10.0.07.27)

60 
 
 

1 Tri:  (nou) eh::m (0.2) die eh namen van die kranten dat komt 
   (well) u::hm (0.2) those uh names of those papers that 
2   ↑wel overeen dat ze wel vrijheid willen 
   ↑does match that they do want freedom 
3 Tch:  je hoort daar veel vrijheid in [in ieder geval_=ja.  
   you hear a lot of freedom in it [in any case_=yes. 
4 Tri:                                 [ja 
                                   [yes 
5 Jam:                                 [ja 
                                   [yes 
6   (2.1) ((Tch looks towards Tristan, Jamiro and Julius)) 
7 Jul:  ↑ik zou dan eh eerlijk gezegd •h mijn naam: verandere:n 
   ↑I would then uh to be honest •h change: my name: 
8   (.) van de ↑krant van: de duitse:rs (0.2) eh gaan 
   (.) of the ↑paper li:ke the germa:ns (0.2) uh will win 
9   winnen ofzo_=>omdat de duitsers dan< (0.2)  wel e:h 
   or something_=>because then the germans< (0.2) do u:h 
10   toestemming geven om die krant weg te geven, >alleen er 
   give permission to give away that paper,     >but then 
11   staan eigenlijk dan< HEEL andere ↑dingen in. 
   there are actually< VERY different ↑things in there. 
12  → *(0.4)   %(0.6)  +(2.2)  
 Tch: → *still gazes at Julius 
            %nods   +gazes right (away from Jul and Jam) 
13 Jam:  hm *(0.4) maar dat heeft denk i:k niet veel nut ↓want 
   hm *(0.4) but there is not much use in that I: think  
 Tch:     *gazes at Jamiro 
14 Jam:  (.) misschien willen ze wel eerst dat- (0.3) eh als 
   ↓because (.) maybe they first want that- (0.3) uh if 
15   je die naam geeft eh •h en ze komen d'r achter, (.) 
   you give that name uh •h and they find out, (.) 
16   gaan ze die kranten lezen, >en dan< ↑gaan ze eh •h als 
   they will read those papers, >and then< they ↑will uh  
17   wrAA:k weer allemaal mensen dood↑schieten.= 
   •h out of reVEN:ge ↑shoot a lot of people again.=  
18 May:  =(ja ook weer bombardementen d[oen) 
   =(yes also do bombardments a[gain) 
19 Tch:                                [dus dan breng je mensen 
                               [so then you are uh 
20   eh in gevaar? 
   endangering people? 

 
After Julius’s contribution in lines 7-11, the teacher refrains from taking the floor himself. Instead, he 
leaves the floor to the students by merely nodding to receipt Julius’s contribution and looking at some 
of the other students in the circle while keeping silent for 3.2 seconds (l. 12). By doing this, the teacher 
does not intervene or alter the sequential implications of Julius’s turn, but leaves it to the other 
students to continue the discussion and format their turn as a direct response to Julius’s assertion. 
Despite not being within the teacher’s gaze direction, Jamiro enters the discussion and challenges the 
remarks made by Julius. By means of ‘but’ in line 13 and the deictic expressions ‘that’ and ‘that name’ 
in lines 13 and 15, his turn is also explicitly designed as responsive to Julius’s contribution.  

Pass-on practices consisting of (partial) repetitions are similar with respect to the preservation 
of the sequential implications: they do not alter the projection. Accordingly, these practices also lead 
to responses to the preceding student turn. An example of this type of pass-on practices is presented 
in extract 2. In this extract, the practice follows one student’s response to the teacher’s initial question 
about the resistance in World War II. 
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After Julius’s contribution in lines 7-11, the teacher refrains from taking the floor himself. Instead, he 
leaves the floor to the students by merely nodding to receipt Julius’s contribution and looking at some 
of the other students in the circle while keeping silent for 3.2 seconds (l. 12). By doing this, the teacher 
does not intervene or alter the sequential implications of Julius’s turn, but leaves it to the other 
students to continue the discussion and format their turn as a direct response to Julius’s assertion. 
Despite not being within the teacher’s gaze direction, Jamiro enters the discussion and challenges the 
remarks made by Julius. By means of ‘but’ in line 13 and the deictic expressions ‘that’ and ‘that name’ 
in lines 13 and 15, his turn is also explicitly designed as responsive to Julius’s contribution.  

Pass-on practices consisting of (partial) repetitions are similar with respect to the preservation 
of the sequential implications: they do not alter the projection. Accordingly, these practices also lead 
to responses to the preceding student turn. An example of this type of pass-on practices is presented 
in extract 2. In this extract, the practice follows one student’s response to the teacher’s initial question 
about the resistance in World War II. 
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After Julius’s contribution in lines 7-11, the teacher refrains from taking the floor 
himself. Instead, he leaves the floor to the students by merely nodding to receipt 
Julius’s contribution and looking at some of the other students in the circle while 
keeping silent for 3.2 seconds (l. 12). By doing this, the teacher does not intervene or 
alter the sequential implications of Julius’s turn, but leaves it to the other students to 
continue the discussion and format their turn as a direct response to Julius’s assertion. 
Despite not being within the teacher’s gaze direction, Jamiro enters the discussion 
and challenges the remarks made by Julius. By means of ‘but’ in line 13 and the deictic 
expressions ‘that’ and ‘that name’ in lines 13 and 15, his turn is also explicitly designed 
as responsive to Julius’s contribution. 

Pass-on practices consisting of (partial) repetitions are similar with respect 
to the preservation of the sequential implications: they do not alter the projection. 
Accordingly, these practices also lead to responses to the preceding student turn. An 
example of this type of pass-on practices is presented in extract 2. In this extract, the 
practice follows one student’s response to the teacher’s initial question about the 
resistance in World War II.

extract 2. Partial repetition (43.2016S1L10.0.03.32)
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Extract 2. Partial repetition (43.2016S1L10.0.03.32) 
1 Tch:  eh:m (0.3) kan jij w- eh kan jij aan de klas vertelle:n 
   uh:m (0.3) can you w- uh can you te:ll the class 
2   wat wat het verzet eh inhield? in in de tweede 
   what what the resistance uh meant? in in world war two? 
3   wereldoorlog? 
4   (0.2)   
5 Jas:  (↑nou ik denk) dat je dan eh (.) gewoon (0.4) het nie- 
   (↑well I think) that you then uh (.) just (0.4) did no- 
6   dat je je tegen duitsland verzette. 
   that you opposed against germany. 
7   dat je niet wil dat ze je land e[:h 
   that you did not want them to  u[:h 
8 Kar:                                  [inpikken, 
                                   [take over, 
9 Jas:  inzet 
   put in your country 
10   (1.2)  ((some inaudible murmuring)) 
11 Tch:  heel [↑goed, heel goed, 
   very [↑good, very good, 
12 Kar:       [pikken 
        [take 
13   (0.3) ((teacher gazes at Kars on his right)) 
14 Kar:  eh ik de- ik denk dat je bijvoorbeeld misschien ook  
   uh I thi- I think that you for example maybe also  
15   gaat demonstreren, 
   go and demonstrate, 
16   (0.3) 
17 Tch:  *↑demonst+reren.  
  → *↑demonst+rate. 
 Tch: → *brief backward nod, eyebrows raised, gazes at Kars 
            +briefly points to Kars with textbook 
 Kar:           +gazes away from teacher 
18  → %(0.6)         *(0.8)  
 Tch:  %gazes forward *then left 
19 Lou:  °(maar) +als ↑je gaat demonstreren dan pakken ze je  
   °(but) +if ↑you go and demonstrate then they will  
 Tch:         +gazes at Louis  
20 Lou:  denk ik wel op.°  
   arrest you I think.° 
21   als je gaat demonstreren op straat. 
   if you go out and demonstrate on the streets. 
22   (0.7) ((teacher nods and looks around)) 
23 Jam:  °(meteen)° 
   °(immediately)° 

 
In line 11, the teacher positively evaluates Jasper’s contribution elicited in lines 1-3. He then looks at 
Kars (l. 13) who tried to contribute with ‘take over’ twice in lines 8 and 12. Kars now gives another 
response to the teacher’s invitation to talk about the resistance movement, while formatting his turn 
as adding to Jasper’s turn with ‘also’ (l. 14-15). The teacher repeats Kars’s last and key word with a 
backward nod and his eyebrows raised, then briefly points to him and silently looks around (l. 17-18). 
The partial repetition is produced with a high-pitched onset and a falling intonation at the end, which 
is different from the repetitions with a slight rising intonation at the end that we often encounter in 
third position during the listing and cumulating of several parallel student responses (e.g. when 
students give different examples of the same phenomenon). Combined with the teacher’s bodily 
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After Julius’s contribution in lines 7-11, the teacher refrains from taking the floor himself. Instead, he 
leaves the floor to the students by merely nodding to receipt Julius’s contribution and looking at some 
of the other students in the circle while keeping silent for 3.2 seconds (l. 12). By doing this, the teacher 
does not intervene or alter the sequential implications of Julius’s turn, but leaves it to the other 
students to continue the discussion and format their turn as a direct response to Julius’s assertion. 
Despite not being within the teacher’s gaze direction, Jamiro enters the discussion and challenges the 
remarks made by Julius. By means of ‘but’ in line 13 and the deictic expressions ‘that’ and ‘that name’ 
in lines 13 and 15, his turn is also explicitly designed as responsive to Julius’s contribution.  

Pass-on practices consisting of (partial) repetitions are similar with respect to the preservation 
of the sequential implications: they do not alter the projection. Accordingly, these practices also lead 
to responses to the preceding student turn. An example of this type of pass-on practices is presented 
in extract 2. In this extract, the practice follows one student’s response to the teacher’s initial question 
about the resistance in World War II. 
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After Julius’s contribution in lines 7-11, the teacher refrains from taking the floor himself. Instead, he 
leaves the floor to the students by merely nodding to receipt Julius’s contribution and looking at some 
of the other students in the circle while keeping silent for 3.2 seconds (l. 12). By doing this, the teacher 
does not intervene or alter the sequential implications of Julius’s turn, but leaves it to the other 
students to continue the discussion and format their turn as a direct response to Julius’s assertion. 
Despite not being within the teacher’s gaze direction, Jamiro enters the discussion and challenges the 
remarks made by Julius. By means of ‘but’ in line 13 and the deictic expressions ‘that’ and ‘that name’ 
in lines 13 and 15, his turn is also explicitly designed as responsive to Julius’s contribution.  

Pass-on practices consisting of (partial) repetitions are similar with respect to the preservation 
of the sequential implications: they do not alter the projection. Accordingly, these practices also lead 
to responses to the preceding student turn. An example of this type of pass-on practices is presented 
in extract 2. In this extract, the practice follows one student’s response to the teacher’s initial question 
about the resistance in World War II. 
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In line 11, the teacher positively evaluates Jasper’s contribution elicited in lines 1-3. 
he then looks at Kars (l. 13) who tried to contribute with ‘take over’ twice in lines 
8 and 12. Kars now gives another response to the teacher’s invitation to talk about 
the resistance movement, while formatting his turn as adding to Jasper’s turn with 
‘also’ (l. 14-15). The teacher repeats Kars’s last and key word with a backward nod and 
his eyebrows raised, then briefly points to him and silently looks around (l. 17-18). 
The partial repetition is produced with a high-pitched onset and a falling intonation 
at the end, which is different from the repetitions with a slight rising intonation at 
the end that we often encounter in third position during the listing and cumulating 
of several parallel student responses (e.g. when students give different examples of 
the same phenomenon). Combined with the teacher’s bodily practices (i.e. his nod, 
facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-on 
practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain 
intact, as the teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds 
by challenging Kars’s assertion and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) 
if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s 
contribution, the second student not only responds to the preceding student 
contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words.

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and 
hence projects direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ 
and similar imperative formats. extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of 
this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last sentence of a text about the Dutch 
queen’s flight to england shortly after the German invasion in May 1940.

extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52)
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Extract 2. Partial repetition (43.2016S1L10.0.03.32) 
1 Tch:  eh:m (0.3) kan jij w- eh kan jij aan de klas vertelle:n 
   uh:m (0.3) can you w- uh can you te:ll the class 
2   wat wat het verzet eh inhield? in in de tweede 
   what what the resistance uh meant? in in world war two? 
3   wereldoorlog? 
4   (0.2)   
5 Jas:  (↑nou ik denk) dat je dan eh (.) gewoon (0.4) het nie- 
   (↑well I think) that you then uh (.) just (0.4) did no- 
6   dat je je tegen duitsland verzette. 
   that you opposed against germany. 
7   dat je niet wil dat ze je land e[:h 
   that you did not want them to  u[:h 
8 Kar:                                  [inpikken, 
                                   [take over, 
9 Jas:  inzet 
   put in your country 
10   (1.2)  ((some inaudible murmuring)) 
11 Tch:  heel [↑goed, heel goed, 
   very [↑good, very good, 
12 Kar:       [pikken 
        [take 
13   (0.3) ((teacher gazes at Kars on his right)) 
14 Kar:  eh ik de- ik denk dat je bijvoorbeeld misschien ook  
   uh I thi- I think that you for example maybe also  
15   gaat demonstreren, 
   go and demonstrate, 
16   (0.3) 
17 Tch:  *↑demonst+reren.  
  → *↑demonst+rate. 
 Tch: → *brief backward nod, eyebrows raised, gazes at Kars 
            +briefly points to Kars with textbook 
 Kar:           +gazes away from teacher 
18  → %(0.6)         *(0.8)  
 Tch:  %gazes forward *then left 
19 Lou:  °(maar) +als ↑je gaat demonstreren dan pakken ze je  
   °(but) +if ↑you go and demonstrate then they will  
 Tch:         +gazes at Louis  
20 Lou:  denk ik wel op.°  
   arrest you I think.° 
21   als je gaat demonstreren op straat. 
   if you go out and demonstrate on the streets. 
22   (0.7) ((teacher nods and looks around)) 
23 Jam:  °(meteen)° 
   °(immediately)° 

 
In line 11, the teacher positively evaluates Jasper’s contribution elicited in lines 1-3. He then looks at 
Kars (l. 13) who tried to contribute with ‘take over’ twice in lines 8 and 12. Kars now gives another 
response to the teacher’s invitation to talk about the resistance movement, while formatting his turn 
as adding to Jasper’s turn with ‘also’ (l. 14-15). The teacher repeats Kars’s last and key word with a 
backward nod and his eyebrows raised, then briefly points to him and silently looks around (l. 17-18). 
The partial repetition is produced with a high-pitched onset and a falling intonation at the end, which 
is different from the repetitions with a slight rising intonation at the end that we often encounter in 
third position during the listing and cumulating of several parallel student responses (e.g. when 
students give different examples of the same phenomenon). Combined with the teacher’s bodily 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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When Mirjam spontaneously assesses the Dutch queen’s behaviour without 
providing supporting arguments, the teacher’s ‘why’ (l. 7) is almost inevitable. 
Mirjam subsequently accounts for her assessment (l. 10-11), which is acknowledged 
by the teacher with a nod and ‘okay’ (l. 12). With this ‘okay’, the teacher closes the 
accounting sequence and signals the movement to a new action (Beach, 1995); with 
the imperative ‘respond’ (l. 14) he then invites other students to respond to Mirjam’s 
assessment and account. This invitation is further supported by the teacher’s gaze 
shift (l. 13) and his open palm gesture (l. 14). Again, the practice used preserves the 
sequential implications. This time, however, the pass-on practice is more pronounced 
as the imperative explicitly conveys the projected action: a direct response to the 
preceding student turn from one of the other students. Tristan self-selects (l. 15) and 
responds to Mirjam both in content and format: he gives a counterargument preceded 
by the agreement token ‘yes’ and the contrast conjunction ‘but’ (Pomerantz, 1984), 
which explicitly links his response to Mirjam’s turn (as well as the deictic expression 
of ‘that queen’).

4.4.2 Practices that slightly alter the sequential implications

Apart from the pass-on practices that preserve the sequential implications and 
predominantly result in responses to the preceding student contribution, the teachers 
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in our data also use practices that slightly alter the projection and thereby change the 
sequential implications of the preceding student turn. Again, the practices are often 
accompanied by bodily practices, such as gaze and gesturing. We will demonstrate 
that the pass-on turns within this category lead to contributions that are responsive 
to one of the teacher’s turns rather than to the preceding student contribution: the 
students respond to either the pass-on turn itself or to an earlier turn produced by 
the teacher.

One of the clearest examples in our data of a pass-on practice that alters the 
sequential implications is shown in extract 4. In this fragment, the teacher has just 
instructed the students to read the next piece of text after a discussion of the caste 
system, when Mick appears to still have something to add. After some classroom 
management, the teacher gives Mick the opportunity to do so. By means of her pass-
on practice, she turns this remark into a question of problem-solving.

extract 4. Problem-solving question (34.2015S2L3.0.26.50)
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When Mirjam spontaneously assesses the Dutch queen’s behaviour without providing supporting 
arguments, the teacher’s ‘why’ (l. 7) is almost inevitable. Mirjam subsequently accounts for her 
assessment (l. 10-11), which is acknowledged by the teacher with a nod and ‘okay’ (l. 12). With this 
‘okay’, the teacher closes the accounting sequence and signals the movement to a new action (Beach, 
1995); with the imperative ‘respond’ (l. 14) he then invites other students to respond to Mirjam’s 
assessment and account. This invitation is further supported by the teacher’s gaze shift (l. 13) and his 
open palm gesture (l. 14). Again, the practice used preserves the sequential implications. This time, 
however, the pass-on practice is more pronounced as the imperative explicitly conveys the projected 
action: a direct response to the preceding student turn from one of the other students. Tristan self-
selects (l. 15) and responds to Mirjam both in content and format: he gives a counterargument 
preceded by the agreement token ‘yes’ and the contrast conjunction ‘but’ (Pomerantz, 1984), which 
explicitly links his response to Mirjam’s turn (as well as the deictic expression of ‘that queen’). 
 

4.4.2 Practices that slightly alter the sequential implications 

Apart from the pass-on practices that preserve the sequential implications and predominantly result 
in responses to the preceding student contribution, the teachers in our data also use practices that 
slightly alter the projection and thereby change the sequential implications of the preceding student 
turn. Again, the practices are often accompanied by bodily practices, such as gaze and gesturing. We 
will demonstrate that the pass-on turns within this category lead to contributions that are responsive 
to one of the teacher’s turns rather than to the preceding student contribution: the students respond 
to either the pass-on turn itself or to an earlier turn produced by the teacher. 

One of the clearest examples in our data of a pass-on practice that alters the sequential 
implications is shown in Extract 4. In this fragment, the teacher has just instructed the students to read 
the next piece of text after a discussion of the caste system, when Mick appears to still have something 
to add. After some classroom management, the teacher gives Mick the opportunity to do so. By means 
of her pass-on practice, she turns this remark into a question of problem-solving. 

 
Extract 4. Problem-solving question (34.2015S2L3.0.26.50) 
1 ???:  (kwamen [die) 
   (did those[ come) 
2 Mic:          [maar  [eigenlijk 
             [but [actually 
3 Tch:                 [maar mick wil nog even wat zeg[gen_ 
                  [but mick still wants to say some[thing_ 
4 Mic:                                                [maar  
                                                   [but  
5   eigenlijk m: moet de school van eigen kaste zijn want  
   actually the school must be of the own caste because  
6   als de meester •h een ei- andere [kast is dan] jou dan 
   if the teacher •h is of an ow- other [cast(e) than] you  
7 Djo:                                   [eigen kast.] 
                                        [own cast(e).] 
8 Mic:  (   ) moet je (0.2) moet je (0.2) ka- moet je ne  
   then (   ) you have to (0.2) have to (0.2) ca- you have  
9   helemaal niks zeggen tegen hem. 
   to say nothing at all to him. 
10   (0.7) ((Tch gazes at Mick, Djobal whispers ’cast(e)’)) 
11 ???:  *en= 
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   *and= 
 Tch:  *gazes and gestures to her left with palm sideways 
12 Tch:  =dat vind ik nog we- wie oe- weet %hoe je +dat probleem 
  → =that is something I find- who oo- knows %how you can  
 Tch:                                           %gazes right    
13 Tch:  op kan los*sen.= 
  → +solve that pro*blem.= 
 Tch:  +palm sideways gesture follows gaze around circle 
                  *retracts gesture, runs hand through hair 
14 Djo:  =%•H 
 Tch:   %gazes left (Djobal is on her right) 
15 Djo:  +ja.  
   +yes.  
 Djo:  +raises hand, gazes at teacher 
16 Djo:  briefjes schrijven. 
   write notes. 
17 Clss:  ((    laughter +       [                          ))+] 
 Djo:                 +holds up one hand with palm up . . .+ 
18 Djo:                         [(dat's ge[woon serieus hoor,)] 
                          [(that’s ju[st serious PRT,)  ] 
19 Mar:                                   [JUF  IK  IK  DENK  ]  
                                     [MISS  I  I  THINK ]  
20   DAT ZE GEWOON een speciale school hebben. 
   THAT THEY JUST have a special school. 

 
Mick’s remark on the caste system (l. 4-6, 8-9) is followed by a pause of 0.7 seconds after which the 
teacher gestures and gazes to other students (l. 11) and starts to give a meta-comment (‘that is 
something I find-’, l. 12). She abandons this comment and then produces a question targeting possible 
solutions to what she assesses as a problem (l.12-13), again gesturing and gazing to other students. 
Notice that Mick has not so much put forward a problem, as the first thing he does in his turn is mention 
the solution to the possibly problematic situation: ‘but actually the school must be of the own caste’ 
(l. 4-5). With her question formatted as a who-question that invites the students to bid for a turn 
(Mazeland, 1983; Mehan, 1979a; Shepherd, 2014; Willemsen et al., 2018) and the accompanying 
bodily conduct, the teacher returns the floor to the students and encourages them to expand on Mick’s 
remark. She does not change the topic and gist of Mick’s remark, but treats it as presenting a problem 
to which a solution must be sought. She thereby alters the sequential implications, as she reformulates 
Mick’s assertion as a question of problem-solving: Mick’s assertion does not make a next action 
relevant (Pomerantz, 1984), but the teacher’s question does make an answer, and more specifically a 
solution suggestion, a relevant next (Schegloff, 2007).    

By means of a sharp inbreath, raising his hand, gazing at the teacher and uttering ‘yes’, Djobal 
responds to the invitation to bid and nominates himself for the next turn (l. 14-15). He suggests a 
solution of writing notes (l. 16) which is received by the other students as a witty remark (l. 17), but 
seems to be meant as a serious contribution (l. 18).With this possible solution, accompanied by a gaze 
towards the teacher, Djobal responds to the teacher’s pass-on practice rather than Mick’s remark. 
Similarly, Marte directs her turn to the teacher (‘Miss’) and responds to the teacher’s pass-on practice 
with the suggestion of separate schools (l. 19-20); a solution Mick had already mentioned in lines 4-5. 

It is worth noting here that there are incidents in which teachers’ invitations to bid lead to similar 
responses, but then with an orientation to both sequential implications: first to the teacher’s pass-on 
turn by raising their hand or uttering ‘me’, and then to the preceding student contribution by producing 
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problem (l.12-13), again gesturing and gazing to other students. Notice that Mick has 
not so much put forward a problem, as the first thing he does in his turn is mention 
the solution to the possibly problematic situation: ‘but actually the school must be of 
the own caste’ (l. 4-5). With her question formatted as a who-question that invites the 
students to bid for a turn (Mazeland, 1983; Mehan, 1979a; Shepherd, 2014; Willemsen 
et al., 2018) and the accompanying bodily conduct, the teacher returns the floor to the 
students and encourages them to expand on Mick’s remark. She does not change the 
topic and gist of Mick’s remark, but treats it as presenting a problem to which a solution 
must be sought. She thereby alters the sequential implications, as she reformulates 
Mick’s assertion as a question of problem-solving: Mick’s assertion does not make 
a next action relevant (Pomerantz, 1984), but the teacher’s question does make an 
answer, and more specifically a solution suggestion, a relevant next (Schegloff, 2007).   

By means of a sharp inbreath, raising his hand, gazing at the teacher and 
uttering ‘yes’, Djobal responds to the invitation to bid and nominates himself for the 
next turn (l. 14-15). he suggests a solution of writing notes (l. 16) which is received 
by the other students as a witty remark (l. 17), but seems to be meant as a serious 
contribution (l. 18).With this possible solution, accompanied by a gaze towards the 
teacher, Djobal responds to the teacher’s pass-on practice rather than Mick’s remark. 
Similarly, Marte directs her turn to the teacher (‘Miss’) and responds to the teacher’s 
pass-on practice with the suggestion of separate schools (l. 19-20); a solution Mick 
had already mentioned in lines 4-5.

It is worth noting here that there are incidents in which teachers’ invitations 
to bid lead to similar responses, but then with an orientation to both sequential 
implications: first to the teacher’s pass-on turn by raising their hand or uttering ‘me’, 
and then to the preceding student contribution by producing a direct response to 
that turn. This is the case for some instances of pass-on turns of the form ‘who wants 
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Another practice that alters the sequential implications is the yes/no-type 
interrogative (Raymond, 2003) such as ‘is that right’ (and similar formats), which is 
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demonstrated in extract 5. In this fragment, occurring near the beginning of a lesson 
on World War II, the class has just read a first piece of text about the resistance. The 
teacher asks whether the students have already found an explanation of the notion 
of resistance, and after Fay’s answer, he looks around in silence and produces the ‘is 
that right’ pass-on practice.

extract 5. ‘Is that right’- yes/no-type interrogative (3.2015S1L3.0.03.01)

Instead of receipting Fay’s response, the teacher looks around in silence (just like the 
teacher in extract 1) and then asks ‘is that right’ (l. 7-8). In doing so, he is handing 
the turn back to the students and altering the sequential implications, since the 
practice makes confirmation a relevant next action (Raymond, 2003; Schegloff, 2007). 
Furthermore, the practice hints at an evaluation of Fay’s response, or in any case treats 
it as incomplete: there is more to say about it. Thereby, the teacher draws attention to 
Fay’s response, but also ties back to the initial question.
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a direct response to that turn. This is the case for some instances of pass-on turns of the form ‘who 
wants to respond?’.  

Another practice that alters the sequential implications is the yes/no-type interrogative 
(Raymond, 2003) such as ‘is that right’ (and similar formats), which is demonstrated in Extract 5. In this 
fragment, occurring near the beginning of a lesson on World War II, the class has just read a first piece 
of text about the resistance. The teacher asks whether the students have already found an explanation 
of the notion of resistance, and after Fay’s answer, he looks around in silence and produces the ‘is that 
right’ pass-on practice. 
 

Extract 5. ‘Is that right’- yes/no-type interrogative (3.2015S1L3.0.03.01) 
1 Tch:  is d'r al: gebleken wat het verzet: is_ 
   has it already: become clear what the resista:nce is_ 
2   (0.3) ((Fay raises hand)) 
3 Tch:  fay_ 
4 Fay:  dat is een stie- dat is een le:ger, die ehm tegen de  
   that is a secr-  that is an a:rmy, that uhm against the  
5   duits- die tegen de duitsers >was en die< de •h joden  
   germ- that was against the germans >and that< really  
6   graag wouden helpen. 
   wanted to help the •h jews. 
7   +(2.3)      *(0.3)   
 Tch:  +gazes left *then right, eyebrows raised 
8 Tch:  is dat %zo? 
   is that %right? 
 Tch:          %gazes forward at various students 
9   +(0.5) *(0.8) %(0.2)   
 Tch:  +gazes forward-left 
          *shifts gaze to forward-right with chin forward 
                 %shifts gaze back to forward-left 
10 Tch:  [+ie*mand? 
   [+any*one? 
 Met:   +raises hand 
        *gazes at Mette (forward-right) 
11   %(0.6) +(0.6) *(0.1) 
 Ang:  %raises hand 
          +lowers hand 
 Tch:         +gazes at Angelo on her left 
                 *gazes back at Mette 
12 Tch:  mette? 
13 Met:  %mensen die niet onder de bezetting wouden leven en  
   %people who did not want to live under the occupation 
 Met:  %lowers hand 
14 Met:  eigenlijk gewoon weer vrij ↓zijn, 
   and actually just be free ↓again, 
15   (.) 
16 Tch:  ↑okee. 
   ↑okay. 

 
Instead of receipting Fay’s response, the teacher looks around in silence (just like the teacher in Extract 
1) and then asks ‘is that right’ (l. 7-8). In doing so, he is handing the turn back to the students and 
altering the sequential implications, since the practice makes confirmation a relevant next action 
(Raymond, 2003; Schegloff, 2007). Furthermore, the practice hints at an evaluation of Fay’s response, 
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1 Tri:  (nou) eh::m (0.2) die eh namen van die kranten dat komt 
   (well) u::hm (0.2) those uh names of those papers that 
2   ↑wel overeen dat ze wel vrijheid willen 
   ↑does match that they do want freedom 
3 Tch:  je hoort daar veel vrijheid in [in ieder geval_=ja.  
   you hear a lot of freedom in it [in any case_=yes. 
4 Tri:                                 [ja 
                                   [yes 
5 Jam:                                 [ja 
                                   [yes 
6   (2.1) ((Tch looks towards Tristan, Jamiro and Julius)) 
7 Jul:  ↑ik zou dan eh eerlijk gezegd •h mijn naam: verandere:n 
   ↑I would then uh to be honest •h change: my name: 
8   (.) van de ↑krant van: de duitse:rs (0.2) eh gaan 
   (.) of the ↑paper li:ke the germa:ns (0.2) uh will win 
9   winnen ofzo_=>omdat de duitsers dan< (0.2)  wel e:h 
   or something_=>because then the germans< (0.2) do u:h 
10   toestemming geven om die krant weg te geven, >alleen er 
   give permission to give away that paper,     >but then 
11   staan eigenlijk dan< HEEL andere ↑dingen in. 
   there are actually< VERY different ↑things in there. 
12  → *(0.4)   %(0.6)  +(2.2)  
 Tch: → *still gazes at Julius 
            %nods   +gazes right (away from Jul and Jam) 
13 Jam:  hm *(0.4) maar dat heeft denk i:k niet veel nut ↓want 
   hm *(0.4) but there is not much use in that I: think  
 Tch:     *gazes at Jamiro 
14 Jam:  (.) misschien willen ze wel eerst dat- (0.3) eh als 
   ↓because (.) maybe they first want that- (0.3) uh if 
15   je die naam geeft eh •h en ze komen d'r achter, (.) 
   you give that name uh •h and they find out, (.) 
16   gaan ze die kranten lezen, >en dan< ↑gaan ze eh •h als 
   they will read those papers, >and then< they ↑will uh  
17   wrAA:k weer allemaal mensen dood↑schieten.= 
   •h out of reVEN:ge ↑shoot a lot of people again.=  
18 May:  =(ja ook weer bombardementen d[oen) 
   =(yes also do bombardments a[gain) 
19 Tch:                                [dus dan breng je mensen 
                               [so then you are uh 
20   eh in gevaar? 
   endangering people? 

 
After Julius’s contribution in lines 7-11, the teacher refrains from taking the floor himself. Instead, he 
leaves the floor to the students by merely nodding to receipt Julius’s contribution and looking at some 
of the other students in the circle while keeping silent for 3.2 seconds (l. 12). By doing this, the teacher 
does not intervene or alter the sequential implications of Julius’s turn, but leaves it to the other 
students to continue the discussion and format their turn as a direct response to Julius’s assertion. 
Despite not being within the teacher’s gaze direction, Jamiro enters the discussion and challenges the 
remarks made by Julius. By means of ‘but’ in line 13 and the deictic expressions ‘that’ and ‘that name’ 
in lines 13 and 15, his turn is also explicitly designed as responsive to Julius’s contribution.  

Pass-on practices consisting of (partial) repetitions are similar with respect to the preservation 
of the sequential implications: they do not alter the projection. Accordingly, these practices also lead 
to responses to the preceding student turn. An example of this type of pass-on practices is presented 
in extract 2. In this extract, the practice follows one student’s response to the teacher’s initial question 
about the resistance in World War II. 
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   =(yes also do bombardments a[gain) 
19 Tch:                                [dus dan breng je mensen 
                               [so then you are uh 
20   eh in gevaar? 
   endangering people? 

 
After Julius’s contribution in lines 7-11, the teacher refrains from taking the floor himself. Instead, he 
leaves the floor to the students by merely nodding to receipt Julius’s contribution and looking at some 
of the other students in the circle while keeping silent for 3.2 seconds (l. 12). By doing this, the teacher 
does not intervene or alter the sequential implications of Julius’s turn, but leaves it to the other 
students to continue the discussion and format their turn as a direct response to Julius’s assertion. 
Despite not being within the teacher’s gaze direction, Jamiro enters the discussion and challenges the 
remarks made by Julius. By means of ‘but’ in line 13 and the deictic expressions ‘that’ and ‘that name’ 
in lines 13 and 15, his turn is also explicitly designed as responsive to Julius’s contribution.  

Pass-on practices consisting of (partial) repetitions are similar with respect to the preservation 
of the sequential implications: they do not alter the projection. Accordingly, these practices also lead 
to responses to the preceding student turn. An example of this type of pass-on practices is presented 
in extract 2. In this extract, the practice follows one student’s response to the teacher’s initial question 
about the resistance in World War II. 
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Another gap follows, in which the teacher gazes around (l. 9). he then produces 
a verbal pursuit (“anyone?” l. 10) and after another gap (l. 11), he verbally allocates 
the turn to Mette. She does not respond to Fay’s answer in lines 4-6, nor does she 
produce a type-conforming response to the teacher’s turn. Instead, she responds to 
the teacher’s initial question in line 1, parallel to Fay’s response in lines 4-6. Although 
Mette’s response is not type-conformingly designed as responsive to this initial yes/
no-type interrogative, her contribution clearly reverts to the embedded content 
question of what the resistance is (‘[the resistance is] people who…’ l. 13). The fact 
that Mette does not self-nominate or self-select until after the teacher’s pursuit (l. 10) 
may indicate that she was not planning on responding to the pass-on practice or Fay’s 
answer in the first place. It could well be that she waited for a chance to put forward 
her own definition and found the opportunity when none of her classmates took the 
turn. Another possibility is that the teacher’s orientation to the correctness of Fay’s 
answer in itself issues alternative, parallel answers, as negatively assessing a fellow 
student’s answer may be a delicate and dispreferred action.

In this example, the ‘is that right’ yes/no-type interrogative pass-on practice 
leads to an answer to the teacher’s initial question, parallel to another student 
contribution. In other cases, this practice leads to type-conforming responses to the 
pass-on turn itself (similar to extract 4). Practices such as ‘who (dis)agrees’ are similar, 
as these also alter the sequential implications and invite (dis)affiliative responses and 
accordingly lead to responses to the teachers’ pass-on turn (e.g. ‘I do, because’ or ‘a 
little bit’).

The practices discussed in this section do retain the topic of the preceding 
contribution, but alter the sequential implications. Accordingly, the practices do 
not result in responses to the preceding student contribution, but in either a (type-
conforming) response to the pass-on turn itself or a parallel answer to the teacher’s 
initial question.

4.4.3 Following students’ questions

Some pass-on turns alter the sequential implications, but do nevertheless lead to 
responses to the preceding student turn as opposed to one of the teacher’s turns. 
These instances concern pass-on turns that follow a student’s question. Whereas 
assertions do not necessarily project a response (Pomerantz, 1984), questions 
constitute the first pair part of a question-answer adjacency pair. This, together with 
interrogative syntax, makes a response relevant (Schegloff, 2007; Stivers & Rossano, 
2010). hence, the specific pass-on practice that follows a student’s question seems 
to be of less influence on the ensuing response, as the question itself powerfully 
projects a next action.
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In extract 6, we demonstrate an example of a pass-on turn following a student’s 
question. The teacher is repeating and explaining a text fragment about the Dutch 
resistance fighters helping foreign pilots to escape when Pim asks a clarification 
question. The teacher’s pass-on practice alters the sequential implications of Pim’s 
question by inviting the other students to bid for a turn. 

extract 6. Passing on a question (50.2016S1L10.0.34.46)

The teacher does not respond to Pim’s question in lines 5-8 himself, but passes it on to 
the other students by gazing around and asking ‘who has an idea’ (l. 8-9). This question 
is specific for passing on questions, as it is oriented towards the relevance of an answer 
and the need for certain knowledge in order to be able to give that answer. The 
practice alters the sequential implications, following up an alternative question that 
projects an answer comprising one of the options with a who-question that projects 
bidding for a turn first (Mazeland, 1983; Mehan, 1979a; Shepherd, 2014; Willemsen et 
al., 2018). Tristan self-selects and first refers to the text before formulating an answer 
to Pim’s question: ‘so they are not going alone’ (l. 10-12). This contribution is not a 
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or in any case treats it as incomplete: there is more to say about it. Thereby, the teacher draws 
attention to Fay’s response, but also ties back to the initial question. 

 Another gap follows, in which the teacher gazes around (l. 9). He then produces a verbal pursuit 
(“anyone?” l. 10) and after another gap (l. 11), he verbally allocates the turn to Mette. She does not 
respond to Fay’s answer in lines 4-6, nor does she produce a type-conforming response to the teacher’s 
turn. Instead, she responds to the teacher’s initial question in line 1, parallel to Fay’s response in lines 
4-6. Although Mette’s response is not type-conformingly designed as responsive to this initial yes/no-
type interrogative, her contribution clearly reverts to the embedded content question of what the 
resistance is (‘[the resistance is] people who…’ l. 13). The fact that Mette does not self-nominate or 
self-select until after the teacher’s pursuit (l. 10) may indicate that she was not planning on responding 
to the pass-on practice or Fay’s answer in the first place. It could well be that she waited for a chance 
to put forward her own definition and found the opportunity when none of her classmates took the 
turn. Another possibility is that the teacher’s orientation to the correctness of Fay’s answer in itself 
issues alternative, parallel answers, as negatively assessing a fellow student’s answer may be a delicate 
and dispreferred action. 

In this example, the ‘is that right’ yes/no-type interrogative pass-on practice leads to an answer 
to the teacher’s initial question, parallel to another student contribution. In other cases, this practice 
leads to type-conforming responses to the pass-on turn itself (similar to Extract 4). Practices such as 
‘who (dis)agrees’ are similar, as these also alter the sequential implications and invite (dis)affiliative 
responses and accordingly lead to responses to the teachers’ pass-on turn (e.g. ‘I do, because’ or ‘a 
little bit’). 

The practices discussed in this section do retain the topic of the preceding contribution, but alter 
the sequential implications. Accordingly, the practices do not result in responses to the preceding 
student contribution, but in either a (type-conforming) response to the pass-on turn itself or a parallel 
answer to the teacher’s initial question. 
 

4.4.3 Following students’ questions 

Some pass-on turns alter the sequential implications, but do nevertheless lead to responses to the 
preceding student turn as opposed to one of the teacher’s turns. These instances concern pass-on 
turns that follow a student’s question. Whereas assertions do not necessarily project a response 
(Pomerantz, 1984), questions constitute the first pair part of a question-answer adjacency pair. This, 
together with interrogative syntax, makes a response relevant (Schegloff, 2007; Stivers & Rossano, 
2010). Hence, the specific pass-on practice that follows a student’s question seems to be of less 
influence on the ensuing response, as the question itself powerfully projects a next action. 

In Extract 6, we demonstrate an example of a pass-on turn following a student’s question. The 
teacher is repeating and explaining a text fragment about the Dutch resistance fighters helping foreign 
pilots to escape when Pim asks a clarification question. The teacher’s pass-on practice alters the 
sequential implications of Pim’s question by inviting the other students to bid for a turn.  

 
Extract 6. Passing on a question (50.2016S1L10.0.34.46) 
1 Tch:  ze komen niet uit nederland >na↑tuurlijk<, (0.2) e:n  
   they are not from the netherlands >of ↑course<, (0.2)  

2   (0.2) verzetsmensen helpen dus dan die piloten om (0.3)  
   a:nd (0.2) so then resistance fighters help those pilots  
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3   weer terug te komen, (na/naar) een HEle lange route  
   to (0.3) come back again, thus (after/to) a VEry long       

4   dus,=[via belgië frankrijk en portugal,= 
   route,=[via belgium france and portugal,= 

5 Pim:       [(maar) ((kijkt voortdurend naar leerkracht)) 
         [(but) ((continuously gazes at teacher)) 

6 Pim:  =rijden (.) e:h die verzetsmensen dan gewoon met een  
   =do (.) u:h those resistance fighters then just drive  

7   auto, of met een boot (0.2) naa::r eh met die piloot dan  
   with a car, or with a boat (0.2) to:: uh then just there  

8   +daar gewoon heen, of gaat die *piloot dan %allee:n, 
   +with that pilot, or does that *pilot then go %alo:ne, 
 Tch:  +nods                          *gazes left    %then right 

9 Tch:  wie heeft daar een ide- idee van,= 
   who has an ide- idea of that,= 

10 Tri:  =+(nou want je) NAH ik de:nk dat ze want je hoorde  
   =+(well because you) WELL I thi:nk that they because you  
 Tch:   +gazes at Tristan in front 

11 Tri:  natuurlijk wel (.) in 't eh i- in 't ↑stukje, •pt over  
   heard of course (.) in the uh i- in the ↑piece, •pt about   

12   deè- de verzetsmensen.=>dus< ze gaan niet alleen. 
   the- the resistance fighters.=>so< they are not going 

alone. 
13   (0.9) 
14 Tch:  die helpen hun wel.=ja 

   they do help them.=yes 
15 Tri:  ja: maar ik denk (niet) ((fronst)) als ze lopend gaa:n_ 

   ye:s but I (don’t) think ((frowns)) if they go walki:ng_ 
   (0.2) 

16 Jam:  dan ben je wel ↑heel lang onderweg. 
   then it ↑really would be a long journey. 

 
The teacher does not respond to Pim’s question in lines 5-8 himself, but passes it on to the other 
students by gazing around and asking ‘who has an idea’ (l. 8-9). This question is specific for passing on 
questions, as it is oriented towards the relevance of an answer and the need for certain knowledge in 
order to be able to give that answer. The practice alters the sequential implications, following up an 
alternative question that projects an answer comprising one of the options with a who-question that 
projects bidding for a turn first (Mazeland, 1983; Mehan, 1979a; Shepherd, 2014; Willemsen et al., 
2018). Tristan self-selects and first refers to the text before formulating an answer to Pim’s question: 
‘so they are not going alone’ (l. 10-12). This contribution is not a type-conforming response to the 
teacher’s pass-on practice, such as producing ‘me’. Instead, Tristan directly responds to Pim’s question. 
Despite the fact that the pass-on practice is formulated as altering the sequential implications, the 
subsequent student turn responds to the preceding student turn rather than one of the teacher’s 
turns. This seems to be caused by the powerful projection of an answer in the preceding student 
question.   
 

4.4.4 Deviant cases 

Our data contain a few deviant cases (Sidnell, 2013)  that endorse our analysis as a whole: they 
comprise instances in which the students do not provide a response to the previous student or the 
teacher, but nevertheless show an orientation towards the pass-on turn as an invitation to respond to 
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the previous student. A case in point is Extract 7, in which the class discusses the options of marrying 
or fighting a cousin around 1400 AD. 

 
Extract 7. Deviant case: orientation towards the pass-on turn (9.2015S2L1.0.22.23) 
1 Wal:  maar dan is zij wel d'r al- al haar landen kwijt. 
   but then she loses her all- all of her lands. 
2   ze krijgt een heel bee- een +heel klein beetje van de 
   she gets a very bi- a +very small bit of the  
 Tch:                        +coughs 
3 Wal:  *↑opbrengst  %maar (0.3) (dat is niet veel)% 
   *↑revenues   %but (0.3) (that is not much)% 
 Tch:  *averts head %coughs . . . . . . . . . .  %  
4  → +(1.2)   *(2.2)   %(0.4)   $(0.9)   ^(0.6)  
 Tch:  +gazes at Waldemar on her left 
            *averts head and coughs again 
                     %gazes right 
                              $open palm gesture 
                                       ^gazes forward-left 
 Amy:                                      ^raises hand   
5   +(0.4)   @(0.6) 
 Tch:  +gazes at Amy on her left 
            @nods and points at Waldemar 
6 Tch:  *↑zeg maar? 
  → *↑go ahead? 
 Tch:  *retracts pointing 
 Amy:  *lowers hand 
7 Amy:  m:aar ehm •hh >oh ja maar dat- dat is meer een beetje  
   b:ut uhm  •hh >oh yes but that- that is more a bit of  
8   een andere vraag.<=maar dan kan je toch ook gewoon eh:m:  
   another question.<=but then you can just also uh:m:  
9   maar waarom kan je dan niet met je neef gaan trouwen.= 
   but why can’t you just marry your cousin then.=  
10   =dat je: ook- (ja) dat kan niet maar eh nou °dat kan op  
   =that you: also- (yes) that’s not possible but uh well  
11   zich wel°, 
   °it is in fact possible°, 

 
After Waldemar produces a remark on the outcome of a fight between two cousins (l. 1-3), the teacher 
silently looks at him and then looks around with the palm of her hand up, which can be interpreted by 
the students as an invitation to take the floor (l. 4). None of the students self-selects, but then Amy 
raises her hand (l. 4) and the teacher eventually allocates the turn to her while pointing to Waldemar 
(l. 5-6). Almost immediately, Amy explicitly frames her turn as something else than expected (l. 7-8 ‘oh 
yes but…question’). Through this misplacement marker (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973) she displays an 
orientation to the teacher’s bodily practices as a pass-on turn projecting a response to the preceding 
student turn, and shows recognition that her contribution does not answer to this projection but rather 
launches another question. Hence, she uses the ‘open slot’ to do something else. Nonetheless, her 
contribution ties in with the overarching discussion about fighting or marrying a cousin. 

Amy’s response in extract 7 is representative of most of the deviant responses in our data, as it 
shows an orientation towards the pass-on turn as an invitation to respond to the previous student and 
is still closely related to the topic. It is particularly the students’ misplacement marking that makes 
their contributions exemplary deviant cases that confirm our analysis. 
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type-conforming response to the teacher’s pass-on practice, such as producing ‘me’. 
Instead, Tristan directly responds to Pim’s question. Despite the fact that the pass-on 
practice is formulated as altering the sequential implications, the subsequent student 
turn responds to the preceding student turn rather than one of the teacher’s turns. 
This seems to be caused by the powerful projection of an answer in the preceding 
student question.  

4.4.4 Deviant cases

Our data contain a few deviant cases (Sidnell, 2013)  that endorse our analysis as a 
whole: they comprise instances in which the students do not provide a response to 
the previous student or the teacher, but nevertheless show an orientation towards 
the pass-on turn as an invitation to respond to the previous student. A case in point 
is extract 7, in which the class discusses the options of marrying or fighting a cousin 
around 1400 AD.

extract 7. Deviant case: orientation towards the pass-on turn (9.2015S2L1.0.22.23)

After Waldemar produces a remark on the outcome of a fight between two cousins 
(l. 1-3), the teacher silently looks at him and then looks around with the palm of 
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the previous student. A case in point is Extract 7, in which the class discusses the options of marrying 
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10   =dat je: ook- (ja) dat kan niet maar eh nou °dat kan op  
   =that you: also- (yes) that’s not possible but uh well  
11   zich wel°, 
   °it is in fact possible°, 

 
After Waldemar produces a remark on the outcome of a fight between two cousins (l. 1-3), the teacher 
silently looks at him and then looks around with the palm of her hand up, which can be interpreted by 
the students as an invitation to take the floor (l. 4). None of the students self-selects, but then Amy 
raises her hand (l. 4) and the teacher eventually allocates the turn to her while pointing to Waldemar 
(l. 5-6). Almost immediately, Amy explicitly frames her turn as something else than expected (l. 7-8 ‘oh 
yes but…question’). Through this misplacement marker (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973) she displays an 
orientation to the teacher’s bodily practices as a pass-on turn projecting a response to the preceding 
student turn, and shows recognition that her contribution does not answer to this projection but rather 
launches another question. Hence, she uses the ‘open slot’ to do something else. Nonetheless, her 
contribution ties in with the overarching discussion about fighting or marrying a cousin. 

Amy’s response in extract 7 is representative of most of the deviant responses in our data, as it 
shows an orientation towards the pass-on turn as an invitation to respond to the previous student and 
is still closely related to the topic. It is particularly the students’ misplacement marking that makes 
their contributions exemplary deviant cases that confirm our analysis. 
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her hand up, which can be interpreted by the students as an invitation to take the 
floor (l. 4). None of the students self-selects, but then Amy raises her hand (l. 4) and 
the teacher eventually allocates the turn to her while pointing to Waldemar (l. 5-6). 
Almost immediately, Amy explicitly frames her turn as something else than expected 
(l. 7-8 ‘oh yes but…question’). Through this misplacement marker (Schegloff & Sacks, 
1973) she displays an orientation to the teacher’s bodily practices as a pass-on turn 
projecting a response to the preceding student turn, and shows recognition that her 
contribution does not answer to this projection but rather launches another question. 
hence, she uses the ‘open slot’ to do something else. Nonetheless, her contribution 
ties in with the overarching discussion about fighting or marrying a cousin.

Amy’s response in extract 7 is representative of most of the deviant responses 
in our data, as it shows an orientation towards the pass-on turn as an invitation to 
respond to the previous student and is still closely related to the topic. It is particularly 
the students’ misplacement marking that makes their contributions exemplary 
deviant cases that confirm our analysis.

4.5 conclusion and discussion
This study has shed light on the fairly uncommon and under researched setting 
of whole-class discussions. We have shown that teachers produce pass-on turns 
following student contributions. With these pass-on turns, they occupy the response 
slot in order to provide other students with the opportunity to take the next turn 
and respond to their classmate. By means of these pass-on turns, the teachers 
demonstrate their attempt to realise a discussion framework in which they play a less 
prominent role. Simultaneously, however, they retain the role of turn-allocator that 
is typical for teacher-fronted classroom activities (Koole & Berenst, 2008; Mchoul, 
1978). Nonetheless, many pass-on turns in our data result in direct responses to 
the preceding student turn, as well as interesting discussions in which the students 
critically consider each other’s contributions.

Our data reveal a great variety of pass-on practices, which are often combined 
with several bodily practices, such as gaze, gestures and gaps. The pass-on practices 
alter the sequential implications of the preceding student turn to different degrees 
and have different effects on the ensuing interaction. Relatively minimal practices, 
such as nonverbal practices, imperatives and (partial) repetitions, do not alter the 
sequential implications. Indeed, these practices predominantly result in responses 
to the preceding student turn. Other, more elaborate practices do in fact alter the 
sequential implications and thereby the projected responses. Accordingly, these 
practices generally lead to contributions responsive to one of the teacher’s turns (the 
pass-on turn or an earlier turn) rather than to the preceding student turn. The first 
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type of practice thus comes between two student turns ((T-)S-T-S), but seems primarily 
turn-allocational in nature. Sequentially, the pattern namely is (T-)S-S, as the second 
student responds to the first. The second type of practice does have an influence on 
the sequence and brings about a (T-)S-T-S sequence pattern as the student responds 
to one of the teacher’s turns.

Although the examples shown in this paper may have given the impression 
that the first contribution, the pass-on turn and the second contribution always 
directly follow each other, there were also a small number of pass-on turns in our 
collection that referred back a few turns (for example: ‘please respond to what Tristan 
said’). In these cases, the teacher makes more of an effort to invite responses to the 
student contribution. Nonetheless, these pass-on turns result in responses similar to 
those discussed in this paper, including direct responses to the preceding student 
contribution.

The different types of pass-on practices all return the floor to the students 
to respond to the preceding contribution. They differ from new actions – which 
constitute (subtle) topic shifts – as the pass-on practices steer towards deepening 
and expanding on the preceding student turn, whereas new actions move away from 
that turn. however, this distinction is presumably not always unequivocal, especially 
since recipients can ascribe other actions to a speaker’s turn (Levinson, 2013). It would 
be worth further scrutinising this distinction between pass-on turns and new actions.

The contributions that are passed on by the teachers in our data are mainly 
assertions about historical and/or hypothetical situations. Other contributions convey 
opinions or questions. We have shown that questions are an exception, as these turns 
constitute first pair parts projecting the production of a second pair part: an answer to 
the question. Therefore, the specific practices that teachers use to pass on questions 
seem to be of less importance. Further investigation of these passed-on questions 
could yield detailed insight into the passing-on of this category of contributions.

It is not surprising that the bulk of the passed-on student contributions is 
constituted by assertions about historical and/or hypothetical situations, opinions 
and questions. These contributions lend themselves particularly well for responding 
to and challenging each other. hence, they are well-suited to whole-class discussions, 
in which students actually reason collaboratively and build knowledge together 
(Mercer, 2000). Indeed, our analysis has shown that – following pass-on turns – 
students are well capable of critically considering and challenging the contributions 
of their classmates. 

As has become clear, the type of practice a teacher uses to produce a pass-on 
turn has an impact on the ensuing interaction. If teachers wish to give their students 
the floor as much as possible and encourage them to actually respond to each other, 
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minimal pass-on practices seem to be most suitable as they do not alter the sequential 
implications and seem primarily turn-allocational. Other types of practices, on the 
other hand, can be useful for slightly steering the discussion in a specific direction 
while simultaneously emphasising the discussion framework.
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absTracT
This article analyses teacher conduct around episodes of subsequent student 
contributions during whole-class discussions. We scrutinised the teachers’ facilitating 
role in these episodes by systematically analysing their verbal as well as bodily conduct 
before, during and after the episodes, unearthing the teacher behaviour leading to 
and maintaining the discussion and the conduct bringing the discussion to an end. 
Our analysis reveals a large repertoire of conduct and proves that the teachers, while 
often refraining from verbal contributions, nonetheless actively foster the discussion 
by bodily means such as gestures, gaze and even laughter.

Keywords:  Classroom interaction, Whole-class discussions, Teacher conduct, 
Conversation analysis, Discussion framework.

This chapter constitutes a slightly modified version of a paper accepted for  
publication as:
Willemsen, A., Gosen, M. N., Koole, T., & De Glopper, K. (in press). Gesture, gaze and 
laughter: teacher conduct facilitating whole-class discussions among students. Social 
Interaction. Video-based Studies of Human Sociality.
At the time of printing this thesis, the paper has (almost) been published in the online 
journal. Please find the online publication to view the videos.
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5.1 background
This article reports on conversation analytic research into teacher conduct around 
episodes of discussion among several students during whole-class discussion 
lessons. These lessons constitute an educational setting that is less prevalent than 
teacher-fronted interaction and that has received less scholarly attention accordingly. 
however, teacher conduct in this setting is particularly interesting as the teachers have 
another, more facilitating role, encouraging students to produce longer stretches of 
talk and respond to each other in subsequent turns. This article investigates the types 
of teacher conduct surrounding, and possibly effecting, these episodes of discussion 
among the students.

In most classroom interactions, the teacher typically takes every other turn at 
talk and is in charge of the turn-allocation (Fasel Lauzon & Berger, 2015; Koole & Berenst, 
2008; Mazeland, 1983; Mchoul, 1978; Mortensen, 2008; Sahlström, 2001). Whole-class 
discussions entail a different participation framework (Goffman, 1981a; C. Goodwin & 
Goodwin, 2004; Gosen et al., 2009, 2015) in which teachers have a facilitating role and 
the turn-taking pattern is rather T-S-S-S than T-S-T-S (Cazden, 1988; Myhill, 2006; Van 
der Veen et al., 2015). hence, the students can contribute to the discussion via self-
selection with initiations and responses to each other.

In order to effect such a discussion framework certain teacher conduct is 
necessary. Until now, research has mainly focused on questions that might ignite 
longer stretches of student talk. Open-ended or authentic questions have often been 
mentioned as a means to do this (Myhill, 2006; Nystrand, 1997; Soter et al., 2008). A 
fine-grained analysis of such questions has revealed that these are actually multiform 
and result in student contributions of different shape and length, with more open 
invitations most likely leading to discussion (Willemsen et al., 2018). Apart from open-
ended questions, first assessments are also identified as a means to open the floor for 
discussion: these assessments convey an opportunity to share opinions and produce 
second assessments (Gosen et al., 2015).

Once the students have taken the floor, the question is how their talk can be 
extended. Previous research has suggested that opportunities for elaboration and 
uptake are important for promoting student discussions (Myhill, 2006; Soter et al., 
2008). Willemsen et al. (2019b; 2019a) have analysed the teachers’ provision of these 
opportunities in detail by investigating the teachers’ invitations for elaboration 
(inviting the same student to produce more talk) as well as their pass-on turns (inviting 
other students to respond to). It was found that these types of teacher conduct can 
take different shapes, some leading to longer stretches of student talk than others.

To date, most research has focused on teachers’ verbal conduct. however,  
some studies do mention teachers’ bodily conduct during whole-class discussions. 
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Willemsen and colleagues (2019b, 2018) have observed that teachers can invite 
and maintain the discussion framework merely by means of gestures and gaze. On 
the other hand, haldiman, hauser and Nell-Tuor (2017) have shown that teachers 
can also use gaze aversion to maintain the discussion framework. When students 
raise their hands to self-nominate, the teachers’ gaze aversion can be understood 
as encouraging a discussion in which students self-select, as it demonstrates the 
teachers’ unavailability in the typical role of turn allocator and head of the interaction 
(Mchoul, 1978). This constitutes an interesting contrast with Mehan’s identification 
of “the work of doing nothing” as a mild sanctioning device for students’ out-of-turn 
contributions in teacher-fronted interaction (1979a, p. 111). The findings on bodily 
conduct in whole-class discussions suggest that while teachers may take on a more 
facilitating role, this does not mean that they are passive (cf. Van Leeuwen & Janssen, 
2019). Rather, it seems that teachers are actively fostering the discussion by means of 
several types of bodily conduct, of which only a few have been identified so far.

The endings of episodes of discussion among several students have, again, 
received little scholarly attention until now. Nonetheless, Gosen et al. (2015), have 
demonstrated that teachers can bring discussion frameworks to an end by asking a 
known-information question. In this way, they take back control as the head of the 
interaction and install an instructional framework. One reason to do this might be 
to provide students with a notion or explanation. Known-information questions are 
undoubtedly not the only way in which discussion episodes come to an end. One 
could imagine, for example, a discussion episode coming to an end because new 
contributions are not forthcoming. 

Aiming to bridge the gaps in our knowledge on teacher conduct in whole-class 
discussions, in this study we systematically scrutinised episodes of discussion among 
the students themselves. Where previous research has mainly focused on verbal, 
initiating teacher conduct, we also analysed the teachers’ repertoire during and after 
these episodes. Furthermore, we considered both spoken interaction and bodily 
conduct. This will provide us with a better understanding of what teachers do around 
episodes of discussion that possibly instigates and fosters the discussion framework 
and what brings the episodes to an end.

5.2 Data
Our data set consists of 11 history lessons given in two different fourth grade 
classrooms in the north of the Netherlands The length of these lessons varies from 
37 to 57 minutes and is 48 minutes on average. The students are around 10 years old. 
The first author of this paper made the video-recordings by means of three cameras. 
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In synchronised compositions of these videos, the teacher and the students are all 
(almost) continuously visible.

Typically, history lessons in Dutch primary school consist of reading texts from 
a textbook and then filling out questions in an exercise book. Therefore, in order 
to be able to study whole-class discussions, we asked the participating teachers to 
hold such discussions with their students. The teachers and students still read the 
curricular texts, but instead of using the exercise books, they were seated in a circle 
and discussed the texts by means of discussable questions: questions without an 
immediate predetermined right answer (e.g. “What do you think it was like for X to 
Y during Z?”). Basing our instructions on general findings in the literature (Cazden, 
1988; Myhill, 2006; Soter et al., 2008), we asked the teachers to refrain from being 
dominant and acting as a primary respondent (as described for teacher-fronted 
interaction by Mchoul, 1978). Instead, we invited them to give the students space to 
take the floor for extended periods of time (Cazden, 1988; Soter et al., 2008) and to 
encourage collaborative reasoning by letting the students respond to other students’ 
contributions and verbalise their own thinking (Damhuis et al., 2004; Soter et al., 2008; 
see also Mercer, 1995 on educated discourse). As we did not provide the teachers with 
detailed instructions and asked them to implement this type of interaction rather 
than teaching them new skills, we do not consider our approach to be interventionist 
(Antaki, 2011). We gave the teachers rather general instructions which they were free 
to implement as they saw fit.

The two classrooms in the present study used different history textbooks, but 
the chapters covered the same subjects. We selected the lessons covering the chapter 
on the emergence of the steam engine. As the number of lessons per chapter was six 
for one of the textbooks and five for the other, this resulted in 11 lessons. This selection 
enabled us to look at the lessons in detail and inventory the teacher conduct around 
episodes of discussion among the students. We made a collection of fragments in 
which the teacher acts as a facilitator and leaves the floor to the students for some 
time. As we were looking for episodes of discussion among several students rather 
than a back and forth between two students, we selected the fragments in which 
at least three students participated in the discussion. Another criterion for selection 
was that the students were not just producing subsequent (or even simultaneous) 
contributions, but actually responded to each other’s contributions. Verbal teacher 
contributions were considered the end of the discussion episodes (with the exception 
of minimal responses). The selection resulted in 38 fragments of which 10 originate 
from one classroom (6 lessons) and 28 from the other (5 lessons).

In previous studies, we based our collections on teacher conduct and analysed 
how the teachers performed a certain action and what interactional effects these 
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actions resulted in (Willemsen et al., 2019b, 2019a, 2018). In the present study, we 
based our collection on student behaviour. however, our interest still lies in the 
teacher conduct: our objective is to inventory the teachers’ repertoire around these 
episodes of discussion. Our bottom-up analysis enabled us to categorise the teachers’ 
conduct occurring in the phases before, during and after the episodes. With the term 
‘phase’, we merely refer to the temporal aspect of the notion in this paper.

The collection items were transcribed following Jefferson (1986). In the extracts 
presented in this paper, we transcribed multimodal information at moments relevant 
for our analysis (see Transcription conventions for an adaptation of Mondada, 2016). 
For each extract, the video is provided as well. Both the transcripts and videos have 
been anonymised.

5.3 analysis
In our collection of 38 fragments, we have identified various types of teacher 
conduct taking place before, during and after the episodes of student discussion. In 
the following sections, we will discuss each of the three phases separately. For our 
discussion of all three phases, we will use the same fragment, as the teacher conduct 
in this fragment is representative of most of the teacher conduct in the collection. 
This exemplary fragment will however be complemented with extracts from other 
fragments in order to show the variety present in the data.

5.3.1 Before the discussion episode

In the phase before the discussion episode, teachers do several things resulting in 
multiple subsequent student contributions. Often, they explicate the rules applying 
to the discussion setting, formulate an open invitation to the students (Willemsen 
et al., 2018) and/or focus the attention to one student’s contribution, for example by 
inviting repetition and/or elaboration by the same student or responses by the other 
students (Willemsen et al., 2019b, 2019a). Next to the verbal conduct, the teachers 
also demonstrate several types of bodily conduct, such as inviting to take a next turn 
by gesturing and lighthouse gazing (Björk-Willén & Cekaite, 2017), and displaying 
recipiency by nodding and leaning back, often with folded arms.

In extract 1, the first part of our exemplary fragment is displayed. As we will see, 
the extract contains several of the above-mentioned elements of teacher conduct 
that precede episodes of discussion. The extract starts right after the teacher has 
paused a television programme about the steam train shown to introduce the topic. 
In the video of the extract, the pausing is included. The extract is cut off after the 
first student contribution of the discussion episode (which will be further discussed 
in section 3.2).
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extract is cut off after the first student contribution of the discussion episode (which will be further 
discussed in section 3.2). 
 
Extract 1. Before the discussion episode (2016S1.L3.F5.0:10:07.2 part 1) 
1 Tch: 

 
nou. voordat hij %alles gaat verklappen,    
well. before he is %going to give it all away,  

Tch: 
 

                   %gazes at students 
2 Res: 

 
*hmhm= ((laughter))  

Tch: 
 

*gets up and starts walking to chair in the circle 
3 Sve: 

 
=klappe:.    
=away:. 

4 
  

(0.6) 
5 Tch: 

 
of ver&↑klappen hè want dan dan gaat ie van alles    
or give it &away right because then then he is going   

Tch: 
 

           &arrives at and grips chair 
6 

  
vertellen (en dan zeg) je ↑ja joa dat ↑klopt en dat    
to tell all kinds of things (and then you say) ↑yes  

7   
 

↑klopt    
yhes that’s ↑right and that’s ↑right 

8   
 

$(0.4)  
Tch: 

 
$sits down 

9 Tch: 
 

wil ik graag jullie eh reactie?    
 I would like your uh response?  

10 
  

dit gaat *gebeuren* je bent eh (1.0) een jaar of nou    
this is *happening * you are uh (1.0) at the age of  

Tch: 
 

        *open palms* 
11   

 
%zo oud als je nu bent, en opeens eh ↑hoor je van je    
well %as old as you are now, and suddenly uh you    
                                     ↑hear from your   

Tch: 
 

     %shrugs one shoulder, looks left 
12 

  
vader of +moeder of van de buur&man °goh° d'r is nu    
father or +mother or from the neigh&bour °gosh° now  

Tch: 
 

          +looks right             &looks left 
13   

 
een machine, grote ijzeren machine (0.3) en die    
there is a machine, big iron machine (0.3) and it 

14   
 

$kan wel veertig kilometer per uur_    
$can go up to forty kilometers per hour_  

Tch: 
 

$looks forward 
15   

 
*(0.4)  

Mar: 
 

*raises hand 
16 Tch:  &phew ((breathes in with whistle sound))  

Tri: 
 

&raises and lowers hand, looking in Mark’s direction 
17   

 
(0.3) 

18 Thi: 
 

%°coo[::[::::*l,°  
Tch:  %quick head movement and spreads arms, palms up 

19 Tch: 
 

     [go[ed?    
      [go[od?  

20 Tri: 
 

        [nou *dat:=    
        [well *that:=  

Tch:                *crosses arms  
Kar: 

 
              *raises hand  

Pim: 
 

              *raises hand 
21 Tch: 

 
=JE $react[ie.   

 =YOUR $res[ponse.  
Tch:        $crosses ankles 
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22 Mar: 
 

          [no[u    
          [we[ll 

23 Pim: 
 

             [NOU-=    
             [WELL-= 

24 Mar: 
 

=voor die [t- %voor] +[  die   tijd   ]    
=for that [t- %for ] +[  that  time   ] 

25 Pim: 
 

          [ (o%h)  ]    
          [ (o%h)  ]  

Tch: 
 

              %uncrosses ankles 
26 Tch: 

 
                     +[↑toe maar hoor,] wie ‘t   

                      +[↑go  on  then, ] whoever is  
Pim: 

 
                     +switches gaze between Mark and  
                      the teacher 

27 Tch: 
 

eerste[:     
fi[:rst 

28 Mar: 
 

      [was dat be- eh ging dat best wel snel.=°want     
  [it was qui- uh it went quite quickly.=°because  

29 
  

dat was° wel het snelste voertuig in die tij:d,    
it was° PRT the fastest vehicle at that ti:me, 

 
After pausing the video and accounting for this action (l. 1-7), the teacher announces an invitation to 
respond (l. 9) and then introduces a hypothetical situation based on the historical event of the 
invention of the steam train (l. 10-14). Simultaneously, he takes a seat in the circle, uses an open-palm 
gesture and looks at various students consecutively. His response cry (Goffman, 1981c) stressing the 
notability of the situation (l. 16),  is aligned to by Thijs with “cool” (l. 18). Through “good?” (l. 19) the 
teacher subsequently produces an open invitation (Willemsen et al., 2018) that projects the production 
of an assessment by the students. This invitation is accompanied by a quick head move, another open-
palm gesture and the crossing of his arms and ankles (l. 18, 20). The gesture seems to stress the 
invitation to contribute to the discussion (Kendon, 2004; Müller, 2004) and Tristan, seemingly ready to 
respond already in line 16, demonstrates he understands it as such, as he starts to speak directly 
afterwards. 

Leaning back and/or crossing arms happens in a little over a quarter of the fragments. This 
posture also stresses that the students may take the floor. Indeed, following the onset of this bodily 
behaviour two students raise their hands (l. 20). Through this, they self-nominate for a turn, albeit by 
waiting for the teacher to allocate the turn to them. In line 21, the teacher makes his invitation more 
explicit (“your response”). When two students start speaking more or less simultaneously (l. 22-24), 
he refrains from allocating the turn to either of these students. Instead, he lets them sort it out 
themselves and refers to the rules applying to the discussion setting, possibly instigated by Pim’s quick 
head movements (l. 26-27). Mark self-selects for a second time (l. 28) and continues the turn he started 
earlier. In section 3.2, we will discuss the discussion episode in which this extract results. 

Our exemplary fragment showed a lot of the teacher conduct identified in our data as occurring 
before a discussion episode. Other types of teacher conduct include pass-on turns and invitations for 
elaboration (Willemsen et al., 2019b, 2019a) as well as expressions of low epistemic stance (Heritage, 
2010) and shoulder shrugging that (combined with other conduct) all result in episodes of discussion 
among the students. In some cases, however, not much is needed in terms of teacher conduct to 
instigate an episode of discussion. A case in point is Extract 2. 

 
Extract 2. Before the discussion episode (2016S2.L2.F3.0:20:35.8) 

extract 1. Before the discussion episode (2016S1.L3.F5.0:10:07.2 part 1)
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 
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22 Mar: 
 

          [no[u    
          [we[ll 

23 Pim: 
 

             [NOU-=    
             [WELL-= 

24 Mar: 
 

=voor die [t- %voor] +[  die   tijd   ]    
=for that [t- %for ] +[  that  time   ] 

25 Pim: 
 

          [ (o%h)  ]    
          [ (o%h)  ]  

Tch: 
 

              %uncrosses ankles 
26 Tch: 

 
                     +[↑toe maar hoor,] wie ‘t   

                      +[↑go  on  then, ] whoever is  
Pim: 

 
                     +switches gaze between Mark and  
                      the teacher 

27 Tch: 
 

eerste[:     
fi[:rst 

28 Mar: 
 

      [was dat be- eh ging dat best wel snel.=°want     
  [it was qui- uh it went quite quickly.=°because  

29 
  

dat was° wel het snelste voertuig in die tij:d,    
it was° PRT the fastest vehicle at that ti:me, 

 
After pausing the video and accounting for this action (l. 1-7), the teacher announces an invitation to 
respond (l. 9) and then introduces a hypothetical situation based on the historical event of the 
invention of the steam train (l. 10-14). Simultaneously, he takes a seat in the circle, uses an open-palm 
gesture and looks at various students consecutively. His response cry (Goffman, 1981c) stressing the 
notability of the situation (l. 16),  is aligned to by Thijs with “cool” (l. 18). Through “good?” (l. 19) the 
teacher subsequently produces an open invitation (Willemsen et al., 2018) that projects the production 
of an assessment by the students. This invitation is accompanied by a quick head move, another open-
palm gesture and the crossing of his arms and ankles (l. 18, 20). The gesture seems to stress the 
invitation to contribute to the discussion (Kendon, 2004; Müller, 2004) and Tristan, seemingly ready to 
respond already in line 16, demonstrates he understands it as such, as he starts to speak directly 
afterwards. 

Leaning back and/or crossing arms happens in a little over a quarter of the fragments. This 
posture also stresses that the students may take the floor. Indeed, following the onset of this bodily 
behaviour two students raise their hands (l. 20). Through this, they self-nominate for a turn, albeit by 
waiting for the teacher to allocate the turn to them. In line 21, the teacher makes his invitation more 
explicit (“your response”). When two students start speaking more or less simultaneously (l. 22-24), 
he refrains from allocating the turn to either of these students. Instead, he lets them sort it out 
themselves and refers to the rules applying to the discussion setting, possibly instigated by Pim’s quick 
head movements (l. 26-27). Mark self-selects for a second time (l. 28) and continues the turn he started 
earlier. In section 3.2, we will discuss the discussion episode in which this extract results. 

Our exemplary fragment showed a lot of the teacher conduct identified in our data as occurring 
before a discussion episode. Other types of teacher conduct include pass-on turns and invitations for 
elaboration (Willemsen et al., 2019b, 2019a) as well as expressions of low epistemic stance (Heritage, 
2010) and shoulder shrugging that (combined with other conduct) all result in episodes of discussion 
among the students. In some cases, however, not much is needed in terms of teacher conduct to 
instigate an episode of discussion. A case in point is Extract 2. 

 
Extract 2. Before the discussion episode (2016S2.L2.F3.0:20:35.8) 
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extract 2. Before the discussion episode (2016S2.L2.F3.0:20:35.8)

In this extract, Dex just reads aloud the last sentence of a piece of text (l. 1-2). A gap of 
1 second follows in which the teacher is still looking at the paper (l. 3). he is, hence, not 
(yet) looking around or verbally inviting the students to take the floor. In that same 
gap, Dorian looks up at the teacher. he self-selects and comments on the text while 
gazing down (l. 4) and then gazes at the teacher again (l. 5). At this point, the teacher 
looks around, but without moving his head (l. 5). With this, he seems to invite other 
students to take the floor. This time, Dolando gazes at the teacher before producing 
an affiliative response and turning his gaze to Dorian (l. 6-7). It seems that both Dorian 
and Dolando gaze at the teacher to check whether they can self-select. After Dolando’s 
turn, Nomar and Geeke also take the floor with (dis)affiliative responses. The teacher’s 
behaviour in this extract is evidently very different from the teacher’s verbal, vocal 
and bodily conduct in the previous extract. however, the gaps and gazing apparently 
are enough for the students to self-select and take the floor. 

5.3.2 During the discussion episode

One might think that during episodes of subsequent student contributions the 
teachers take on a passive role. haldimann et al. (2017) have already shown, however, 
that teachers can actively use gaze aversion and bodily conduct to refuse their role 
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1 Dex: 
 

%((voorlezend)) door al die rook was de lucht in de    
%((reading aloud)) because of all that smoke the air  

Tch: 
 

%is looking at the text 
2 Dex: 

 
stad vies en ongezond.    
in the city was dirty and unhealthy. 

3 
  

(0.8) $(0.2)  
Dor: 

 
      $gazes at teacher 

4 Dor: 
 

°dan *moet je daar niet gaan wonen°.    
°then *you shouldn’t go and live there°.  

Tch:        *looks up  
Dor: 

 
      *gazes down 

5 
  

&(0.7)  
Tch:  &looks around, only with his eyes  
Dor: 

 
&gazes at teacher  

Dol: 
 

&gazes at teacher 
6 Dol: 

 
$ja:.    
$yea:h.  

Dol: 
 

$gazes at Dorian 
7 Dol: 

 
(echt hè)    
(right) 

8 Gee: 
 

m[aa::r als (ze) vroeger, dan was je denk ik-    
b[u::t if (they) before, then I think you were- 

9 Nom: 
 

 [ja:.    
 [yea:h. 

10 Gee: 
 

•h die arbeiders •H die hadden geen vee- geen veel    
•h those labourers •H they had no mu- no much money,    
geld, 

 
In this extract, Dex just reads aloud the last sentence of a piece of text (l. 1-2). A gap of 1 second follows 
in which the teacher is still looking at the paper (l. 3). He is, hence, not (yet) looking around or verbally 
inviting the students to take the floor. In that same gap, Dorian looks up at the teacher. He self-selects 
and comments on the text while gazing down (l. 4) and then gazes at the teacher again (l. 5). At this 
point, the teacher looks around, but without moving his head (l. 5). With this, he seems to invite other 
students to take the floor. This time, Dolando gazes at the teacher before producing an affiliative 
response and turning his gaze to Dorian (l. 6-7). It seems that both Dorian and Dolando gaze at the 
teacher to check whether they can self-select. After Dolando’s turn, Nomar and Geeke also take the 
floor with (dis)affiliative responses. The teacher’s behaviour in this extract is evidently very different 
from the teacher’s verbal, vocal and bodily conduct in the previous extract. However, the gaps and 
gazing apparently are enough for the students to self-select and take the floor.  
 

5.3.2 During the discussion episode 

One might think that during episodes of subsequent student contributions the teachers take on a 
passive role. Haldimann et al. (2017) have already shown, however, that teachers can actively use gaze 
aversion and bodily conduct to refuse their role of turn-allocator and foster the discussion framework. 
Our data show similar, but also different types of conduct with which the teachers stay on the sideline 
while fostering the discussion simultaneously. In the majority of the discussion episodes, the teachers 
display recipiency by gazing at the speakers (Heath, 1984). Other interactional conduct includes 
nodding, employing the lighthouse gaze (Björk-Willén & Cekaite, 2017), raising eyebrows, responding 
to a contribution by means of facial displays  (M. H. Goodwin, 1980) or mouthing “oh”, looking at the 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
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of turn-allocator and foster the discussion framework. Our data show similar, but also 
different types of conduct with which the teachers stay on the sideline while fostering 
the discussion simultaneously. In the majority of the discussion episodes, the teachers 
display recipiency by gazing at the speakers (heath, 1984). Other interactional 
conduct includes nodding, employing the lighthouse gaze (Björk-Willén & Cekaite, 
2017), raising eyebrows, responding to a contribution by means of facial displays  
(M. h. Goodwin, 1980) or mouthing “oh”, looking at the texts, crossing arms (and 
leaning back) and/or gesturing to students. When the turn allocation is somewhat 
problematic, the teachers sometimes smile or laugh instead of interfering to resolve 
the problem. Incidentally, the teachers produce a minimal response functioning as a 
continuer during the discussion episode. 

In extract 3, we display the continuation of our exemplary fragment (see extract 
1, a few lines are repeated here). Again, the fragment shows many elements of the 
above-mentioned teacher conduct taking place during the episode of discussion.

extract 3. During the discussion episode (2016S1.L3.F5.0:10:07.2 part 2)
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texts, crossing arms (and leaning back) and/or gesturing to students. When the turn allocation is 
somewhat problematic, the teachers sometimes smile or laugh instead of interfering to resolve the 
problem. Incidentally, the teachers produce a minimal response functioning as a continuer during the 
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In Extract 3, we display the continuation of our exemplary fragment (see Extract 1, a few lines 
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Extract 3. During the discussion episode (2016S1.L3.F5.0:10:07.2 part 2) 
26 Tch: 

 
                    [↑toe maar hoor,] wie ‘t    
                    [↑go  on  then, ] whoever is 

27 
  

eerste[:     
fi[:rst 

28 Mar: 
 

      [was dat be- eh ging dat best wel snel.=°want    
  [it was qui- uh it went quite quickly.=°because  

29 
  

dat was° wel het snelste voertuig in &die tij:d,     
it was° PRT the fastest vehicle at &that ti:me,  

Tch:                                     &nods 
30 

  
(0.2) 

31 Mar: 
 

(eh nu eh als) wij hier zijn dan- •hh eh denk ik nu    
(uh now uh if) we are here then- •hh uh I now think 

32 
  

dat gaat sloom,    
that goes slowly, 

33 
  

*(0.4)  
Tch:  *nods 

34 Mar: 
 

en mensen konden veel sneller °(weer naar een)°    
and people could °(go to an)° ↑au:nt much faster 

35 
  

↑ta:nte >zou ik ook wel< leuk *vin[den_    
>I would also< like *tha[t_  

Tch:                      *nods 
36 Tch:                                    [ja=    

                        [yes= 
37 Tri: 

 
=&ja allee[+n    
=&yes bu[+t  

Tri: 
 

 &leans forward while looking at the teacher 
38 Pim: 

 
          [+als het- (.) %(oh) [hh ((lacht))    
        [+if it- (.) %(oh) [hh ((laughs))  

Pim: 
 

         +looks at Tri    
                     %looks at teacher 

39 Tri: 
 

                               [(nou) het $lij-=    
                           [(well) it $see-=  

Tch:                                        $smiles at Pim, 
                                      eyebrows raised 

40 Tch:  =hh= ((laughs)) 
41 Tri: 

 
=alleen (.) dit was (er) waren ik denk dat er    
=but (.) this was (there) were I think there 

42 
  

ook tegenstanders waren.    
also were opponents. 

43 Kar: 
 

tuur&lij[k    
of &cour[se  

Tch:     &looks right 
44 Tri: 

 
        [want die dachte:h *oh die $trein dat is    
        [because they thou:ght *oh that $train that  

Tch:                                 *looks left 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 
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3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
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   ↑well.=yes. 
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   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
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↑either. 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
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While Mark’s contribution unfolds, the teacher still has his arms crossed (see extract 
1, l. 20). he gives a few minimal responses, first by nodding and later on also by 
producing “yes”. The nods in lines 29 and 33 function as continuers, while the “yes” 
in line 36 may indicate a pre-shift signalling a topical shift as well as the teacher’s 
“imminent speakership” (Jefferson, 1984). Interestingly however, the teacher no longer 
takes any turns after this “yes”. When Pim produces a turn in overlap with a classmate 
and withdraws for a second time, this is treated as a laughable (see Glenn, 2003) by 
Pim and the teacher (l. 37-40). The teacher’s laughing signifies his adopted role of 
facilitator.  When, both Tristan and Pim gaze at the teacher in lines 37-38, apparently 
orienting to him as head of the interaction (Mchoul, 1978), the teacher could have 
stepped in and allocated the turn to either of the boys. Instead, he refrains from doing 
so (see also haldimann et al., 2017, pp. 8–9), leaves it to the students and laughs back 
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texts, crossing arms (and leaning back) and/or gesturing to students. When the turn allocation is 
somewhat problematic, the teachers sometimes smile or laugh instead of interfering to resolve the 
problem. Incidentally, the teachers produce a minimal response functioning as a continuer during the 
discussion episode.  

In Extract 3, we display the continuation of our exemplary fragment (see Extract 1, a few lines 
are repeated here). Again, the fragment shows many elements of the above-mentioned teacher 
conduct taking place during the episode of discussion. 

 
Extract 3. During the discussion episode (2016S1.L3.F5.0:10:07.2 part 2) 
26 Tch: 

 
                    [↑toe maar hoor,] wie ‘t    
                    [↑go  on  then, ] whoever is 

27 
  

eerste[:     
fi[:rst 

28 Mar: 
 

      [was dat be- eh ging dat best wel snel.=°want    
  [it was qui- uh it went quite quickly.=°because  

29 
  

dat was° wel het snelste voertuig in &die tij:d,     
it was° PRT the fastest vehicle at &that ti:me,  

Tch:                                     &nods 
30 

  
(0.2) 

31 Mar: 
 

(eh nu eh als) wij hier zijn dan- •hh eh denk ik nu    
(uh now uh if) we are here then- •hh uh I now think 

32 
  

dat gaat sloom,    
that goes slowly, 

33 
  

*(0.4)  
Tch:  *nods 

34 Mar: 
 

en mensen konden veel sneller °(weer naar een)°    
and people could °(go to an)° ↑au:nt much faster 

35 
  

↑ta:nte >zou ik ook wel< leuk *vin[den_    
>I would also< like *tha[t_  

Tch:                      *nods 
36 Tch:                                    [ja=    

                        [yes= 
37 Tri: 

 
=&ja allee[+n    
=&yes bu[+t  

Tri: 
 

 &leans forward while looking at the teacher 
38 Pim: 

 
          [+als het- (.) %(oh) [hh ((lacht))    
        [+if it- (.) %(oh) [hh ((laughs))  

Pim: 
 

         +looks at Tri    
                     %looks at teacher 

39 Tri: 
 

                               [(nou) het $lij-=    
                           [(well) it $see-=  

Tch:                                        $smiles at Pim, 
                                      eyebrows raised 

40 Tch:  =hh= ((laughs)) 
41 Tri: 

 
=alleen (.) dit was (er) waren ik denk dat er    
=but (.) this was (there) were I think there 

42 
  

ook tegenstanders waren.    
also were opponents. 

43 Kar: 
 

tuur&lij[k    
of &cour[se  

Tch:     &looks right 
44 Tri: 

 
        [want die dachte:h *oh die $trein dat is    
        [because they thou:ght *oh that $train that  

Tch:                                 *looks left 
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                                         $looks at Tri 

45 Tri: 
 

natuurlijk heel gevaa:rlijk, die gaat %veel te sne:l,     
is of course very da:ngerous, it goes %way too fa:st,   

Tch:                                        %looks left 
46 Tri: 

 
en    
and 

47 
  

(0.9)&(0.4)  
Tch:       &looks farther left 

48 Pim: 
 

maar de *rijken die $hebben alleen %geld om ‘t te    
but the *rich they $only have %money to pay for it  

Tch:          *looks at Pim      
                   $lifts chin    
                              %lowers chin, small nod 

49 Pim: 
 

betalen en de armen (hebben) waarschijnlijk niet.    
and the poor probably do not (have). 

50 
  

(0.5)&(0.6)  
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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at Pim. In the remainder of the episode, the teacher regularly gazes to other students 
in the circle, during gaps as well as during talk, thereby inviting them to take a turn (l. 
47, 50) (C. Goodwin, 1981; Kendon, 1967) or affirming their self-selection (e.g. l. 44, 48, 
51). Tristan seems to orient to this by looking at the teacher and then taking the next 
turn in (l. 50-51).

The teacher’s conduct during this discussion episode is exemplary for all the 
episodes in the data set. Another type of conduct that occurs more often in the data 
set is responding through facial expressions, as is shown in extract 4.

extract 4. Mouthing “oh” during the episode (2016S1.L1.F1.0:20:29.0)

In this extract, the teacher does not respond to the students’ contributions verbally or 
vocally, but uses his face and body. During and after Tristan’s contribution, he raises his 
eyebrows, points to Tristan with his book and mouths “oh”, thereby drawing attention 
to Tristan’s turn without interrupting the discussion episode just commenced. 

Some other types of teacher conduct in our data include shrugging shoulders, 
looking at the time and drinking coffee. Sometimes, these types of conduct take place 
at moments relevant for turn transition. For example in the extract below, the teacher 
drinks coffee at a transition relevance place.
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                                         $looks at Tri 

45 Tri: 
 

natuurlijk heel gevaa:rlijk, die gaat %veel te sne:l,     
is of course very da:ngerous, it goes %way too fa:st,   

Tch:                                        %looks left 
46 Tri: 

 
en    
and 

47 
  

(0.9)&(0.4)  
Tch:       &looks farther left 

48 Pim: 
 

maar de *rijken die $hebben alleen %geld om ‘t te    
but the *rich they $only have %money to pay for it  

Tch:          *looks at Pim      
                   $lifts chin    
                              %lowers chin, small nod 

49 Pim: 
 

betalen en de armen (hebben) waarschijnlijk niet.    
and the poor probably do not (have). 

50 
  

(0.5)&(0.6)  
Tch:       &looks right  
Tri: 

 
     &looks at teacher 

51 Tri: 
 

nou ik denk *dat die ehm ehm (0.2) want da- ik de:nk    
well I think *that they uhm uhm (0.2) because tha- I  

Tch:               *looks at Tristan 
52 Tri: 

 
dat dat goedkoper was.=dan als je met de koets ofzo.     
thi:nk that that was cheaper.=than if you went by 
carriage or something. 

53 
  

(0.4) 
54 Tri: 

 
denk ik.    
I think. 

 
While Mark’s contribution unfolds, the teacher still has his arms crossed (see Extract 1, l. 20). He gives 
a few minimal responses, first by nodding and later on also by producing “yes”. The nods in lines 29 
and 33 function as continuers, while the “yes” in line 36 may indicate a pre-shift signalling a topical 
shift as well as the teacher’s “imminent speakership” (Jefferson, 1984). Interestingly however, the 
teacher no longer takes any turns after this “yes”. When Pim produces a turn in overlap with a 
classmate and withdraws for a second time, this is treated as a laughable (see Glenn, 2003) by Pim and 
the teacher (l. 37-40). The teacher’s laughing signifies his adopted role of facilitator.  When, both 
Tristan and Pim gaze at the teacher in lines 37-38, apparently orienting to him as head of the 
interaction (McHoul, 1978), the teacher could have stepped in and allocated the turn to either of the 
boys. Instead, he refrains from doing so (see also Haldimann et al., 2017, pp. 8–9), leaves it to the 
students and laughs back at Pim. In the remainder of the episode, the teacher regularly gazes to other 
students in the circle, during gaps as well as during talk, thereby inviting them to take a turn (l. 47, 50) 
(C. Goodwin, 1981; Kendon, 1967) or affirming their self-selection (e.g. l. 44, 48, 51). Tristan seems to 
orient to this by looking at the teacher and then taking the next turn in (l. 50-51). 

The teacher’s conduct during this discussion episode is exemplary for all the episodes in the data 
set. Another type of conduct that occurs more often in the data set is responding through facial 
expressions, as is shown in extract 4. 

 
Extract 4. Mouthing “oh” during the episode (2016S1.L1.F1.0:20:29.0) 
1 Tch: 

 
↑hee: je ↑zei kom je net van school. ik heb- 'k heb    
↑hey: you ↑said you just come home from school. I 

2 
  

geen i↑dee.    
hav- I have no i↑dea. 
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3 Lie: 
 

>ja maar< [als  [je-    
>yes but< [ if  [you- 

4 Pim: 
 

          [nou  [(     
          [well [( 

5 Tri: 
 

                [misschien (werkte je) wel in de    
                [maybe (you worked) PRT in the 

6 Pim: 
 

                  )]    
                      )] 

7 Tri: 
 

fabriek en *dat [je] vana%vond dat je vanavond pas    
factory and *that [only] toni%ght that only tonight 

8 Jam: 
 

                [alleen-    
                  [but-  

Tch:              *raises eyebrows and chin   
                              %gestures to Tristan 

                              with book 
9 Tri: 

 
thuis komt om e:h zeven uur of zo.    
you come home at u:h seven o’clock or so. 

10 Lie: 
 

&     als      je-        als       je      &    
&     if       you-       if        you     &  

Tch:  &mouths “oh”, head reverted, eyebrows raised& 
11 Lie: 

 
bijvoorbeeld wilt slapen dan moet je wel met drie    
for example want to sleep then you PRT have to 

12 
  

mensen in één bed °slapen°    
sleep with three people in one °bed° 

 
In this extract, the teacher does not respond to the students’ contributions verbally or vocally, but uses 
his face and body. During and after Tristan’s contribution, he raises his eyebrows, points to Tristan with 
his book and mouths “oh”, thereby drawing attention to Tristan’s turn without interrupting the 
discussion episode just commenced.  

Some other types of teacher conduct in our data include shrugging shoulders, looking at the 
time and drinking coffee. Sometimes, these types of conduct take place at moments relevant for turn 
transition. For example in the extract below, the teacher drinks coffee at a transition relevance place. 

 
Extract 5. Drinking coffee during the episode (2016S2.L5.F19.0:01:19.1) 
1 Ami: 

 
het *ging ook een beetje over fabrie- fa↑brieken en    
it *was also a bit about facto- ↑factories and such  

Tch: 
 

   *takes sip 
2 Ami: 

 
zo en de arbeiders en: fabrikante- fabrikanten hoe    
and the labourers and: factory ow- factory owners how 

3 
  

die leefden en •h dat fabrikanten heel anders    
they lived and •h that factory owners lived very 

4 
  

&leefden dan arbeiders °(   +   )°.=    
&differently from labourers °(   +   )°.=  

Tch:  &positions mug at lips  
Mil: 

 
                                 +looks op at Tch 

5 Mil: 
 

=°(en %dat)° mensen inne in de stad naar de    
=°(and %that)° people in the in the city  

Tch:         %tilts mug, takes sip, still looking at Amila 
6 Mil: 

 
stad gingen om $w:erk te zoeken    
went to the city to $look for a jo:b 

 Tch:                      $gazes mid-distance 
7 

  
(0.4) 

8 Dor: 
 

maar ze kregen ↑toch weinig geld. 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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extract 5. Drinking coffee during the episode (2016S2.L5.F19.0:01:19.1)

Speaking at a lower volume, Amila completes her turn in line 4. here, a transition 
relevance place arises. By taking a sip of coffee, the teacher demonstrably refrains 
from next speakership and maintains the listener role (cf. hoey, 2018), which is 
underscored by his continued gaze at Amila. Mila, on the other hand, does self-select 
(l. 5), but only after briefly looking at the teacher with his mug positioned at his lips. 
her self-selection shows that she understands the teacher’s drinking as doing being a 
listener, and she formulates her contribution as a continuation of Amila’s turn.

5.3.3 After the discussion episode 

As this study’s focus is on episodes of several subsequent student contributions, we 
considered verbal teacher contributions as the end of the episodes. The fragments in 
our data set can be roughly divided into two types of endings. One type constitutes the 
teacher taking a turn when the discussion comes to a natural end: the students cease 
to produce any more contributions or their conversation develops into noise. In the 
other type, the teacher takes a turn in overlap with a student and thereby intervenes 
in the discussion episode. In both types of endings the teacher turns typically install 
a more instructional framework (Gosen et al., 2015). however, the teacher turns 
following a natural ending sometimes comprise a reinitiation of the discussion. Our 
exemplary fragment illustrates this: after a gap following some simultaneous student 
talk, the teacher self-selects and verbally invites the students to take the floor again.
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3 Lie: 
 

>ja maar< [als  [je-    
>yes but< [ if  [you- 

4 Pim: 
 

          [nou  [(     
          [well [( 

5 Tri: 
 

                [misschien (werkte je) wel in de    
                [maybe (you worked) PRT in the 

6 Pim: 
 

                  )]    
                      )] 

7 Tri: 
 

fabriek en *dat [je] vana%vond dat je vanavond pas    
factory and *that [only] toni%ght that only tonight 

8 Jam: 
 

                [alleen-    
                  [but-  

Tch:              *raises eyebrows and chin   
                              %gestures to Tristan 

                              with book 
9 Tri: 

 
thuis komt om e:h zeven uur of zo.    
you come home at u:h seven o’clock or so. 

10 Lie: 
 

&     als      je-        als       je      &    
&     if       you-       if        you     &  

Tch:  &mouths “oh”, head reverted, eyebrows raised& 
11 Lie: 

 
bijvoorbeeld wilt slapen dan moet je wel met drie    
for example want to sleep then you PRT have to 

12 
  

mensen in één bed °slapen°    
sleep with three people in one °bed° 

 
In this extract, the teacher does not respond to the students’ contributions verbally or vocally, but uses 
his face and body. During and after Tristan’s contribution, he raises his eyebrows, points to Tristan with 
his book and mouths “oh”, thereby drawing attention to Tristan’s turn without interrupting the 
discussion episode just commenced.  

Some other types of teacher conduct in our data include shrugging shoulders, looking at the 
time and drinking coffee. Sometimes, these types of conduct take place at moments relevant for turn 
transition. For example in the extract below, the teacher drinks coffee at a transition relevance place. 

 
Extract 5. Drinking coffee during the episode (2016S2.L5.F19.0:01:19.1) 
1 Ami: 

 
het *ging ook een beetje over fabrie- fa↑brieken en    
it *was also a bit about facto- ↑factories and such  

Tch: 
 

   *takes sip 
2 Ami: 

 
zo en de arbeiders en: fabrikante- fabrikanten hoe    
and the labourers and: factory ow- factory owners how 

3 
  

die leefden en •h dat fabrikanten heel anders    
they lived and •h that factory owners lived very 

4 
  

&leefden dan arbeiders °(   +   )°.=    
&differently from labourers °(   +   )°.=  

Tch:  &positions mug at lips  
Mil: 

 
                                 +looks op at Tch 

5 Mil: 
 

=°(en %dat)° mensen inne in de stad naar de    
=°(and %that)° people in the in the city  

Tch:         %tilts mug, takes sip, still looking at Amila 
6 Mil: 

 
stad gingen om $w:erk te zoeken    
went to the city to $look for a jo:b 

 Tch:                      $gazes mid-distance 
7 

  
(0.4) 

8 Dor: 
 

maar ze kregen ↑toch weinig geld. 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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extract 6. After the discussion episode (2016S1.L3.F5.0:10:07.2 part 3)

In this extract, Kars’s turn is overlapped by multiple students speaking at the same 
time. After a 1-second gap in which student contributions are non-forthcoming, 
the teacher produces a formulation of Kars’s turn (l. 58). Together with the teacher’s 
pointing to Kars (l. 58) and looking at the other students (l. 57-59), this is interpretable as 
a pass-on turn: the teacher invites the other students to respond to Kars’s contribution 
(Willemsen et al., 2019b). however, the teacher’s conduct does not end up functioning 
as a pass-on turn, as Kars initiates repair indicating a hearing problem (l. 60). The 
teacher repeats his turn, but in a modified way, now specifically addressing Kars with 
“you” (l. 61). Subsequently, he shrugs one shoulder while looking at Kars. hence, the 
pass-on turn seems transformed into an invitation to elaborate addressed to Kars 
(Raymond & Stivers, 2016; Willemsen et al., 2019a). The teacher’s verbal and bodily 
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but they got little money ↑anyway. 

 
Speaking at a lower volume, Amila completes her turn in line 4. Here, a transition relevance place 
arises. By taking a sip of coffee, the teacher demonstrably refrains from next speakership and 
maintains the listener role (cf. Hoey, 2018), which is underscored by his continued gaze at Amila. Mila, 
on the other hand, does self-select (l. 5), but only after briefly looking at the teacher with his mug 
positioned at his lips. Her self-selection shows that she understands the teacher’s drinking as doing 
being a listener, and she formulates her contribution as a continuation of Amila’s turn. 
 

5.3.3 After the discussion episode  

As this study’s focus is on episodes of several subsequent student contributions, we considered verbal 
teacher contributions as the end of the episodes. The fragments in our data set can be roughly divided 
into two types of endings. One type constitutes the teacher taking a turn when the discussion comes 
to a natural end: the students cease to produce any more contributions or their conversation develops 
into noise. In the other type, the teacher takes a turn in overlap with a student and thereby intervenes 
in the discussion episode. In both types of endings the teacher turns typically install a more 
instructional framework (Gosen et al., 2015). However, the teacher turns following a natural ending 
sometimes comprise a reinitiation of the discussion. Our exemplary fragment illustrates this: after a 
gap following some simultaneous student talk, the teacher self-selects and verbally invites the students 
to take the floor again. 
 
Extract 6. After the discussion episode (2016S1.L3.F5.0:10:07.2 part 3) 
51 Tri: 

 
nou ik denk *dat die ehm ehm (0.2) want da- ik de:nk    
well I think *that they uhm uhm (0.2) because tha- I  

Tch: 
 

             *looks at Tristan 
52 Tri: 

 
dat dat goedkoper was.=dan als je met de koets ofzo.     
thi:nk that that was cheaper.=than if you went by 
carriage or something. 

53 
  

(0.4) 
54 Tri: 

 
denk ik.    
I think. 

55 Kar: 
 

[want het $kost %alleen maar] water en kolen.    
[because it $only %costs PRT] water and coal. 

56 Ss:  [(                         )]  
Tch:              $starts gazing to the left    

                  %looks at Kars on the right 
57 

  
(0.4) &(0.4) *(0.2)  

Tch:        &smiles      
              *looks left 

58 Tch: 
 

kost alleen $water$ of ko%len,   
 only costs $water$ or coa%l,  

Tch:             $points at Kars$    
                         %hands back together on lap 

59 
  

(0.1) &(0.2)  
Tch:        &looks around 
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zei je?    
you said? 
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83 
 
 

 
Tch:  *looks at Kars, chin up    $looks away %looks at Kars 

62 
 

 &(0.3)  
Tch:  &shrugs one shoulder 

63 Kar: 
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64 ???: 
 

       [ja ]    
        [ yes ] 

65 Tch: 
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   [    m a a r   ]    
   [      b u t     ] 
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Extract 7. After the discussion episode (2016S2.L4.F14.0:23:48.5) 
1 Dol: 

 
ik moet %afwassen en de vuilnisza- eh zak doen,    
I have to %do the dishes and the garbage ba- uh bag,  

Tch: 
 

          %looks at Dolando 
2 

  
maar 'k krijg geen vijf cent=ik krijg heemaal ni:ks    
but I get no five cents=I get nothing at a:ll 

3 Gee: 
 

nee maar &↑zi[j  k r e]gen ↑ook helemaal ni*ks    
no but &↑the[y  g o t  ] nothing at all ↑ei*ther  

Tch: 
 

       &looks at Geeke 
4 ???: 

 
             [°>stom<°]    
            [°>stupid<°]  

Tch: 
 

                                           *looks at 
                                            Dolando  

5 
  

(0.4) 
6 Dol: 

 
$°ge°mee::n    
$mea::n  

Tch:  $uncrosses arms, starts leaning forward 
7 

  
%(0.2) 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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conduct in this extract (l. 56-59, 61-62) is understandable as reviving the discussion 
and inviting the students to take the floor again. Indeed, following this extract the 
discussion continues, the start of which can be seen in the video (from 00:18).

In the other type of discussion episode endings, the teacher produces a 
turn in overlap with a student and thereby intervenes in the discussion. extract 7 
demonstrates an example of this. Interrupting a student, the teacher asks a known-
information question and hence installs an instructional framework in which he is 
the head of the interaction (Gosen et al., 2015; Mchoul, 1978). Often in such cases, 
the teacher conduct near the end of the discussion episode already signals his/her 
imminent speakership. This too is shown in extract 7, in which the students talk about 
children helping their parents harvest. Dolando compares this to his own current 
situation.

extract 7. After the discussion episode (2016S2.L4.F14.0:23:48.5)

The teacher’s bodily conduct in this extract signals his imminent intervening: while 
looking at Dolando, (l. 4-6) he uncrosses his arms and starts leaning forward (l. 6). he 
then looks at his paper and, simultaneously with Amila starting a new turn, he goes 
on to sort it on his knee and looks in Amila’s direction (l. 8). Interrupting Amila, he 
then poses a question to the students. Through his known-information question, the 
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Tch:  *looks at Kars, chin up    $looks away %looks at Kars 
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 &(0.3)  
Tch:  &shrugs one shoulder 

63 Kar: 
 

ja ‘t z[ou-] et et=    
yes it w[ould-] it it= 

64 ???: 
 

       [ja ]    
        [ yes ] 

65 Tch: 
 

=wa[ter kost haast] niks,    
=wa[ter costs almost] nothing, 

66 Kar: 
 

   [    m a a r   ]    
   [      b u t     ] 

 
In this extract, Kars’s turn is overlapped by multiple students speaking at the same time. After a 1-
second gap in which student contributions are non-forthcoming, the teacher produces a formulation 
of Kars’s turn (l. 58). Together with the teacher’s pointing to Kars (l. 58) and looking at the other 
students (l. 57-59), this is interpretable as a pass-on turn: the teacher invites the other students to 
respond to Kars’s contribution (Willemsen et al., 2019b). However, the teacher’s conduct does not end 
up functioning as a pass-on turn, as Kars initiates repair indicating a hearing problem (l. 60). The 
teacher repeats his turn, but in a modified way, now specifically addressing Kars with “you” (l. 61). 
Subsequently, he shrugs one shoulder while looking at Kars. Hence, the pass-on turn seems 
transformed into an invitation to elaborate addressed to Kars (Raymond & Stivers, 2016; Willemsen et 
al., 2019a). The teacher’s verbal and bodily conduct in this extract (l. 56-59, 61-62) is understandable 
as reviving the discussion and inviting the students to take the floor again. Indeed, following this 
extract the discussion continues, the start of which can be seen in the video (from 00:18). 

In the other type of discussion episode endings, the teacher produces a turn in overlap with a 
student and thereby intervenes in the discussion. Extract 7 demonstrates an example of this. 
Interrupting a student, the teacher asks a known-information question and hence installs an 
instructional framework in which he is the head of the interaction (Gosen et al., 2015; McHoul, 1978). 
Often in such cases, the teacher conduct near the end of the discussion episode already signals his/her 
imminent speakership. This too is shown in Extract 7, in which the students talk about children helping 
their parents harvest. Dolando compares this to his own current situation. 
 

Extract 7. After the discussion episode (2016S2.L4.F14.0:23:48.5) 
1 Dol: 

 
ik moet %afwassen en de vuilnisza- eh zak doen,    
I have to %do the dishes and the garbage ba- uh bag,  

Tch: 
 

          %looks at Dolando 
2 

  
maar 'k krijg geen vijf cent=ik krijg heemaal ni:ks    
but I get no five cents=I get nothing at a:ll 

3 Gee: 
 

nee maar &↑zi[j  k r e]gen ↑ook helemaal ni*ks    
no but &↑the[y  g o t  ] nothing at all ↑ei*ther  

Tch: 
 

       &looks at Geeke 
4 ???: 

 
             [°>stom<°]    
            [°>stupid<°]  

Tch: 
 

                                           *looks at 
                                            Dolando  

5 
  

(0.4) 
6 Dol: 

 
$°ge°mee::n    
$mea::n  

Tch:  $uncrosses arms, starts leaning forward 
7 

  
%(0.2) 
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Tch:  %uncrosses ankles, takes paper and looks at it 

8 Ami: 
 

&°(maar d'r [kwamen-)°    
&°(but there [came-)°  

Tch:  &looks in Ami’s direction, sorts paper on left knee 
9 Tch: 

 
            [en die kinderen *die in de fa↑briek   

              [and those children *who worked in the  
Tch: 

 
                                 *rests arms on legs 

10 Tch: 
 

werkten dan=$kregen die niks,    
factory then=$did they get nothing,  

Tch: 
 

             $sorts paper on right knee 
 
The teacher’s bodily conduct in this extract signals his imminent intervening: while looking at Dolando, 
(l. 4-6) he uncrosses his arms and starts leaning forward (l. 6). He then looks at his paper and, 
simultaneously with Amila starting a new turn, he goes on to sort it on his knee and looks in Amila’s 
direction (l. 8). Interrupting Amila, he then poses a question to the students. Through his known-
information question, the teacher changes the topic from working at home to working in factories and 
launches an IRE-sequence (Mehan, 1979b; Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975), thereby putting himself back 
into first and third position. 

As the extracts in this section have illustrated, teachers take a turn when the episode has come 
to a natural end or bring it to an end themselves by interrupting a student. In both cases, the teacher 
turns typically install an instructional framework (Extract 7), but sometimes the teacher turns following 
a natural ending do the opposite and reinitiate the discussion framework (Extract 6). 
 

5.4 Concluding discussion 

This paper has reported on teacher conduct during episodes of discussion among students in the 
relatively under-researched setting of whole-class discussions. In these episodes, the students take 
subsequent turns while the teacher adopts a more facilitating role, as was suggested by the literature 
(Myhill, 2006; Soter et al., 2008; Van der Veen et al., 2015). We scrutinised this facilitating role by 
inventorying and analysing both verbal and bodily teacher conduct occurring before, during and after 
the discussion episodes, where previous research has mainly focused on verbal, initiating conduct 
(Myhill, 2006; Nystrand, 1997; Soter et al., 2008). 

Our rather general instructions to two teachers to act like a facilitator have resulted in a large 
repertoire of conduct employed around episodes in which students indeed take subsequent turns. 
Before the episodes, the teachers use previously observed conduct such as open invitations and open-
palm gestures (Gosen et al., 2015; Willemsen et al., 2018), but also make use of additional types of 
conduct (as well as different combinations) to invite their students to the floor. During the episodes, 
the teachers display mostly bodily conduct, e.g. nodding, gesturing and displaying recipiency by gazing 
at the speakers. Only seldom, the teachers produce vocal or verbal minimal responses during the 
episodes, and when they do so, these often function as continuers. The endings of the episodes are 
characterised by the teacher taking a turn after a natural end or in overlap with a student. These turns 
are used to bring back the focus or initiate a new topic while installing an instructional framework, for 
example by asking a known-information question, or to reinitiate discussion. This means that the 
teacher turns we considered the end of the discussion episode can very well constitute the beginning 
of a new episode. 
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practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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teacher changes the topic from working at home to working in factories and launches 
an IRe-sequence (Mehan, 1979b; Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975), thereby putting himself 
back into first and third position.

As the extracts in this section have illustrated, teachers take a turn when the 
episode has come to a natural end or bring it to an end themselves by interrupting a 
student. In both cases, the teacher turns typically install an instructional framework 
(extract 7), but sometimes the teacher turns following a natural ending do the 
opposite and reinitiate the discussion framework (extract 6).

5.4 concluding discussion
This paper has reported on teacher conduct during episodes of discussion among 
students in the relatively under-researched setting of whole-class discussions. In 
these episodes, the students take subsequent turns while the teacher adopts a more 
facilitating role, as was suggested by the literature (Myhill, 2006; Soter et al., 2008; 
Van der Veen et al., 2015). We scrutinised this facilitating role by inventorying and 
analysing both verbal and bodily teacher conduct occurring before, during and after 
the discussion episodes, where previous research has mainly focused on verbal, 
initiating conduct (Myhill, 2006; Nystrand, 1997; Soter et al., 2008).

Our rather general instructions to two teachers to act like a facilitator have 
resulted in a large repertoire of conduct employed around episodes in which students 
indeed take subsequent turns. Before the episodes, the teachers use previously 
observed conduct such as open invitations and open-palm gestures (Gosen et al., 
2015; Willemsen et al., 2018), but also make use of additional types of conduct (as well 
as different combinations) to invite their students to the floor. During the episodes, 
the teachers display mostly bodily conduct, e.g. nodding, gesturing and displaying 
recipiency by gazing at the speakers. Only seldom, the teachers produce vocal or 
verbal minimal responses during the episodes, and when they do so, these often 
function as continuers. The endings of the episodes are characterised by the teacher 
taking a turn after a natural end or in overlap with a student. These turns are used to 
bring back the focus or initiate a new topic while installing an instructional framework, 
for example by asking a known-information question, or to reinitiate discussion. This 
means that the teacher turns we considered the end of the discussion episode can 
very well constitute the beginning of a new episode.

Particularly interesting is the teachers’ conduct during the episodes, as the 
analysis of this phase has yielded a number of somewhat unexpected types of 
bodily conduct by means of which the teachers foster the discussion framework. For 
example, they maintain a listener role by drinking coffee around places relevant for 
turn transition. Their smiling and laughter at moments of overlap further signify their 
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role of facilitator instead of head of the interaction and turn allocation (Gosen et al., 
2015; Willemsen et al., 2018).

Although we started our analysis by collecting episodes of subsequent 
student contributions, our primary focus in this paper was on the teacher conduct 
surrounding them. Of course, a more detailed analysis of the student contributions 
in these episodes will be of much interest as it complements the present study and 
provides a more complete view of what discussions among students look like. Another 
interesting direction for future research would be to further discern when and why 
teachers intervene in discussion episodes and how teachers’ reinitiations affect the 
ensuing interaction.

The present study has contributed to our knowledge of teacher conduct in the 
setting of whole-class discussions. By starting out with episodes in which students 
produce subsequent contributions, we were able to not only unearth the types of 
teacher conduct that lead to these episodes, but also the conduct that maintained 
them. The bodily as well as verbal repertoire reported in this paper proves that a 
facilitating teacher role does not mean a passive role: the teachers make use of several 
types of bodily conduct to maintain the framework and hence foster the discussion. 
even when teachers eventually do take a turn, these can also function as a means to 
reinitiate discussion.
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6.1 Introduction
In the last decennia, research has demonstrated that classroom discussions around 
texts can enhance student development in several ways. Among others, they can 
improve all kinds of cognitive processes (such as text comprehension and problem 
solving), lead to better argumentation skills and create more engagement (Applebee 
et al., 2003; Beck & McKeown, 2001; Chinn et al., 2001; Gosen, 2012; Murphy et al., 
2009; Reznitskaya et al., 2001). however, not every discussion around texts is equally 
successful in realising these benefits. For productive discussions, the teacher is 
to be a facilitator inviting students to take the floor and share their thoughts and 
experiences (evans, 2001; Myhill, 2006; Van der Veen et al., 2015). Open-ended or 
authentic questions are often recommended as a means to do this, as these elicit 
longer contributions and can enhance student engagement (Beck & McKeown, 2001; 
Myhill, 2006; Nystrand, 1997; Nystrand & Gamoran, 1991). Furthermore, the use of 
(longer) silences and letting students respond directly to each other or elaborate 
on their previous turn are mentioned in order to realise a discussion framework and 
extend and support the students’ learning and understanding (Cazden, 1988; Chinn et 
al., 2000; Dillon, 1985; Michaels & O’Connor, 2015; Myhill, 2006; Nystrand & Gamoran, 
1991; Soter et al., 2008).

As these suggestions and recommendations from the literature are still quite 
vague and potentially ambiguous, the aim of this thesis was to further analyse teacher 
conduct facilitating whole-class discussions by looking at classroom interaction in 
great detail. In order to be able to perform this analysis, 39 history and geography 
lessons in four different primary school classrooms in the Netherlands were organized 
as whole-class discussions. These discussions were centred around discussable 
questions: questions that do not have one indisputable answer but rather challenge 
students to come up with arguments and solutions over the course of a lesson (Tammes 
et al., 2015; cf. ‘big questions’ Reznitskaya et al., 2001). Teachers were instructed on 
the basis of the general recommendations reported in the literature. All lessons were 
video-recorded and analysed by means of Conversation Analysis. This method is 
particularly suitable for detailed analysis of interaction as it not only considers one 
participant’s utterances, but also the understanding of these utterances by the other 
participants as reflected in their responses. By looking at the teacher conduct in great 
detail, we gained new insights into the interactional workings of (different practices 
for) their actions during whole-class discussions. This reveals which types of teacher 
conduct foster a discussion framework and provide the students with the opportunity 
to produce longer stretches of talk and reason together.

The current chapter provides a summary of the studies within this thesis. 
Subsequently, conclusions are drawn on the basis of the findings. Finally, implications and 
opportunities for future research as well as recommendations for practice are discussed.
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6.2 summary & conclusion
The general introduction (Chapter 1) provides the theoretical background, data, 
method and outline of the thesis. Chapters 2-5 report on the four conversation 
analytic collection studies conducted in this project. The studies analyse the different 
characteristics of quality classroom discussions around texts as described by the 
literature. These characteristics include the teacher asking open-ended or authentic 
questions, letting students elaborate their turns and respond to each other and, more 
generally, taking on a facilitating role so that students take the floor for extended 
periods of time. In the successive chapters, these different types of conduct are 
scrutinised.

6.2.1 Teachers’ open invitations in whole-class discussions

Chapter 2 untangles the notion of ‘open-ended or authentic questions’. In contrast 
to known-information questions (questions with a predetermined answer already 
known to the teacher, Mehan, 1979b), these questions “convey the teachers’ interest 
in students’ opinions and thoughts” (Nystrand, 1997, p. 7) and provide students with 
the opportunity to share these personal views (Myhill, 2006; Nystrand, 1997; Soter 
et al., 2008). In this way, open-ended questions can stimulate discussions containing 
high-level thinking, reasoning and elaborated explanations (Soter et al., 2008; see 
also Chinn et al., 2001). The study reported in Chapter 2 provides a closer insight into 
such questions in order to specify their characteristics other than “appear[ing] to have 
no single correct answer and allow[ing] students leeway to answer in a number of 
different ways” (Chinn et al., 2001, p. 394). The study focuses on open-ended questions 
produced by teachers after reading a piece of text, thereby opening the floor for 
discussion. It distinguishes between different types of these questions and identifies 
the responses these different types elicit. As these ‘questions’ do not always take the 
grammatical form of a question, we called them ‘open invitations’. 

The analysis reveals that open invitations are not a uniform category. Open 
invitations take different shapes and moreover vary in openness. Four different types 
of open invitations were identified. The first category comprises invitations projecting 
(a series of) objectively true or false answers. This makes them very similar to known-
information questions, but with the difference that the teachers do not treat these 
questions as having one predetermined correct answer. The second type of open 
invitations is the invitation that projects specific response types. This means that 
these invitations make a specific type of response relevant, for example the sharing 
of an opinion. The third type does not project such a specific response type, but 
does exhibit a restricted referent: students are prompted to say something about a 
particular part of the text (or image). The fourth and final type of open invitations 
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constitutes topic soliciting invitations, providing the students the space to freely 
produce a contribution and share whatever they want.

These four types of open invitations show that the notion of “open-ended or 
authentic questions” is still a quite general notion that can be further specified. Some 
of the invitations demonstrate a relatively strong projection, whereas others hand 
over control to the students and invite their own initiative. The latter type is so open 
that students sometimes express their uncertainty about what to contribute with. In 
general, however, all open invitations lead to fitted student responses. Following the 
less open invitations, students typically produce series of parallel responses, whereas 
the more open invitations lead to discussions or the collaborative answering of 
clarification questions.

6.2.2  Asking for more: teachers’ invitations for elaboration in whole-class 
discussions

Productive discussions around texts are characterised by students taking the floor for 
extended periods of time, a high degree of uptake of prior contributions and students’ 
elaborated explanations (see Webb, 1991; Soter et al., 2008). Such elaborations 
challenge students to verbalise and explain their thinking, thereby increasing their 
understanding and helping them to develop new perspectives (Avery et al., 2013; 
Bargh & Schul, 1980; Chinn et al., 2000; Webb, 1992; Webb et al., 2002). It is therefore 
important that students are encouraged to produce longer turns than they typically 
do in response to known-information questions (Damhuis et al., 2004; Mehan, 1979a; 
Soter et al., 2008) and that they are invited to provide explanations and elaborations 
in order to restructure and share their thinking (Ross, 2008; Webb, 1992). Chapter 3 
provides a scrutiny of the way in which teachers invite students to elaborate on their 
own preceding turns. The study distinguishes between different types of invitations 
for elaboration (Ifes) based on their format and projection. Moreover, it identifies the 
types of student contributions that prompt the invitations and the student responses 
these invitations result in.

The analysis demonstrates that teachers’ invitations for elaboration occur in 
different places: they are prompted by elicited as well as spontaneous student turns. 
Furthermore, the invitations for elaboration can be divided into subcategories based 
on the type of elaboration they solicit from the students. The majority of invitations 
for elaboration solicit an account and typically follow a student’s contribution of a 
subjective nature. Most of these invitations seem to be prompted by the ‘bareness’ of 
these assertions, while others do not follow a ‘bare’ assessment and seem to be aimed 
at deepening the students’ contributions. Another type of invitations for elaboration 
solicits the production of an explanation and typically follows student contributions 
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of a more factual nature. Some of these invitations target an explanation of the 
previous turn, while others target an explanation on the basis of the previous turn, e.g. 
a specification. Finally, only twice in the data the invitations for elaboration simply 
solicit a continuation. hence, these invitations do not steer towards a specific type 
of response, but give the students the opportunity to continue their previous turn 
more or less incrementally. Both of these invitations follow a spontaneous student 
contribution. 

The findings show that the invitations for elaboration are prompted by 
different contexts and furthermore project different student responses. While all 
invitations provide students with the space to expand on their previous turn, most do 
nevertheless steer towards a specific type of response: an account or an explanation. 
The incidental Ifes that simply project continuation give the students most freedom 
to elaborate their previous turn as they wish. Where earlier research has stressed that 
teachers should encourage students to produce longer turns, this study demonstrates 
how they do this and invite their students to elaborate their turns. Furthermore, the 
study reveals that all types of invitations for elaboration typically lead to responses 
fitted to the projection in the invitation. hence, the invitations indeed lead students 
to verbalising and explaining their thinking.

6.2.3  Teachers’ pass-on practices in whole-class discussions: how teachers 
return the floor to their students

The literature on classroom discussions suggests a framework in which the teacher 
does not take every other turn at talk, but gives the floor to the students for extended 
periods of time and lets them respond directly to each other (Cazden, 1988; Soter et 
al., 2008). This means a shift from the Teacher-Student-Teacher-Student turn-taking 
pattern omnipresent in teacher-fronted classroom interaction to a pattern that reflects 
the multiparty character of a whole-class discussion: T-S-S-S (Cazden, 1988; Chinn et 
al., 2001; Myhill, 2006). Chapter 4 provides insight into a specific means through which 
teachers attempt to realise this pattern and invite their students to respond to each 
other: the pass-on turn. Teachers’ pass-on turns occur after a student’s contribution 
and convey to the other students that they are encouraged to take the next turn 
and respond to the previous student. Remarkably, the teachers thus do occupy the 
response ‘slot’, but only to make it available to the students. The teachers thereby hold 
on to the T-S-T-S pattern, while aiming for the T-S-S-S pattern. The study in Chapter 4 
identifies different pass-on practices and analyses the projection and consequences 
of these different practices on the ensuing student contributions.

The bottom-up analyses of the pass-on turns demonstrate that teachers use 
a wide variety of practices to return the floor to the students, often combined with 
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bodily conduct. They differ from each other with regard to the extent to which they 
preserve the sequential implications of the preceding student turn. Fairly minimal 
practices, such as purely bodily conduct, (partial) repetitions and imperatives such as 
‘respond’ leave the projection in the student’s turn intact and accordingly typically 
lead to responses to the preceding student turn. Other often more elaborate pass-
on practices slightly alter the sequential implications, for example by reformulating a 
student’s assertion as a question. As a result, these turns mostly lead to responses to 
the pass-on turn itself or to an earlier turn produced by the teacher, rather than to the 
preceding student turn. Following a student’s question, the type of pass-on practice 
seems to be of less influence on the ensuing student responses as the question itself 
powerfully projects an answer to the question as a next action.

The findings demonstrate that the format of the pass-on turn has an impact 
on the ensuing student responses with regard to the turn these contributions 
respond to. In the case of practices that preserve the sequential implications and 
lead to responses to the preceding student turn, one could say that although the 
turn-taking pattern still is (T-)S-T-S, the sequential pattern is (T-)S-S, as the pass-on 
practice only intervenes this sequence on the turn-allocation level. In this way, pass-
on turns demonstrate teachers’ attempts to realise a discussion among the students, 
while simultaneously preserving their role of turn-allocator that is typical for teacher-
fronted interaction (Mchoul, 1978).

6.2.4  Gesture, gaze and laughter: teacher conduct facilitating whole-class 
discussions among students

In whole-class discussions, teachers are expected to take on a facilitating role and 
let students hold the floor for extended periods of time (Cazden, 1988; Myhill, 2006; 
Soter et al., 2008; Van der Veen et al., 2015). Previous research has shown that such a 
discussion framework can be installed by means of open-ended or authentic questions 
and the use of first assessments (Gosen et al., 2015; Myhill, 2006; Nystrand, 1997; Soter 
et al., 2008; Willemsen et al., 2018). Once students have taken the floor, teachers can 
provide opportunities for extending their talk by asking for elaborations of their own 
turns or responses to other students’ turns (Willemsen et al., 2019a, 2019b). Similarly, 
teachers can use bodily means to foster the discussion framework (haldimann et al., 
2017), but this has received little attention in research thus far. The same holds for 
the ways in which these discussion framework interactions come to an end (but see 
Gosen et al., 2015). Chapter 5 seeks to fill these gaps and therefore does not start out 
from a collection of specific teacher conduct, but instead from a collection of episodes 
in which students take several subsequent turns. The study systematically scrutinises 
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the teachers’ conduct around these episodes of discussion among the students and 
uncovers their facilitating repertoire.

The analyses point out that teachers’ facilitating conduct around episodes 
of discussion among the students is varied. Before the episodes, teachers initiate 
discussion by means of open invitations, pursuits, pass-on turns, invitations for 
elaboration and/or several types of bodily conduct such as gestures and lighthouse 
gazes (Björk-Willén & Cekaite, 2017). During the episodes, teachers certainly do not 
do nothing. Instead, they foster the discussion by gesturing and gazing, and even 
laughing around moments of overlap and drinking coffee around places relevant for 
turn transition. In this way, without taking a turn themselves, they invite students 
to take part in the interaction. The episodes come to an end in two ways: 1) the 
discussion ends naturally when the students no longer produce new contributions or 
when their discussion reverts to overlap and noise, 2) the teacher interrupts a student 
and produces his/her own turn. In both cases, the teacher typically brings back the 
focus or initiates an IRe-sequence. Sometimes however, in the case of natural endings, 
the teacher reinitiates the discussion.

The large repertoire of teacher conduct uncovered by this analysis, shows that 
the teachers’ facilitating role is performed in different ways, both before and during 
the episodes of discussion. Apart from leaving the floor to the students for extended 
periods of time, the teachers do hence exhibit quite some interactional work to 
accomplish the discussion framework. In some cases, the endings of the discussion 
episodes do also evidence the teachers’ facilitating role, as teachers sometimes 
use this moment to reinitiate the discussion framework and launch a new episode 
of subsequent student contributions. Starting from a collection of episodes of 
student discussion, the study not only identified teacher conduct already described 
in previous literature, but also discovered types of facilitating conduct that had not 
been characterised as such thus far. The analyses furthermore show that the students 
also orient to these types of conduct while participating in the discussion.

6.2.5 Conclusion

This thesis uncovers teachers’ facilitating conduct and its consequences for the 
interaction in whole-class discussion settings. It constitutes an important step 
towards answering the question of how whole-class discussions can be organised in 
such a way that students actually reason together and jointly construct knowledge. 
especially discussions around texts can thereby enhance students’ engagement, 
their argumentative skills and most importantly their text comprehension, which is 
paramount to students’ knowledge and understanding of the world. 
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In the four studies within this thesis, the teacher conduct was analysed from 
two angles. On the one hand, analyses were conducted by collecting a number of 
prominent types of facilitating conduct from the data and scrutinising these types 
separately (Chapter 2-4). The last study, on the other hand, started out from the 
‘student side’ by collecting episodes of subsequent student contributions (Chapter 5). 
From this latter collection, an inventory of facilitating teacher conduct around these 
episodes was made. Some of the conduct identified in this study constitutes the 
specific types that were analysed in the preceding studies. however, the study also 
uncovered conduct that might not have been in focus had our analysis not started 
out from series of student turns. This concerns among others the teachers’ laughing, 
drinking, nodding, gazing and gesturing: conduct that may not explicitly encourage 
a discussion framework, but nonetheless contributes to the teacher’s facilitating role. 
In this way, the analyses conducted within this PhD-project have created a rather 
complete picture on facilitating teacher conduct by looking at the interactions from 
both sides.

This picture demonstrates a large repertoire of conduct by means of which 
teachers facilitate and foster the discussion framework. Apart from the variety of 
actions that teachers employ as demonstrated in Chapter 5, these different actions 
themselves also exhibit much variation. As shown in Chapter 2-4, the teachers use 
various different practices for executing a particular action (opening the floor, inviting 
elaboration, passing on a turn). These nuances in the teachers’ turns also entail 
projection of different types of contributions in response. One type of open invitation, 
for example, gives the students considerable freedom, while the other clearly steers 
the student responses in a specific direction, regarding the referent and/or the type 
of response. The same holds for the teachers’ invitations for elaborations (Ifes) and 
pass-on turns: these turns can be produced through different practices with different 
projections that steer towards different types of student responses.

The studies have shown that students also orient to these nuances in the practices 
and projections of their teachers’ turns and typically produce fitted responses. hence, 
by means of their practices, teachers exercise substantial influence on the unfolding 
interaction and on the degree to which the interaction follows a discussion-like 
framework. Some practices exert less control over the projected responses and 
thereby bring the discussion framework closer in the resulting interaction. 

As the analyses have shown, the teacher conduct does not only constitute 
initiating actions; the teachers also build on the student contributions by inviting 
elaborations of and responses to these contributions to further explore the students’ 
thoughts and perspectives. Whereas in teacher-fronted interaction teachers typically 
take first and third positions, our data show a considerable number of instances in 
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which the teachers produce turns in second position: they do not only invite responses 
and elaborations after student contributions that were elicited by a teacher initiation 
(T-S-T-S), but also after spontaneously produced student contributions (S-T-S). In this 
way, the teachers retrospectively allow their students to take initiative and produce 
first turns by creating space to consider these spontaneous contributions in more 
detail in the ensuing interaction. Although Chapter 2 has shown how teachers take 
the first turn and open the floor after reading a piece of text, the other chapters have 
demonstrated that students sometimes also open the floor themselves by producing 
the first turn after reading without waiting for a (verbal) initiating action by the 
teacher. 

The facilitating teacher role is also clearly manifested in the episodes of 
discussion in which teachers entirely refrain from making verbal contributions 
to foster the discussion and let their students respond to each other for extended 
periods of time. In these episodes, the students interact among themselves and the 
teacher does not intervene, but uses all kinds of bodily conduct that facilitates the 
discussion framework. In this way, the interaction can develop into more of an actual 
discussion in which the sequential positions of the turns are less apparent. In such 
episodes the teacher has clearly moved away from the role of turn-allocator and head 
of the interaction.

Such a discussion framework in which the students talk and respond to each 
other and in which the teacher takes on a more facilitating role is an important step 
towards creating opportunities for students to reason together and to jointly construct 
knowledge. By creating and facilitating this framework, teachers can eventually 
enhance students’ engagement, argumentation skills and text comprehension. 

6.3 Discussion
Based on the findings of the studies reported in this thesis, the following sections will 
address the theoretical implications of the research, discuss opportunities for future 
research and provide recommendations for the educational practice.

6.3.1 Theoretical implications

This thesis has provided an analysis of teacher conduct facilitating whole-class 
discussions around texts, based on the recommendations formulated in the literature 
on such discussions. It has demonstrated that the recommended conduct and role 
of discussion facilitator have been described quite generally thus far and that there 
is a lot of nuance to be uncovered when analysing the different types of facilitating 
conduct in more detail. For example, one open invitation is much opener than the 
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other and in passing on a student’s turn, teachers can either preserve or alter the 
sequential implications which lead to different types of responses.

These kinds of nuances, following from the studies conducted in this thesis, stress 
the value of conversation analytic research: the method allows for a categorisation of 
utterances on the basis of how these utterances are understood and function in the 
interaction. The study in Chapter 2 provides a clear example of this. In the collection 
of open invitations, there were a number of invitations that could be considered 
known-information questions in the sense that the teacher presumably already knew 
the answer. Nonetheless, whereas such questions would probably have been labelled 
known-information questions in coding scheme research, this conversation analytic 
study demonstrated that these questions can also function as an open invitation to 
students and elicit multiple student responses and even arguments to underpin these 
responses. This shows that such questions are not always oriented to by the students 
as questions with one predetermined correct answer. Moreover, the teachers did 
not provide evaluations of the responses in the third turn, which is typical for IRe-
sequences. hence, possibly motivated by the context of the discussion setting, 
both students and teacher treated possible known-information questions as open 
invitations inviting multiple responses. It is important that these kinds of nuances as 
well as the different practices for certain actions get acknowledged in future research 
into teachers’ facilitating conduct in classroom discussions.

Apart from the characteristics of productive discussions already listed in 
previous literature, the research conducted within this thesis has also shed light on 
particular types of teacher conduct that received little attention thus far. By starting 
out the fourth study from the ‘student side’, several interesting types of teacher 
conduct came to the surface that together show the large repertoire of facilitating 
conduct employed before and during episodes of discussion among the students 
themselves. Moreover, the analysis has revealed bodily conduct as an important 
complementary means for facilitating a discussion framework. Although one might 
have already expected this in a setting in which teachers are instructed to give the 
floor to the students for extended periods of time (Soter et al., 2008), nonverbal and 
bodily conduct other than employing longer silences and using gaze (aversion) and 
gestures (Cazden, 1988; Damhuis et al., 2004; Dillon, 1985; haldimann et al., 2017) had 
not been noted thus far.

Finally, this thesis has not only paid attention to the means for instigating 
and fostering discussions in the classroom. It has also regarded the ways in which 
discussion episodes come to an end. Although more research into these endings could 
reveal more about how the discussion episodes come to a close and how interactants 
retrospectively treat these episodes, this thesis has provided an important first step 
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towards the scrutiny of these episode endings by showing that students as well 
as teachers can cause the episodes to end and that the endings sometimes also 
constitute new beginnings.

6.3.2 Opportunities for future research

Together the four studies demonstrate a large and varied repertoire of facilitating 
teacher conduct. however, the analyses are not exhaustive: there are undoubtedly 
more types of facilitating conduct to be uncovered and some of the types that were 
identified still provide room for further scrutiny. For example, Chapter 5 has revealed 
an interesting phenomenon which can also be labelled as facilitating conduct and 
is certainly worthy of future research: in one of the extracts, the teacher produces 
an inviting utterance containing “I have no idea”. This phenomenon occurs rather 
frequently in the data and seems to stress the discussion framework in which student 
contributions are welcomed and in which the roles of the teacher and students are 
more symmetrical. In any case, the teacher ‘does’ not knowing and thereby explicitly 
deviates from known-information questions often posed in series of IRe-sequences 
in teacher-fronted interaction. Scrutiny of these expressions of unknowing stance 
(see also Gosen, Berenst, & De Glopper, 2013; houen, Danby, Farrell, & Thorpe, 2018) 
and especially the epistemic stance taking by the students in their ensuing responses 
could inform us on whether and how these expressions influence the discussion 
framework.

Apart from the different types of conduct, the level of turn taking also provides 
interesting opportunities for future research. This thesis has demonstrated that 
teachers select next speakers in different ways. As Chapter 2 has shown, they select 
single students, but also pose open invitations to the whole group of students who 
are then to nominate or select themselves in order to become the next speaker. 
Similarly, the teachers sometimes only use bodily conduct and invite next speakers 
to select themselves by gesturing and/or looking around the classroom. In this way, 
apart from posing opener questions, the teachers also create more openness with 
regard to next speakership. This again seems to reflect their attempts to construct a 
discussion framework in which the teacher takes on a more facilitating role. A further 
investigation of the teachers’ selection of next speakers and the ways this is taken up 
by the students, could shed new light on the workings of the discussion framework 
from the turn-taking perspective.

At a higher level of analysis, future research on the changes between the different 
participation frameworks within the lessons could inform us on how and when these 
changes are made and what they mean for the interaction. For example, the analyses 
in Chapter 5 revealed that episodes of subsequent student contributions come to an 
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end in two ways. They either end ‘naturally’ as new contributions by the students are 
no longer forthcoming or as their discussion reverts to noise, or the discussion comes 
to an end because of an interruption produced by the teacher. Further scrutiny of these 
endings would provide insight as to when and how exactly teachers produce their 
interrupting turns and install an instructive framework. Moreover, this analysis could 
demonstrate the teachers’ judgement or interpretation of the episode of discussion 
they just brought to an end. Of course, the teachers’ occasional reinitiation of the 
discussion framework after an episode’s natural ending also provides information 
with regard to how the teacher has perceived it and how s/he wishes to continue. 
hence, the discussion endings are a useful source for uncovering the discussion 
episodes’ perceived place and function in the interaction.

Following from this, it would be interesting to get a better grip on the teachers’ 
perception of their whole-class discussions and find out whether teachers consciously 
choose specific practices for their facilitating conduct and if so, how they come to 
these choices and whether they are content with the resulting interaction. Apart from 
their facilitating conduct, the teachers in the data also showed considerable amounts 
of conduct typical for more teacher-fronted types of classroom interaction: they 
frequently posed known-information questions, thereby allowing students only little 
room for their responses and placing themselves in first and third position (Mchoul, 
1978; Mehan, 1979b). here again, it would be interesting to find out to what extent 
these episodes of interaction characterised by a more instructive framework are 
intentionally brought about by the teachers. Did they use the instructional framework 
to transfer or prompt the discovery of specific information to their students? Or were 
they actually trying but failing to install a discussion framework? To gain more insight 
into these matters, the method of CA could be complemented with other methods of 
research, such as stimulated recall interviews (e.g. Calderhead, 1981) in which teachers 
can be asked such questions.

Other questions, for example how teachers come to such a large repertoire 
of facilitating conduct without being trained extensively beforehand, could also 
be answered by means of this kind of interviews and thereby complement the 
conversation analytic studies in this thesis. Possibly, the interviews could also 
disclose other types of conduct that teachers have in their repertoire and may use 
in the future, but have not shown in the lessons recorded for this research project. 
Furthermore, teachers could be asked whether they already employed such conduct 
before taking part in the research and if not, what impedes their use of this conduct 
in their everyday classroom interaction. 

Next, the research in this thesis constitutes an important step towards 
uncovering how whole-class discussions around texts can lead to collaborative 
reasoning and knowledge construction by students. The four studies of this thesis 
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have focused on the teacher during whole-class discussions and have described a 
large repertoire of conduct by means of which the teachers facilitate and foster a 
discussion framework in which students produce longer stretches of talk and take the 
floor for longer periods of time (T-S-S-S). The student contributions have received less 
attention in the studies; they were mainly used to get an impression of the subsequent 
interaction after a specific teacher turn and to substantiate the analyses. however, as 
the focus of this thesis was motivated by the question of how students can be invited 
to have discussions with each other and to reason together, an extensive analysis 
of the shape and content of student conduct in this setting would only be logical. 
Conversation analytic research could uncover when and how the students engage 
in joint reasoning and build knowledge together. It could furthermore indicate the 
interactional surroundings in which joint reasoning takes place and the types and 
practices of teacher conduct that contribute to it.

Finally, the analyses in this thesis have demonstrated the normative relations 
at work in the particular setting of whole-class discussions in primary school history 
and geography lessons. The question is, of course, to what extent one can generalise 
from the context described in the research to other contexts. This is justifiable as long 
as one can reasonably assume that the normative relations also hold for these other 
contexts, as very different contexts may evoke teacher conduct that has different 
normative implications for the ensuing interaction. For example, when a whole-class 
discussion revolves around a different type of text such as a poem, the discussion will 
rather be about how the poem is experienced than about the students’ perception of 
presented facts. It may well be that teachers experience less pressure of knowledge 
transfer goals in these lessons and are therefore less inclined to steer the interaction 
towards a culturally appropriate interpretation of the text. This may lead them to 
perform different actions and could lead to other responses from the students as 
well. A similar shift might also be observed in lessons in which teachers philosophise 
with their students. It would be interesting to analyse whole-class discussions in these 
contexts and see what normative relations uphold and what relations change.

6.3.3 Recommendations for practice

From the findings in the four separate studies, it can be concluded that teachers use 
a large and varied repertoire of facilitating conduct during whole-class discussion 
lessons. This is remarkable given the fact that the teachers only received rather 
general instructions on the basis of previously conducted research. They did not 
receive suggestions on specific practices nor did they participate in an extensive 
preparatory training (c.f. Van der Veen, Van der Wilt, et al., 2017). hence, it seems that 
providing teachers with recommendations from the literature and with the rationale 
behind these recommendations already steers them towards performing facilitating 
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behaviour. It must be noted here that the teachers in our data of course agreed to 
participate in the research and may therefore have been more inclined to instigate 
and foster the discussion framework than other teachers would. They were, however, 
not accustomed to having whole-class discussions with their students, but exhibited 
all kinds of facilitating conduct nonetheless.

In order to make (prospective) teachers consciously competent in their facilitating 
role during whole-class discussions, they could be trained by means of Conversation 
Analysis- and Discursive Psychology-based trainings such as the Conversation 
Analytic Role-Play Method (CARM, Stokoe, 2014) and the Discursive Action Method 
(DAM, Lamerichs & Te Molder, 2011). These trainings make the participants “analysts 
of their own discourse” (Lamerichs & Te Molder, 2011, p. 190) and do not instruct  
participants to perform certain actions, but rather make them aware of their own 
actions and practices. Regarding the findings of the studies within this thesis, such 
training could make (prospective) teachers conscious of the variety and nuances of 
their facilitating repertoire and its consequences for the ensuing interaction. Thereby, 
the training can help (prospective) teachers to employ (sub)types and practices suited 
to what they want to achieve in the interaction. For example, if one wants students to 
actually respond directly to each other, minimal pass-on practices are most suitable, 
whereas more elaborate pass-on practices can be used to slightly alter the preceding 
student contribution and steer the interaction towards responses to this reformulated 
version.

Training could also make (prospective) teachers aware of their bodily conduct 
facilitating the discussion. As Chapter 5 has evidenced, not only gestures and gaze 
have facilitating capacity. Other less obvious and less anticipated bodily means 
can also facilitate discussion. For example, the teachers’ bodily posture during the 
discussion can give a strong signal and taking a sip of coffee can be crucial to turn 
transition. In fact, the students’ behaviour has demonstrated that they repeatedly 
orient to the teacher and his or her conduct. Taking a first turn after reading, they 
do look at the teacher beforehand. Similarly, regarding the teacher’s drinking around 
places relevant for turn transition, we saw a student taking the next turn only after 
looking at her teacher taking a sip. This shows that everything the teacher does in 
these whole-class discussions seems of relevance to the interaction as it unfolds. 
hence, facilitating the discussion is a constant activity, even when the teacher is 
(doing) listening to the students.

Apart from training, (prospective) teachers could also be informed on the 
outcomes of the studies within this thesis through contributions to professional 
education journals, teaching materials, and educational handbooks and through 
presentations at professional conferences. In this way, the ‘stocks of interactional 
knowledge’ (Peräkylä & Vehviläinen, 2003) that are held by the (prospective) 
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professionals in the educational field can be modified and complemented with the 
description of specific practices.

Notwithstanding the possibilities to make (prospective) teachers conscious of 
the variation and nuances in their facilitating conduct, the studies within this thesis 
have shown that relatively little instruction can already lead teachers to demonstrate 
all kinds of facilitating behaviour and thereby realise a framework in which teacher 
and students have a discussion about the texts just read. These whole-class discussion 
lessons are actually quite simple to organise: they can be based on the curricular 
texts and, as long as these texts offer room for overarching discussable questions 
such as “how do you think parents felt about their children going to school instead 
of working in factories?”, the approach can be applied. Moreover, whereas small-
group discussions require organisation of group division, accommodation of these 
groups and parallel guidance by the teacher, whole-class discussions offer teachers 
the opportunity to more easily organise a discussion among the students and model 
thinking for the group as a whole (see for example McKeown & Beck, 1999).

In 36 out of 39 lessons recorded for this project, the students were placed in a 
circle formation. Such a formation seems most suitable for whole-class discussions, as 
it enables students to see each other and to readily identify who is presently speaking 
and who will probably be the next speaker on the basis of (self-) selection. In this 
way, the students can interact among themselves more easily and the teacher does 
not need to come between every two turns to allocate speakership. hence, the circle 
formation also contributes to the teacher’s moving away from being the ‘head’ of the 
interaction (Mchoul, 1978) and coming to a more symmetrical relationship with the 
students in this particular setting. In the lessons in the data set that did not take place 
in a circle formation, the students were seated in a small groups formation. Although 
this only concerns three lessons, the whole-class discussions in this formation seem to 
exhibit more turn-allocation by the teacher as well as more schisms in the interaction: 
students taking part in subgroup conversations. The lessons taking place in circle 
formation demonstrated a more central focus, which of course is preferable for 
whole-class discussions.

This thesis has contributed to a future in which teachers can consciously use 
different types and practices of facilitating conduct for whole-class discussions. 
Professionalization by means of training and presentations as well as the development 
of educational materials will help them employ conduct and practices suited to their 
goals in the interaction. In this way, teachers can realise discussion frameworks in 
which their students take the floor for extended periods of time and respond to each 
other’s contributions. Such productive discussions in which students reason together 
and jointly construct knowledge create more engagement among the students and 
enhance their argumentative skills as well as their text comprehension. 
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Transcription conventions

Based on Jefferson (1986)

Tch: teacher
Sum: Sumaya, pseudonym of an identified student
???: unidentified student
Tri?: probably Tristan
Clss: several students simultaneously
 
[word overlapping talk
[word 
word= ‘latching’: no gap between two turns
=word 
(1.0) pause of one second
(.) micro-pause, shorter than 0.2 seconds
 
? sharp rising phrase intonation, not necessarily a question
, slight rising phrase intonation, suggesting continuation
. falling phrase intonation
_ flat intonation
↑word↓ing marked rising or falling shift in syllable intonation
 
WORD louder than surrounding talk
˚word˚ softer than surrounding talk
word stressed syllable
wo:rd lengthening of the preceding sound
wo- cut-off (often audibly abrupt) 
>phrase< faster than surrounding talk
<phrase> slower than surrounding talk
hh audible aspiration
•hh
 audible inhalation

(word) unclear talk
(        )
 inaudible talk
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((points)) verbal description of (non-verbal) actions
 focus of analysis

Multimodal information, adapted from Mondada (2016)

Tch: teacher’s bodily behaviour
*word talk and simultaneous bodily behaviour marked with *, +, $, %, & 
*bodily action

62 
 
 

practices (i.e. his nod, facial expression, gaze, gesture and long silence), the repetition works as a pass-
on practice, inviting the other students to respond. The sequential implications remain intact, as the 
teacher only literally repeats part of Kars’s turn. Louis indeed responds by challenging Kars’s assertion 
and designing his own turn as a response to Kars: ‘(but) if…’ (l. 19-21). One could say that, as the 
teacher repeats (part of) the first student’s contribution, the second student not only responds to the 
preceding student contribution but also to the teacher’s recycling of those words. 

Another pass-on practice that does not alter the sequential implications, and hence projects 
direct responses to the previous student, is the more explicit ‘respond’ and similar imperative formats. 
Extract 3 presents a clear example. At the start of this extract, the teacher is reading aloud the last 
sentence of a text about the Dutch queen’s flight to England shortly after the German invasion in May 
1940. 

 
Extract 3. Imperative (42.2016S1L8.0.18.52) 
1 Tch:  ((voorlezend)) en de koning↑in (.) die gaat naar  
   ((reading aloud)) and the ↑queen (.) she goes to 
2   engeland. 
   england. 
3 Mir:  (dat’s) echt stom. 
   (that’s) really stupid. 
4   (0.6) 
5 Tch:  ↑NOU.=ja. 
   ↑well.=yes. 
6   *(0.5) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to Mirjam on his right 
7 Tch:  w:aarom. 
   wh:y. 
8   (0.4) 
9 Kar:  [(vluchten) ] 
   [   (flee)    ] 
10 Mir:  [ze laat dan] *gewoon ze laat dan gewoon: het hele land  
   [she then just] *leaves she then just: leaves the whole  
 Tch:                  *crosses arms 
11 Mir:  in de +steek.=dat is echt niet goed. 
   country in the +lurch.=that really isn’t good. 
 Tch:                 +distinctly nods once 
12 Tch: → okee. 
   okay. 
13   *(0.2) 
 Tch:  *directs gaze to other students, forward-left down 
14 Tch:  +rea%geer. 
  → +res%pond. 
 Tch:  +open palm gesture to other students 
       %retracts gesture 
15 Tri:  >ja maar *die< koningin die wil zelf ↑ook niet doodgaan. 
   >yes but *that< queen she herself doesn’t want to die 

↑either. 
 Tch:           *lifts head, gazes (forward-left) at Tristan 
16   (0.5) 
17 Kar:  ja maar [(bedoel) 
   yes but [(mean) 
18 Tri:          [(want dan denkt) JA die is koningin,= 
           [(because then thinks) YES she is a queen,= 
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heT woorD Is aan jullIe

een conversatieanalytisch onderzoek naar het gedrag van leerkrachten 
dat gesprekken met de hele klas rondom teksten faciliteert
In dit proefschrift wordt verslag gedaan van onderzoek naar leerkrachtgedrag 
in gesprekken met de hele klas rondom teksten tijdens geschiedenis- en 
aardrijkskundelessen op de basisschool. In deze samenvatting zal steeds de term 
‘klassengesprek’ worden gebruikt, hoewel het hier in feite gaat om een specifiek 
type klassengesprek: de gesprekken hebben een discussiekarakter en de leerkracht 
heeft bij deze gesprekken een meer faciliterende rol. het proefschrift beschrijft de 
verschillende manieren waarop leerkrachten deze rol aannemen en hun leerlingen 
uitnodigen langere tijd het woord te nemen. Door leerkrachtgedrag tijdens deze 
gesprekken aan een gedetailleerde analyse te onderwerpen, na te gaan welke 
leerlingbijdragen aan dergelijk gedrag voorafgaan en te bepalen welke invloed 
het leerkrachtgedrag heeft op de interactie, wordt aangetoond hoe leerkrachten 
gesprekken tussen leerlingen faciliteren en beïnvloeden met gebruikmaking van 
zowel verbaal als non-verbaal handelen. Deze inzichten verschaffen waardevolle 
informatie over het voeren van klassengesprekken waarin leerlingen met elkaar 
praten, op elkaar reageren, gezamenlijk redeneren en elkaar van alternatieve 
perspectieven voorzien.

Deze Nederlandstalige samenvatting schetst kort de achtergrond van het 
onderzoek waarna de verschillende analytische hoofdstukken uit dit proefschrift 
worden samengevat. De samenvattingen beschrijven steeds kort de aanleiding voor 
het onderzoek en bespreken vervolgens de belangrijkste bevindingen. Ten slotte 
worden ook de conclusies, discussiepunten en de praktische implicaties van het 
onderzoek samengevat.

achtergrond
Lezen is een belangrijke vaardigheid. Door teksten te lezen ontmoeten we de 
wereld en verwerven we allerhande kennis. Daarbij draagt lezen bijvoorbeeld bij 
aan taalontwikkeling en kan het bijdragen aan Theory of Mind, sociaal-emotionele 
ontwikkeling en wiskundige en literaire competentie (Kidd & Castano, 2013; Kwant, 
2011; Stanovich, 2008; Van den heuvel-Panhuizen et al., 2016; Van der Pol, 2010). 
Los van deze cognitieve effecten is leesvaardigheid uiteraard ook belangrijk in de 
directe context waarin het lezen plaatsheeft. Zo zijn teksten bij zaakvakken op school 
doorgaans de primaire informatiebron. Om de stof tot zich te kunnen nemen, dienen 
de leerlingen deze teksten dus te kunnen lezen en begrijpen. Daarbij is een actieve 
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houding bij de leerlingen nodig, opdat ze een representatie van de tekst maken en 
relaties infereren met gebruikmaking van hun kennis van de wereld (Gernsbacher 
& Kaschak, 2013). Jonge en minder bekwame lezers blijken echter geen actieve rol 
aan te nemen en lezen teksten daardoor vaak oppervlakkig (Beck & McKeown, 2001; 
Beck et al., 1996). Ze kunnen vervolgens enkel makkelijke vragen beantwoorden en 
demonstreren geen tekstbegrip (Beck & McKeown, 2001). een dialogische aanpak met 
motiverende doelen zou het tekstbegrip van leerlingen moeten vergroten (Beck et 
al., 1996; Van den Branden, 2019; Vanbuel et al., 2017).

In de afgelopen decennia heeft onderzoek aangetoond dat klassengesprekken 
over teksten de ontwikkeling van leerlingen inderdaad op verschillende vlakken 
kunnen bevorderen. Ze kunnen onder andere leiden tot bevordering van allerhande 
cognitieve processen (zoals tekstbegrip en probleemoplossend vermogen), 
verbetering van argumentatieve vaardigheden en toename van de betrokkenheid 
van leerlingen (Applebee et al., 2003; Beck & McKeown, 2001; Chinn et al., 2001; Gosen, 
2012; Murphy et al., 2009; Reznitskaya et al., 2001). Niet elk gesprek over teksten in 
de klas is echter even succesvol in het realiseren van bovengenoemde resultaten. 
Productieve gesprekken worden gekarakteriseerd door een leerkracht die optreedt 
als facilitator en leerlingen uitnodigt het woord te nemen en hun gedachten en 
ervaringen te delen (evans, 2001; Myhill, 2006; Van der Veen et al., 2015). het stellen van 
open of authentieke vragen wordt vaak genoemd als een manier om dit te bereiken, 
omdat deze vragen langere beurten uitlokken en betrokkenheid bij de leerlingen 
kunnen aanwakkeren (Beck & McKeown, 2001; Myhill, 2006; Nystrand, 1997; Nystrand 
& Gamoran, 1991). Daarnaast worden ook (langere) stiltes laten vallen en leerlingen 
direct op elkaar laten reageren of hun vorige beurt laten uitbreiden door middel van 
vervolgvragen gesuggereerd als manieren om een discussiekader te bewerkstelligen 
en het leren en het begrip van leerlingen te vergroten en ondersteunen (Michaels & 
O’Connor, 2015; Myhill, 2006; Nystrand & Gamoran, 1991).

Aangezien deze aanbevelingen uit de literatuur nog steeds betrekkelijk vaag 
en potentieel ook ambigu zijn, had dit proefschrift tot doel het leerkrachtgedrag dat 
klassengesprekken faciliteert nader in kaart te brengen door de klasseninteractie in 
deze setting in detail te bestuderen. Om deze analyses te kunnen uitvoeren werden 
in totaal 39 geschiedenis- en aardrijkskunde lessen in vier verschillende klassen 
op basisscholen in Nederland vormgegeven als klassengesprekken. Terwijl de 
geschiedenis- en aardrijkskundelessen in deze klassen normaal gesproken bestaan uit 
het lezen van teksten in het tekstboek en het maken van opdrachten in het werkboek, 
werden dezelfde curriculaire teksten in dit geval steeds besproken aan de hand van 
‘kwesties’: vragen waarop geen eenduidig antwoord te geven valt (bijvoorbeeld “hoe 
was het voor ouders dat hun kinderen ineens naar school gingen en niet langer in de 
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fabrieken werkten?”). De deelnemende leerkrachten werden geïnstrueerd op basis 
van de suggesties en aanbevelingen uit de literatuur. Alle lessen werden gefilmd en 
vervolgens geanalyseerd met behulp van conversatieanalyse. 

Conversatieanalyse is een bijzonder geschikte onderzoeksmethode voor 
gedetailleerde analyse van interactie. Ze richt zich namelijk niet alleen op de uitingen 
van een van de participanten, maar neemt ook in beschouwing hoe deze uitingen 
worden begrepen door de andere participanten getuige hun reacties. Door in detail 
naar het gedrag van de leerkrachten te kijken, hebben we nieuwe inzichten verworven 
in de interactionele werking van (de verschillende praktijken voor) dit gedrag 
tijdens klassengesprekken. het onderzoek laat zien welke typen leerkrachtgedrag 
een discussiekader ondersteunen en de leerlingen de mogelijkheid bieden langere 
beurten te produceren.

open uitnodigingen van leerkrachten tijdens klassengesprekken
hoofdstuk 2 betreft een uitvoerige beschrijving van ‘open of authentieke vragen’. 
In tegenstelling tot known-information questions (vragen waarop de leerkracht het 
antwoord zelf al weet, Mehan, 1979b), laten open vragen zien dat de leerkracht 
geïnteresseerd is in de meningen en gedachtes van de leerlingen (Nystrand, 1997) en 
geven ze leerlingen de mogelijkheid om deze persoonlijke perspectieven met elkaar 
te delen (Myhill, 2006; Nystrand, 1997; Soter et al., 2008). Op deze manier kunnen 
open vragen discussies stimuleren waarin leerlingen verder denken, met elkaar 
redeneren en uitgebreide uitleg geven (Soter et al., 2008; zie ook Chinn et al., 2001). 
eerder werden dergelijke vragen gekarakteriseerd als vragen die niet een enkel juist 
antwoord hebben en die leerlingen op verschillende manieren ruimte bieden (Chinn 
et al., 2001, p. 394). De studie die in dit hoofdstuk beschreven wordt, gaat nader in 
op deze vragen en biedt een verdere specificatie van de karakteristieken. De analyse 
richt zich op open vragen die de leerkrachten produceren na het lezen van een stuk 
tekst waarmee ze de leerlingen vervolgens uitnodigen om het woord te nemen in 
het gesprek. In de analyse wordt onderscheid gemaakt tussen verschillende typen 
open vragen en worden ook de interactionele gevolgen van deze verschillende typen 
geïdentificeerd. Aangezien dit soort ‘vragen’ niet altijd de grammaticale vorm van 
een vraag aannemen, spreken we in dit hoofdstuk van open uitnodigingen.

De data laten zien dat open uitnodigingen geen uniforme categorie vormen. 
Open uitnodigingen nemen verschillende vormen aan en verschillen bovendien in 
hun mate van openheid. Door middel van de analyse werden vier verschillende typen 
open uitnodigingen geïdentificeerd. De eerste categorie bevat uitnodigingen die 
(een reeks van) objectief goede of foute antwoorden projecteren. hiermee zijn ze zeer 
vergelijkbaar met known-information questions, maar met het verschil dat deze vragen 
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door de leerkrachten niet worden behandeld alsof er slechts één goed antwoord 
op de vraag is. het tweede type open uitnodigingen betreft uitnodigingen die een 
bepaald antwoordtype projecteren. Ze maken dus een bepaald soort antwoord 
relevant, bijvoorbeeld het geven van een mening. het derde type uitnodigingen 
projecteert geen specifiek antwoordtype, maar heeft wel een beperkte referent: 
van de leerlingen wordt verwacht dat ze iets zeggen over een bepaald deel van de 
tekst (of een afbeelding). het vierde en laatste type open uitnodigingen betreft topic 
sollicitaties die leerlingen de ruimte geven om vrijelijk aan het gesprek bij te dragen 
met een eigen topic.

De vier typen open uitnodigingen tonen aan dat de term ‘open of authentieke 
vraag’ nog redelijk algemeen is en nader kan worden gespecificeerd. Sommige 
uitnodigingen tonen een vrij sterke projectie, terwijl andere meer controle 
overdragen aan de leerlingen en hen uitnodigen zelf initiatief te nemen. Dit laatste 
type uitnodigingen is zo open van aard dat de leerlingen soms onzeker zijn over 
de te produceren bijdrage. Op de minder open uitnodigingen reageren leerlingen 
doorgaans met reeksen parallelle responsen, terwijl de opener uitnodigingen vaker 
leiden tot gesprekken en/of het gezamenlijk beantwoorden van ophelderingsvragen.

om meer vragen: uitnodigingen tot elaboratie van leerkrachten tijdens 
klassengesprekken
In productieve gesprekken over teksten hebben leerlingen langere tijd het woord, 
wordt er dieper op bijdragen van leerlingen ingegaan en geven leerlingen uitgebreide 
uitleg (zie Webb, 1991; Soter et al., 2008). Uitbreidingen of elaboraties dagen leerlingen 
uit om hun gedachten te verbaliseren en uit te leggen, waarmee ze vervolgens hun 
eigen begrip kunnen vergroten en nieuwe perspectieven kunnen ontwikkelen (Avery 
et al., 2013; Bargh & Schul, 1980; Chinn et al., 2000; Webb, 1992; Webb et al., 2002). 
het is daarom belangrijk dat leerlingen worden aangemoedigd om langere beurten 
te produceren – langer dan ze normaal gesproken doen in antwoord op known-
information questions (Damhuis et al., 2004; Mehan, 1979a; Soter et al., 2008) – en dat ze 
worden uitgenodigd om uitleg en elaboraties te produceren, opdat ze hun gedachten 
kunnen herstructureren en delen met anderen (Ross, 2008; Webb, 1992). hoofdstuk 3 
beschrijft een analyse van de manieren waarop leerkrachten leerlingen uitnodigen hun 
eigen voorgaande beurt uit te breiden. De studie onderscheidt verschillende typen 
uitnodigingen tot elaboratie op basis van hun vorm en projectie. Daarnaast identificeert 
de studie de verschillende soorten leerlingbijdragen die aan de uitnodigingen 
voorafgaan en de reacties van de leerlingen waarin de uitnodigingen resulteren.

De analyses laten zien dat de uitnodigingen tot elaboratie van leerkrachten 
op verschillende plekken in de interactie voorkomen: ze volgen op zowel uitgelokte 
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als spontane bijdragen van de leerlingen. Daarnaast kunnen de uitnodigingen tot 
elaboratie worden ingedeeld in subcategorieën op basis van het type elaboratie dat 
ze bij de leerlingen uitlokken. het meerdendeel van de uitnodigingen lokt het leveren 
van argumenten uit en volgt doorgaans op leerlingbijdragen van subjectieve aard. 
De meeste uitnodigingen in deze categorie lijken te worden veroorzaakt door de 
‘kaalheid’ van deze uitspraken. Andere uitnodigingen volgen echter op uitgebreidere 
uitspraken en lijken de bijdragen van de leerlingen verder te willen uitdiepen. een 
ander type uitnodigingen tot elaboratie lokt de productie van uitleg uit en volgt 
meestal op leerlingbijdragen van feitelijke aard. Sommige van de uitnodigingen tot 
elaboratie in deze categorie sturen aan op een uitleg van de vorige beurt; andere 
mikken op een uitleg op basis van de vorige beurt, bijvoorbeeld een specificering. Ten 
slotte komen in de data ook twee uitnodigingen tot elaboratie voor die een algemene 
uitbreiding uitlokken. Deze uitnodigingen sturen dus niet richting een bepaald 
antwoordtype, maar geven de leerlingen de kans om hun vorige uiting min of meer 
incrementeel voort te zetten. In beide gevallen gaat het hier om uitnodigingen die 
volgen op een spontane bijdrage van een leerling.

De bevindingen tonen aan dat de uitnodigingen tot elaboratie in verschillende 
contexten voorkomen en verschillende soorten leerlingbijdragen projecteren. hoewel 
alle uitnodigingen leerlingen de ruimte bieden om hun vorige beurt uit te breiden, 
sturen de meeste uitnodigingen de leerlingen desondanks in de richting van een 
bepaalde respons: het leveren van argumenten of uitleg. De incidentele uitnodiging 
tot elaboratie die enkel uitbreiding projecteert, geeft de leerlingen de meeste vrijheid 
om hun vorige beurt te elaboreren op welke manier dan ook. Terwijl eerder onderzoek 
benadrukt dat leerkrachten hun leerlingen moeten aanmoedigen langere beurten te 
produceren, laat dit onderzoek zien hoe leerkrachten dit doen en hoe zij leerlingen 
uitnodigen hun beurten te elaboreren. Bovendien toont deze studie aan dat alle typen 
uitnodigingen tot elaboratie doorgaans resulteren in een respons die beantwoordt 
aan de projectie in de uitnodiging. De uitnodigingen leiden daarmee dus tot uitingen 
waarin leerlingen hun gedachten verder verbaliseren en uitleggen.

Doorgeefpraktijken in klassengesprekken: hoe leerkrachten het woord 
teruggeven aan de leerlingen
De literatuur over gesprekken in de klas suggereert een kader waarin leerkrachten 
niet steeds elke andere beurt nemen. In plaats daarvan zou de leerkracht het woord 
voor langere tijd aan de leerlingen moeten geven en hen direct op elkaar moeten 
laten reageren (Cazden, 1988; Soter et al., 2008). Dit houdt een verschuiving in van 
het in frontale klasseninteractie alomtegenwoordige Leerkracht-Leerling-Leerkracht-
Leerling-beurtwisselingspatroon naar een patroon dat het meerpartijenkarakter 
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van een klassengesprek weerspiegelt: Lkr-Ll-Ll-Ll (Cazden, 1988; Chinn et al., 2001; 
Myhill, 2006). hoofdstuk 4 biedt inzicht in een specifieke manier waarop leerkrachten 
dit patroon trachten te bewerkstelligen en hun leerlingen uitnodigen op elkaar te 
reageren: de doorgeefbeurt. De doorgeefbeurten van leerkrachten vinden plaats 
na een leerlingbijdrage en moedigen de andere leerlingen aan om de volgende 
beurt te nemen en te reageren op de voorgaande bijdrage. Opvallend is hierbij dat 
de leerkrachten de positie van de reacties tijdelijk bezetten om deze vervolgens 
beschikbaar te maken voor de leerlingen. Daarmee houden de leerkrachten dus 
vast aan het Lkr-Ll-Lkr-Ll-patroon, terwijl ze tegelijkertijd streven naar een Lkr-
Ll-Ll-Ll-patroon. het onderzoek in hoofdstuk 4 identificeert de verschillende 
doorgeefpraktijken en analyseert de projectie en gevolgen van deze verschillende 
praktijken voor de leerlingbijdragen die erop volgen.

De bottom-upanalyse van de doorgeefbeurten laat zien dat leerkrachten een 
grote variëteit aan praktijken gebruiken om het woord terug te geven aan de leerlingen. 
Deze praktijken worden bovendien vaak gecombineerd met non-verbale middelen. De 
praktijken verschillen van elkaar in de mate waarmee ze de sequentiële implicaties van 
de voorafgaande leerlingbijdrage in stand houden. Betrekkelijk minimale praktijken, 
zoals louter non-verbaal handelen, (gedeeltelijke) herhalingen en imperatieven 
zoals ‘reageer’, behouden de projectie uit de beurt van de leerling en leiden dan 
ook doorgaans tot reacties op de voorafgaande leerlingbijdrage. Andere, meestal 
uitgebreidere doorgeefpraktijken brengen kleine wijzigingen aan in de sequentiële 
implicaties, bijvoorbeeld door een bewering van een leerling te herformuleren tot 
een vraag. het gevolg hiervan is dat leerlingen vervolgens meestal reageren op de 
doorgeefbeurt zelf of op een eerdere beurt van de leerkracht in plaats van op de 
voorafgaande leerlingbijdrage. Wanneer de doorgeefbeurt volgt op een vraag van een 
leerling lijkt de doorgeefpraktijk van minder invloed op de daaropvolgende reacties 
van de leerlingen. Vragen brengen zelf namelijk een sterke projectie over: ze maken 
een antwoord op de vraag als volgende actie conditioneel relevant.   

De bevindingen duiden erop dat de vorm van de doorgeefbeurt invloed 
heeft op de daaropvolgende reacties van de leerlingen met betrekking tot de 
beurten waarop ze reageren. In het geval van de minimale doorgeefpraktijken zou 
je kunnen zeggen dat de doorgeefbeurten de sequentie enkel interveniëren op 
beurttoewijzingsniveau. het beurtwisselingspatroon is hier weliswaar nog altijd (Lkr-)
Ll-Lkr-Ll, maar op sequentieel niveau reageren de leerlingen direct op elkaar en is 
het patroon dus in feite (Lkr-)Ll-Ll. Op deze manier getuigen de doorgeefbeurten van 
de pogingen van de leerkracht om een gesprek te realiseren tussen de leerlingen 
onderling, terwijl ze tegelijkertijd de voor frontale klasseninteractie zo typische rol 
van beurttoewijzer behouden (Mchoul, 1978).
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Gebaren, kijken en lachen: gedrag waarmee leerkrachten 
klassengesprekken tussen de leerlingen onderling faciliteren
In klassengesprekken wordt van leerkrachten verwacht dat ze een faciliterende rol 
aannemen en de leerlingen voor langere tijd het woord geven (Cazden, 1988; Myhill, 
2006; Soter et al., 2008; Van der Veen et al., 2015). eerder onderzoek heeft aangetoond 
dat een dergelijk discussiekader kan worden bewerkstelligd door het stellen van 
open of authentieke vragen en het produceren van eerste assessments (Gosen et al., 
2015; Myhill, 2006; Nystrand, 1997; Soter et al., 2008; Willemsen et al., 2018). Wanneer 
leerlingen eenmaal aan het woord zijn, kunnen leerkrachten kansen creëren voor het 
verlengen van de leerlingbijdragen door te vragen om uitbreidingen van de eigen 
beurt of reacties op andermans beurt (Willemsen et al., 2019a, 2019b). Op eenzelfde 
manier kunnen leerkrachten non-verbaal handelen inzetten om het discussiekader te 
ondersteunen (haldimann et al., 2017). hiernaar is echter tot nog toe weinig onderzoek 
gedaan. Dit geldt ook voor de manieren waarop interacties binnen het discussiekader 
ten einde komen (maar zie Gosen et al., 2015). In hoofdstuk 5 worden deze lacunes 
behandeld. Daartoe is ervoor gekozen om de analyse niet te laten vertrekken vanuit 
een collectie van specifiek leerkrachtgedrag, maar vanuit een collectie aan episodes 
waarin leerlingen meerdere opeenvolgende beurten nemen. het onderzoek ontleedt 
op systematische wijze het leerkrachtgedrag rond deze episodes van gesprek tussen 
de leerlingen en brengt daarmee aan het licht op welke manieren leerkrachten 
dergelijke gesprekken faciliteren.

De analyses tonen aan dat het faciliterende gedrag van leerkrachten rond 
gespreksepisodes gevarieerd is. Voorafgaand aan de episodes initiëren leerkrachten 
het gesprek door middel van open uitnodigingen, pursuits, doorgeefbeurten, 
uitnodigingen tot elaboratie en verscheidene typen non-verbaal gedrag, zoals 
gebaren en lighthouse gazes (leerkracht kijkt de klas rond, Björk-Willén & Cekaite, 
2017). Tijdens de episodes doen de leerkrachten zeker niet niets: ze ondersteunen 
het gesprek door te gebaren, rond te kijken en zelfs door te lachen rond momenten 
van beurtoverlap en koffie te drinken rond plaatsen-relevant-voor-beurtoverdracht. 
Op deze manier nodigen ze leerlingen uit om deel te nemen aan het gesprek 
zonder daarbij zelf een beurt te nemen. De episodes eindigen op twee manieren: 
1) het gesprek komt tot een natuurlijk einde op het moment dat de leerlingen geen 
bijdragen meer leveren of wanneer hun gesprek uitmondt in overlap en rumoer, 2) de 
leerkracht produceert een eigen beurt waarmee hij/zij een leerling interrumpeert. In 
beide gevallen brengen de leerkrachten doorgaans de focus terug of initiëren ze een 
IRe-sequentie. Bij natuurlijke eindes komt het echter ook voor dat de leerkracht het 
gesprek herinitieert.
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het grote repertoire aan leerkrachtgedrag dat door middel van de analyses 
is blootgelegd, laat zien dat de faciliterende rol van leerkrachten op verschillende 
manieren vorm krijgt, zowel voor als tijdens de gespreksepisodes. Leerkrachten 
nemen dus niet alleen langere tijd geen beurt; ze vertonen ook aanzienlijk 
interactioneel werk om het discussiekader te bewerkstelligen. Ook de eindes van de 
episodes getuigen in sommige gevallen van de faciliterende rol van de leerkracht, 
namelijk wanneer leerkrachten dit moment gebruiken voor herinitiëring van het 
discussiekader en daarmee een nieuwe gespreksepisode lanceren. Door een collectie 
van gespreksepisodes tussen de leerlingen onderling als uitgangspunt te nemen, 
toont dit onderzoek niet alleen het leerkrachtgedrag aan dat reeds werd beschreven 
in de literatuur; het legt ook faciliterend gedrag bloot dat tot nog toe niet als zodanig 
gekarakteriseerd werd.

Discussie
Dit proefschrift beschrijft leerkrachtgedrag dat klassengesprekken faciliteert en 
de invloed die dit gedrag heeft op de daaropvolgende interactie. het vormt een 
belangrijke stap in de beantwoording van de vraag hoe klassengesprekken op 
zo’n manier moeten worden georganiseerd dat leerlingen daadwerkelijk met 
elkaar redeneren en gezamenlijk kennis construeren. Gesprekken over teksten in 
het bijzonder kunnen namelijk de betrokkenheid van leerlingen vergroten en hun 
argumentatievaardigheden en tekstbegrip verbeteren. Vooral tekstbegrip is cruciaal 
voor de ontwikkeling van kennis en begrip van de wereld bij leerlingen.

In de vier studies in dit proefschrift werd het leerkrachtgedrag van twee kanten 
geanalyseerd. enerzijds werden er analyses verricht op basis van collecties van 
specifieke typen leerkrachtgedrag (hoofdstuk 2-4). Anderzijds nam de laatste studie 
een collectie van episodes van gesprekken van leerlingen onderling als uitgangspunt 
(hoofdstuk 5). In deze collectie werd vervolgens het faciliterend leerkrachtgedrag 
geïnventariseerd. Sommige typen gedrag die uit deze inventarisatie naar voren 
kwamen waren niet nieuw en werden in de eerdere studies in dit proefschrift 
reeds uitvoerig beschreven. De inventarisatie legde echter ook andere typen 
leerkrachtgedrag bloot die waarschijnlijk niet aan het licht gekomen waren als we de 
analyse niet hadden gebaseerd op een collectie van opeenvolgende leerlingbijdragen. 
Dit geldt onder andere voor lachen, drinken, knikken, kijken en gebaren: allemaal 
typen gedrag die misschien niet expliciet uitnodigen tot een discussiekader maar 
desondanks wel bijdragen aan de faciliterende rol van de leerkracht. Op deze manier, 
door van beide kanten naar de klassengesprekken te kijken, hebben de vier studies 
in dit promotietraject een redelijk compleet beeld van faciliterend leerkrachtgedrag 
geschetst.
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Ondanks dat zijn de analyses in dit proefschrift niet uitputtend: er zullen 
ongetwijfeld nog andere typen faciliterend gedrag te ontdekken zijn en sommige 
typen die in het onderzoek geïdentificeerd zijn, bieden nog mogelijkheden voor 
nadere analyse. Zo bevatten de data een aanzienlijk aantal voorbeelden van uitingen 
waarmee de leerkracht een lage epistemische positie inneemt, bijvoorbeeld met “ik 
weet het niet” of “ik heb geen idee”. Ook dit soort uitingen lijken het discussiekader 
te ondersteunen en het klassengesprek te faciliteren: ze benadrukken de meer 
symmetrische relatie tussen leerkracht en leerlingen in dit kader en nodigen 
leerlingresponsen uit. Met dit soort uitingen van ‘niet weten’ wijken leerkrachten dus 
expliciet af van de voor frontale interactie typerende known-information questions. 
Verder onderzoek naar deze uitingen van onwetendheid (zie ook Gosen et al., 2013; 
houen et al., 2018) en vooral ook naar de epistemische posities die vervolgens door 
de leerlingen worden ingenomen, zouden meer informatie kunnen verschaffen over 
hoe dergelijke uitingen het discussiekader beïnvloeden.

De analyses in dit proefschrift hebben niet alleen een grote variëteit in 
typen faciliterend leerkrachtgedrag aangetoond; ze laten ook zien dat er binnen de 
verschillende handelingen veel variatie is. hoofdstuk 2, 3 en 4 hebben laten zien dat 
leerkrachten verschillende praktijken gebruiken om min of meer dezelfde handeling 
te verrichten. Deze nuanceverschillen leiden ook tot verschillen in projectie met 
betrekking tot de volgende beurt, waarmee ze vervolgens ook het vervolg van de 
interactie beïnvloeden. Terwijl de ene praktijk voor open uitnodigingen leerlingen 
bijvoorbeeld veel vrijheid geeft en doorgaans het discussiekader dichterbij brengt, 
stuurt de andere open uitnodiging meer in een bepaalde richting en reageren de 
leerlingen eerder met een reeks parallelle responsen.

Verder heeft dit proefschrift aangetoond dat leerkrachten in klassengesprekken 
ook ruimte bieden aan spontane bijdragen van de leerlingen. Ze doen hiermee (in 
ieder geval tijdelijk) afstand van hun rol als primaire gesprekspartner die iedere 
andere beurt neemt en elke sequentie initieert en afsluit. In plaats daarvan laten ze 
leerlingen ook zichzelf selecteren en bijvoorbeeld een bepaald topic initiëren. Door 
de leerlingen in tweede positie vervolgens uit te nodigen deze spontane bijdrage uit 
te breiden of anderen aan te moedigen erop te reageren, geven ze hun de ruimte om 
hun gedachten en ideeën nader te beschouwen en dragen ze daarmee bovendien 
deels de controle over de interactie over aan de leerlingen. Uiteraard hebben we 
in hoofdstuk 5 ook kunnen aanschouwen dat leerkrachten soms geruime tijd geen 
enkele beurt nemen en hun leerlingen voor langere tijd aan het woord laten. Daarbij 
ondersteunen ze deze episodes wel met allerhande non-verbale middelen. Ook in 
deze episodes wordt de faciliterende rol van de leerkracht tijdens klassengesprekken 
dus duidelijk zichtbaar.
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het onderzoek in dit proefschrift was vooral gericht op het gedrag waarmee 
leerkrachten kunnen faciliteren dat hun leerlingen langere tijd het woord nemen tijdens 
klassengesprekken. De leerlingbijdragen werden in de analyses vooral gebruikt om 
een indruk te krijgen van de interactie volgend op bepaalde leerkrachthandelingen 
en om de analyses te onderbouwen. Om een beeld te krijgen van de manieren die 
leerlingen daadwerkelijk aanzetten tot gezamenlijk redeneren en gezamenlijke 
kennisconstructie, is het uiteraard van belang in toekomstig onderzoek ook de 
bijdragen van de leerlingen nader onder de loep te nemen. Conversatieanalytisch 
onderzoek zou kunnen laten zien hoe leerlingen hun gezamenlijk redeneren tot 
stand brengen en welke typen en praktijken van leerkrachtgedrag daartoe bijdragen.

De studies in dit proefschrift hebben laten zien dat leerkrachten zonder 
uitgebreide instructie te hebben genoten een groot repertoire aan faciliterend gedrag 
vertonen. De vraag daarbij is uiteraard in hoeverre dit gedrag bewust is, en of de 
leerkrachten met hun handelen hebben weten te bereiken wat ze wilden bereiken in 
de interactie. Op basis van de uitkomsten van het onderzoek in dit proefschrift zouden 
(toekomstige) leerkrachten attent kunnen worden gemaakt op de verschillende 
nuances en de gevolgen van hun handelingen in de interactie. Didactiek- en 
methodeontwikkeling en trainingen zouden hen bewust bekwaam kunnen maken 
en hen kunnen helpen om die handelingen en praktijken toe te passen die passen 
bij hun intenties. Vervolgens kunnen leerkrachten dan een discussiekader realiseren 
waarin leerlingen langere tijd aan het woord zijn en reageren op elkaars bijdragen. 
Dergelijke productieve gesprekken waarin leerlingen gezamenlijk redeneren en 
kennis construeren leiden immers tot meer betrokkenheid, betere argumentatieve 
vaardigheden en, ten slotte, een hogere mate van tekstbegrip.
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